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Abstract
Smart environments feature a number of computing and sensing devices that support occupants in performing
their tasks. In the last decades there has been a multitude of advances in miniaturizing sensors and computers,
while greatly increasing their performance. As a result new devices are introduced into our daily lives that have
a plethora of functions. Gathering information about the occupants is fundamental in adapting the smart environ-
ment according to preference and situation. There is a large number of different sensing devices available that can
provide information about the user. They include cameras, accelerometers, GPS, acoustic systems, or capacitive
sensors. The latter use the properties of an electric field to sense presence and properties of conductive objects
within range. They are commonly employed in finger-controlled touch screens that are present in billions of de-
vices. A less common variety is the capacitive proximity sensor. It can detect the presence of the human body
over a distance, providing interesting applications in smart environments. Choosing the right sensor technology
is an important decision in designing a smart environment application. Apart from looking at previous use cases,
this process can be supported by providing more formal methods.
In this work I present a benchmarking model that is designed to support this decision process for applications
in smart environments. Previous benchmarks for pervasive systems have been adapted towards sensors systems
and include metrics that are specific for smart environments. Based on distinct sensor characteristics, different
ratings are used as weighting factors in calculating a benchmarking score. The method is verified using popularity
matching in two scientific databases. Additionally, there are extensions to cope with central tendency bias and
normalization with regards to average feature rating. Four relevant application areas are identified by applying this
benchmark to applications in smart environments and capacitive proximity sensors. They are indoor localization,
smart appliances, physiological sensing and gesture interaction. Any application area has a set of challenges
regarding the required sensor technology, layout of the systems, and processing that can be tackled using various
new or improved methods. I will present a collection of existing and novel methods that support processing data
generated by capacitive proximity sensors. These are in the areas of sparsely distributed sensors, model-driven
fitting methods, heterogeneous sensor systems, image-based processing and physiological signal processing. To
evaluate the feasibility of these methods, several prototypes have been created and tested for performance and
usability. Six of them are presented in detail. Based on these evaluations and the knowledge generated in the
design process, I am able to classify capacitive proximity sensing in smart environments. This classification
consists of a comparison to other popular sensing technologies in smart environments, the major benefits of
capacitive proximity sensors, and their limitations. In order to support parties interested in developing smart
environment applications using capacitive proximity sensors, I present a set of guidelines that support the decision
process from technology selection to choice of processing methods.
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Zusammenfassung
Das Forschungsgebiet Smart Environments beschreibt Umgebungen die über eine Vielzahl von Sensoren und
Computern erweitert werden. Diese unterstützen Personen, welche in dieser Umgebung agieren, in der Erfüllung
verschiedener Aufgaben. Technische Entwicklungen der vergangenen Jahrzehnte führten zu einer zunehmenden
Miniaturisierung von Sensoren und Computern, während die Rechenleistung beziehungsweisezw. erreichbare
Auflösung stark anstieg. In Folge nutzen wir zunehmend neue technische Geräte, welche über eine hohe Zahl von
Funktionen verfügen. Eine der wichtigsten Aufgaben von Smart Environments ist die Sammlung von Informatio-
nen über Situation und Präferenz der Nutzer, welche dazu genutzt werden können die Umgebung anzupassen. Es
existieren diverse Sensortechnologien, die es ermöglichen derartige Information zu gewinnen. Beispiele hierfür
sind Kameras, Beschleunigungssensoren, GPS, akustische Systeme oder auch kapazitive Sensoren. Die letzt-
genannten messen die Eigenschaften eines elektrischen Feldes um Präsenz und Eigenschaften von leitfähigen
Objekten zu bestimmen, welche in dieses Feld eintreten. Diese Technologie ist die Basis für fingerkontrollierte
Touchscreens, die bereits in mehreren Milliarden Geräten verbaut wurden. Eine weniger bekannte Variante sind
kapazitive Abstandssensoren. Diese sind in der Lage die Präsenz von menschlichen Körperteilen über eine gewis-
se Distanz zu erkennen. Dies ermöglicht interessante Anwendungen in Smart Environments. Bei der Erstellung
von Anwendungen in dieser Domäne ist die Wahl passender Sensoren eine der wichtigsten Entscheidungen. Dies
wird bislang primär durch eine Analyse bestehender Lösungen realisiert, welche eine gewisse Ähnlichkeit zum
gewählten Ansatz haben. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Einordnung von kapazitiven Abstandssensoren im Bereich
Smart Environments. Hierzu wird ein Benchmarking-Modell erstellt, das es ermöglicht über eine Auswahl von
Sensoreigenschaften eine Eignung für bestimmte Anwendungsgebiete zu errechnen. Dies ermöglicht es verschie-
dene Nutzungsszenarien für kapazitive Abstandssensoren in Smart Environments zu finden, bzw. zu verifizieren.
Indem eine Zahl von Prototypen für diese Szenarien entwickelt wird, ist es mir zum einen möglich neue Daten-
verarbeitungsmethoden zu realisieren, und zum anderen die erwähnte Klassifikation vorzunehmen. Diese besteht
aus einem Vergleich von kapazitiven Abstandssensoren mit anderen populären Sensortechnologien, einer Dis-
kussion der spezifischen Vor- und Nachteile, sowie einer Sammlung von Richtlinien, welche Entwickler dabei
unterstützen, Anwendungen für Smart Environments zu realisieren.
Die Diskussion der verwandten Arbeiten ist in vier verschiedene Bereiche gegliedert und in Kapitel 2 zu fin-
den. Zunächst gebe ich eine Einführung in die generelle Methodik kapazitiver Feldmessungen. Dies beinhaltet
die physikalischen Grundlagen, eine Diskussion verschiedener Messmethoden und Anwendungsbereiche, den
Einfluss von Material und Geometrie auf die Messwerte, sowie eine Einführung in relevante Methoden zur Da-
tenverarbeitung. Letzteres, betrachtet sowohl Varianten zur Verarbeitung der Rohdaten, als auch höherwertige
Verarbeitungsmethoden, wie z.B. Objektverfolgung und Datenfusion. Der zweite Abschnitt führt verschiedene
Anwendungen ein, die mit kapazitiven Abstandssensoren realisiert wurden. Diese umfassen klassische Arbeiten,
wie den Theremin, ein elektronisches Musikinstrument des frühen zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts [Gli00], oder die
Arbeiten am MIT Media Lab in den 1990ern [Smi99]. Des Weiteren, werden neuere Arbeiten der Forschungs-
gruppen an der LMU München [WKBS07], VTT Finnland [VMV09], Disney Research [SPH12] eingeführt,
sowie relevante Einzelprojekte wie SmartSkin von Jun Rekimoto [Rek02], oder ein 3D Interaktionssystem von
Le Goc et al., basierend auf transparenten Elektroden [LTI∗14]. Im dritten Abschnitt gebe ich einen Überblick
populärer Sensortechnologien, die in Smart Environments genutzt werden, sowie beispielhafte Anwendungen.
Eulerian Video Magnification ist eine Methode für RGB Kamers, die zeitliche Farbvariationen verstärkt. Dies
v
kann genutzt werden, um die aktuelle Herzfrequenz zu erkennen [WRS∗12]. Infrarotkameras ermöglichen die
berührungslose Interaktion, z.B. zur Kontrolle von Anwendungen in einer Küche [Pan12]. Ultraschallsenso-
ren, emittieren hochfrequente mechanische Wellen, die z.B. zur Lokalisierung genutzt werden können [PCB00].
Mikrofone nehmen akustische Umgebungsgeräusche auf, um zum Beispiel die aktuell sprechende Person zu
erkennen [ZFBZ08]. Radiowellen können vielfältig genutzt werden, z.B. auch zur Erkennung von Ganzkör-
pergestik [PGGP13]. Im letzten Abschnitt stelle ich relevante Anwendungen in Smart Environments vor, die
potentiell mit kapazitiver Abstandssensorik realisiert werden könnten. Diese werden gruppiert in Innenlokali-
sierung, Gesteninteraktion, physiologische Sensorik, Aktivitätserkennung, Smart Appliances, mobile Geräte und
autonome Systeme. In jedem dieser Bereiche werden relevante Anwendungen der letzten Jahre vorgestellt. Diese
verwandten Arbeiten dienen als Basis für das Benchmarking-Modell, für welches ein umfassender Überblick von
Anwendungsgebieten und Sensortechnologien notwendig ist.
Benchmarking Prozess
In Kapitel 3 wird das Benchmarking-Modell eingeführt. Dieses ermöglicht die Errechnung eines Wertes, der
einen Hinweis gib, inwiefern eine spezifische Technologie für ein Anwendungsgebiet geeignet ist. Zum einen
ist es so möglich, geeignete Anwendungen für eine Technologie zu finden, zum anderen können auch umge-
kehrt Technologien für eine spezifische Anwendung evaluiert werden. Zunächst wird Benchmarking als Metho-
de eingeführt, insbesondere mit Verweis auf bestehende Arbeiten im Bereich Pervasive Computing [RAMB∗05].
Die relevanten Sensoreigenschaften können in drei Gruppen sortiert werden. Diese sind Sensorleistung, Umge-
bungscharakteristiken und „pervasive metrics“, welche Eigenschaften beschreiben, die in Kooperation mit Smart
Environments relevant sind. Für jede Eigenschaft existieren fünf mögliche Bewertungen, welche als Gewich-
tung in die spätere Berechnung einfließen. Als nächstes wird das eigentliche Benchmarking-Modell eingeführt,
sowie dessen mathematische Herleitung. Als Erweiterung werden verschiedene Methoden zur Normalisierung
vorgeschlagen, sowie eine Kompensation der Tendenz von Nutzern, mittlere Bewertungen zu bevorzugen. Über
eine Analyse der Trefferhäufigkeit verschiedener Stichworte bei Suche in der ACM Digital Library, sowie Goo-
gle Scholar, wird das Benchmarking-Modell verifiziert. Anschließend wurde die Methodik auf kapazitive Ab-
standssensorik angewandt, um diejenigen Anwendungsdomänen in Smart Environments zu bestimmen, die am
relevantesten für diese Technologie sind. Diese Domänen sind Innenlokalisierung, Smart Appliances, physiolo-
gische Sensorik, sowie Gesteninteraktion.
Kapitel 4 diskutiert spezifische Anwendungen in den gefundenen Domänen. Im nächsten Schritt werden cha-
rakteristische Probleme der Anwendungen identifiziert um verschiedene Bereiche zu identifizieren, in welchen
neue, bzw. erweiterte Datenverarbeitungsmethoden relevant sein könnten. Anwendungen, sowie charakteristi-
sche Herausforderungen sind in der folgenden Tabelle dargestellt. Um diese Herausforderungen zu meistern,
werden Datenverarbeitungsmethoden in fünf verschiedenen Bereichen dargestellt. Für verteilte Sensorsysteme
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Herausforderungen der verschiedenen Anwendungsszenarien für kapazitive Abstandssensoren
Anwendungsszenario Herausforderungen
Kapazitive Bodensensoren Weit verteilte Sensoren, geometrisches Elektrodenlayout
Posenerkennender Stuhl Mehrkörpermodelle, Elektrodenmaterial
Belegungserkennendes Bett Einkörpermodell, Bewegungserkennung
Gestenerkennende Armlehne Heterogene kapazitive Systeme
Atemfrequenzmessung Frequenzraumanalyse
Schlafphasenerkennung Langzeitbewegungsanalyse
Mikrogesten von Fingern Kleine Bewegungen in 3D
Erkennung mehrerer Arme Arm- und Hand-Tracking, Design von Interfaces
Kombinierte Berührungserkennung Kombination von Objektverfolgung und Berührungsereignissen
werden Methoden vorgestellt, die eine Lokalisierung, sowie Sturzerkennung auf Böden ermöglicht, und ein ver-
bessertes Verfahren zur Gestenerkennung bei kleiner Sensorzahl. Modellbasierte Fitting-Verfahren ermöglichen
es physische Eigenschaften realer Körper über abstrahierte Modelle zu gewinnen, indem diese auf die gewonnen
Sensordaten abgebildet werden. Hier werden zwei Methoden für Einkörper, und Mehrkörpermodelle vorgestellt.
In beiden Fällen soll die Pose des menschlichen Körpers über intelligenten Möbeln erkannt werden. Ein weiteres
Gebiet sind heterogene Sensorsysteme. Hier werden zwei Verfahren vorgestellt. Heterogene Geometrien ermög-
lichen die parallele Verarbeitung und Messung verschiedener Objekte, während heterogene Technologien genutzt
werden, um die Schwächen kapazitiver Sensorik bei der Erkennung von Berührungen zu umgehen. Bildbasierte
Verarbeitung kapazitiver Daten nutzt Position der Sensoren, sowie den Messwert, um zunächst ein Bild zu er-
rechnen, das über gängige Verfahren der Bildverarbeitung bearbeitet werden kann, um verschiedene Information
über die Objekte im Feld zu generieren. Hier wird ein neues Verfahren vorgestellt, das die Position mehrerer
Arme über einer Oberfläche bestimmen kann. Zuletzt werden zwei Verfahren vorgestellt die über kapazitive Sen-
sorik physiologische Parameter bestimmen. Dies sind die Messung der Atemfrequenz über eine Signalanalyse
im Frequenzraum, sowie die Erkennung von Schlafphasen basierend auf einer Analyse der Bewegungsmuster.
Um die entwickelten Verfahren zu testen wurden verschiedene Prototypen entwickelt. Die unter diesem Ab-
schnitt befindliche Darstellung zeigt Skizzen dieser Systeme, in welchen die Positionen der Sensorelektroden
markiert wurden. CapFloor ist ein kapazitives System zur Innenlokalisierung und Sturzerkennung [BHW12].
Ein Gitter von Drähten kann unter verschiedensten, nicht-leitenden Bodenbelägen angebracht werden. Die Elek-
tronik ist am Rand angebracht, was eine einfache Wartbarkeit und hohe Flexibilität ermöglicht. Das Smart Bed
nutzt acht kapazitive Elektroden die am Lattenrost angebracht werden. Durch diesen Aufbau reagieren sie auf
Präsenz und Druck, was das Signal verstärkt [BH12]. Es ist in der Lage die Präsenz und Pose von ein oder zwei
Personen zu erkennen und ermöglicht über eine Bewegungsanalyse die Erkennung von Schlafphasen [DBM14].
Der Capacitive Chair ist ein Bürostuhl, in welchen acht kapazitive Sensoren integriert wurden. In einem Falle
ist dies ein leitfähiger Faden, der in ein bestehendes Mesh-Gewebe eingebracht wurde [BF14]. Der Stuhl ist in
der Lage die genaue Position verschiedener Körperteile zu ermitteln und kann über einen Klassifizierer verschie-
dene Posen erkennen. Zudem findet eine Frequenzanalyse einzelner Sensorsignale statt, um die Atemfrequenz
einer Person zu bestimmen. Der Active Armrest ist eine PkW-Armlehne die mit kapazitiver Sensorik erweitert
wurde [BNS∗14]. Es ist ein heterogenes System aus zwei Sensoren zur Bestimmung der Armpose, sowie ein
6-Elektroden Array, welches Fingergesten erkennt. Hierüber können verschiedene sekundäre Funktionen eines
Autos gesteuert werden, wie z.B. ein Multimediasystem. Die MagicBox ist ein kapazitives Gestenerkennungssys-
tem, welches über nur sechs Sensoren operiert [BDK13]. Es registriert die Handposition in einem Abstand bis zu
30 cm. Ein Trainings- und Klassifizierungssystem ermöglicht es eine Vielzahl von Gesten zu unterscheiden. Der
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Skizzen aller Prototypen, sowie der Anordnung der Elektroden
CapTap ist ein Wohnzimmertisch, in welchen ein heterogenes kapazitiv-akustisches Gestenerkennungssystem
unsichtbar integriert wurde [BZWK∗14]. 24 kapazitive Sensoren ermöglichen die Rekonstruktion eines kapazi-
tiven Bildes und Anwendung verschiedener Bildverarbeitungsverfahren. Das akustische System ermöglicht die
Erkennung verschiedener Berührungsgesten, die über kapazitive Abstandssensoren sonst nicht erkennbar wären.
Zudem werden verschiedene weitere eigene Prototypen, sowie Systeme aus der Literatur erläutert. In Kapitel 5
werden kapazitive Abstandssensoren im Bereich Smart Environments evaluiert. Mit den Erfahrungen aus Litera-
turanalyse und der Erstellung der verschiedenen Prototypen ist es somit möglich diese Technologie qualifiziert
einzuordnen. Zunächst findet ein Vergleich mit anderen populären Sensortechnologien statt, die im Rahmen der
verwandten Arbeiten eingeführt wurden. Anschließend werden spezifische Vor- und Nachteile herausgearbeitet.
Dies führt im Anschluss zu einer Sammlung von Richtlinien, welche den Designprozess für Anwendungen in
Smart Environments unterstützen, insbesondere im Hinblick auf Wahl der Sensortechnologie, sowie Selektion
geeigneter Datenverarbeitungsschritte.
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1. Introduction
Smart environments are comprised of numerous sensing and computing devices. They support a number of users
in this environment in performing tasks. Driven by advances in computing power, miniaturization of sensors
and processing methods, novel devices that have a plethora of functionality are introduced into our everyday
lives. As a scientific field it has been thriving in the last decades. It combines knowledge from disciplines
including computer science, engineering, and product design. Systems are created that are integrated into the
environment, have high usability, and provide information and services. Perhaps the most cited example of this
trend is the rise of the smartphone, from a professional business tool to a consumer device, being sold hundreds
of millions times each year. Using integrated sensors and communication facilities, it provides services aware of
location, schedule, contacts, or preferences. Application include navigation, event planning, augmented reality,
or multimedia playback. Another example is increasingly connected homes that are aware of energy usage,
lighting levels, temperature and the status of critical devices. They can be controlled by the user with a single
device, e.g. a smartphone, or autonomously using a set of specified rules.
Sensing is a common aspect of all smart environments and smart devices. The sensing properties includes
environmental parameters, system state, and the activities of the different users. Cameras, accelerometers, GPS,
or acoustic sensors are common examples of sensing devices. Capacitive sensors are a category of sensors that
use electric fields to sense the presence and certain properties of the human body. The most common variety
is sensing the presence of fingers on touch screens, which is already present in billions of devices. However,
there is another variety, the capacitive proximity sensor. It is able to detect the presence of the human body or
other conductive objects over a distance, providing applications in smart environments. These sensors can be
unobtrusively integrating the sensors into different materials, environments and appliances. When creating an
application for smart environments, choosing the right sensors is a critical decisions that has to be taken early
in the design process. So far this process has been mostly supported by looking at previous applications and
prototypes.
In this work I present a benchmarking model that supports this decision process in the domain of smart en-
vironments. Relevant application areas for capacitive proximity sensors can be identified in this process. For
each area there are different challenges that have to be considered, including the details of choosing hardware
layout and suitable algorithms. I present a collection of improved and novel methods that process data generated
by capacitive proximity sensors. To evaluate those methods, several prototypes have been created and tested
for performance and usability. Figure 1.1 shows sketches of the different prototypes and the placement of the
electrodes attached to the capacitive proximity sensors. Based on these evaluations and the knowledge gener-
ated in the design process, I discuss the benefits and limitations of the technology and classify it with regards to
competing technologies. Finally, I present a set of guidelines that can aid parties in designing smart environment
applications using capacitive proximity sensors.
1.1. Motivation
In the last decade the way we interact with computing machines has changed profoundly. Today more than one
billion people operate a smartphone, enabling ubiquitous access to communication tools, processing power and
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Figure 1.1.: Sketch of electrode placement of all capacitive sensing prototypes created in the scope of this work
information. The vision of Ubiquitous Computing as proposed by Mark Weiser in the early 90s is moving closer
to reality [Wei91]. The required technologies of
"cheap, low-power computers that include equally convenient displays, a network that ties them all
together, and software systems implementing ubiquitous applications"
are now existing in the form of smartphones and tablets that are connected to the internet, using high-speed
connections such as LTE (Long Term Evolution, also known as 4G - a high speed mobile communication proto-
col), and web-based services such as Google Now, that combine numerous data sources to provide personalized
services.
The vision and underlying ideas Ubiquitous Computing have been expanded in the last years, leading to the
research areas of Pervasive Computing and Ambient Intelligence. The concept has been expanded to not only
consider directly manipulated devices, but also to include devices that determine the current situation and can
react based on it. This context-aware computing proposes
"systems that examine and react to an individual’s changing context. Such systems can promote and
mediate people’s interactions with devices, computers, and other people" [SAW94]
Different forms of context can be distinguished, ranging from location and the actual system state, to different
activities or even the current mood of the user. In order to acquire this context, the input-and-output based systems
originally proposed by Weiser are augmented by an ensemble of devices that are very small (dust), coordinate
in massive numbers (clay), or are flexible, unobtrusive extensions to everyday objects (fabric) [Pos11]. These
devices can be invisibly integrated into our everyday environment and provide sensing capabilities. Examples of
these devices are microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) or mechanically flexible electronics, such as OLED
screens. The number of computation and sensing devices that we carry with us is growing. Yet we want the
technology to further disappear, allowing us to focus on the application instead of the underlying technology.
The science fiction author Arthur C. Clarke proposed three laws of prediction, the third of which is
"Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic." [Cla62]
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Capacitive proximity sensing measure the influence of the human body (or conductive objects in general) on an
electric field. While this technology is not magic per se, a peculiarity of electricity is that humans, as opposed
to some animals, have no specific sensing organ for this property. Thus we remain unaware of the electric
field, unless the field strength is high enough to cause electric shocks. Consequently, when interacting with
capacitive sensors humans have no awareness of the sensed property. However, the measurement can be exposed
to another sense. This could be haptic feedback on touch screens or visual feedback on free air interaction
systems. Touch screens are the most ubiquitous application of capacitive technology. It is applied in all recent
smartphones and tablets, thus being used by a large number of the world’s population every day. However,
they are typically tuned to only register touch, with some varieties being able to detect fingers over a small
distance. This variety is called proximity sensing. It enables numerous other applications for this technology,
ranging from industrial fluid level and material detection, to presence detection in cars. A particularly interesting
domain for this sensing technology is smart environments. As previously mentioned, they provide services based
on unobtrusively acquired information about actors in this environment. In this regard they can be considered
fabric - unobtrusive extensions to everyday objects. Capacitive proximity sensors have been primarily used for
human-computer interaction (HCI) applications. Examples include a mouse tracking the proximity of the heel
of the hand, and a monitor that is able to track gestures performed in front of it. Another application is smart
appliances, such as an object detecting car seat or localization systems.
In smart environments there are different sensing technologies that provide similar detection capabilities. Cam-
eras and accelerometers can both distinguish simple activities, such as standing, walking and lying. The differ-
ence in this application is that cameras are placed in the environment, while accelerometers have to be carried by
the user. The preferred solution depends on the specific application. It is often difficult to decide which specific
sensor tec3hnology to use in a specific system. Commonly, one refers to existing work and best practice, building
on previously generated knowledge. Prior to this work, there is no formal model that would allow designers to
quickly evaluate different sensor technologies for different applications. Taking into account a set of features
required for a specific application domain the model can be an important decision support tool in the early stages
of system development. As it was stated by Cook and Das [CD07]:
"Finally, a useful goal for the smart environment research community is to define evaluation mech-
anisms. While performance measures can be defined for each technology within the architecture
hierarchy [...], performance measures for entire smart environments still need to be established. This
can form the basis of comparative assessments and identify areas that need further investigation."
The model can also be used to identify specific applications for a single sensor technology, such as verifying
current use cases for capacitive proximity sensors or develop new ones. This allows a classification of the
technology with regards to competing sensor systems. However, identifying a suitable sensor is just the first step
in designing a smart environment prototype or product. After this decision a designer has to determine specific
challenges for his use case, select suitable methods for hardware layout, and algorithms for data processing.
In this design step it is helpful to have a set of methods, examples and guidelines, leading to improved rapid
prototyping for researchers and shorter time-to-market for product developers. These guidelines should be the
result of literature review and validating prototypes for performance and usability.
1.2. Research Challenges
There are numerous influential works that give an overview of technologies and applications in smart environ-
ments. Cook and Das identify common technologies, frameworks and applications in this domain and give an
overview of ongoing research [CD07]. Poslad specifies a more detailed taxonomy of device classes, provides
concepts for interaction between humans and environments and gives an overview of intelligent systems [Pos11].
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Another category of previous work details the different sensing technologies that are supporting various appli-
cations and provides an overview of limitations and benefits. However, no existing work provides a benchmark
that maps sensor characteristics to applications in smart environments. An intermediate step between evaluating
entire environments and low-level technologies is an application-specific benchmarking of systems. Benchmark-
ing allows us to quantify the performance of a process or item and allows a comparison to similar entities. It is
common to benchmark different technologies according to their features. I therefore extend technology-driven
benchmarks by adding an application-specific feature weighting. This approach is introduced in Chapter 3. It
allows for mapping of the same set of features to different applications that have similar requirements. These
applications can be realized by multiple technologies. It is verified by benchmarking typical sensor technologies
with regards to several example applications in the domain of smart environments.
The selection of application scenarios for capacitive proximity sensors is mostly driven by previous work,
most notably by research groups from MIT [ZSP∗95], Disney research [SPH12] and the Munich University of
Technology [WHKS06]. In each case the authors extend the methods or modify existing use cases to another
domain. The benchmarking model presented in this thesis extends theses methods by providing a formal method
that allows the verification of existing use cases, enables a comparison with other sensing technologies, and
presents the possibility to find novel applications for capacitive proximity sensors. Chapter 3.6 outlines the
benchmarking model and concludes with a collection of four relevant application domains that can be realized
using capacitive proximity sensors.
For each of the identified application domains there are distinct challenges. Each challenge requires selecting
suitable processing methods and a functional hardware layout that go beyond what is presented in the related
works. Accordingly, there are several areas that can be improved using novel or adapted methods. For example,
previous systems often rely on uniform sensor arrays [Smi96] or require a large number of sensors [Rek02]. I
propose improvements to five different areas in Chapter 4.2. These are object tracking using a restricted sensor
count, model-driven approaches for object fitting, heterogeneous sensor systems, image-based processing of
capacitive sensor data, and physiological sensing. I have created different prototypes that use the presented
methods and evaluated them for usability and performance, as detailed in Chapter 4.
While there are numerous applications based on capacitive proximity sensors, there has been no distinct clas-
sification within smart environments. My classification includes a comparison to other sensor technologies, and
identifies benefits and limitations of capacitive proximity sensors. Based on knowledge generated from creating
and evaluating the different prototypes I am able to classify capacitive proximity sensors in comparison to other
sensing technologies in smart environments. This is shown in Chapter 5. This culminates in a set of guidelines
for parties interested in developing smart environment systems based on capacitive proximity sensors.
1.3. Contributions
In the following section I briefly list the methodological and practical. They are separated into four different
groups: the benchmarking model, the introduction of new or improved processing methods, the creation and
evaluation of proof-of-concept prototypes, and the classification of capacitive proximity sensors in smart envi-
ronments.
1. Introduction of a generic and formal benchmarking model for sensor systems in smart environments
The benchmarking model can verify use cases for any given sensor technology in smart environments. For
this purpose, I identify the most relevant sensor features for the scoring process and create a feature matrix
that links features to application importance rating. Additionally, the benchmarking score calculation is
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specified, including normalization and compensation for central-tendency bias. The method is applied to
capacitive proximity sensors to find and verify use cases.
2. New and improved processing methods for capacitive proximity sensors
For sparse sensor distributions I developed a new method allowing indoor localization and fall detection,
as well as new approaches for hand tracking. I propose two novel methods for model-driven processing
that detect occupation and pose with both single-body models and multi-body models. Looking at hetero-
geneous sensor system, I investigate methods to handle non-uniform arrays and provide an integration of
capacitive proximity sensors and acoustic systems. I introduce a new method for image-based processing
of capacitive sensor data from uniform arrays that tracks multiple objects in three dimensions. Finally, two
methods for tracking physiological activities are introduced that operate in time- and frequency-domain.
They can be used to detect the sleep phase or respiratory rate.
3. Proof-of-concept and evaluation of processing methods using a variety of prototypes
The MagicBox enables expressive single-hand gestural interaction with sparse sensor distribution and ma-
chine learning gesture classification. CapFloor proposes a novel layout for floor-based capacitive indoor
localization systems, which allows fall detection, using unobtrusive installation and easy maintenance.
The SmartBed uses a model-based approach for detecting the pose of one or two persons, a motion anal-
ysis to detect sleep phases and frequency analysis to measure the breathing rate. The Capacitive Chair
is a piece of smart furniture that detects the presence and identity of a user, tracks different postures, and
measures breathing rate. The Active Armrest uses a heterogeneous sensor layout to enable different forms
of interaction in automotive environments. The CapTap combines capacitive sensors and microphones
in a table-based interaction device, enabling multi-hand gesture recognition in three dimensions using an
interaction pattern of multiple layers.
4. Classification of capacitive proximity sensors in smart environments
I compare capacitive proximity sensors to other sensor technologies that are commonly used in smart
environments. I will establish benefits and limitations of capacitive proximity sensors in comparison to
competing sensing systems. Finally, I present a set of guidelines that support designers interested in
creating smart environment applications based on capacitive proximity sensors.
1.4. Structure of this work
Chapter 2, Related Work specifies the relevant literature. It is grouped into four categories. The first section gives
a background on electric field sensing, including relevant historical work and the physical properties. Different
sensing categories are outlined, followed by considerations of electrode layouts and data processing methods.
The second category of related works discusses applications of capacitive proximity sensors that were created in
the last decades, ranging from MIT research in the early 90s, to novel touch classifiers based on different sensing
methods. The third category consists of competing technologies that are used in the benchmarking. Finally, I
give an overview of existing work, collecting and grouping applications in smart environments. This allows me
to identify candidate scenarios for capacitive proximity sensors.
Chapter 3, Benchmarking model for sensors in smart environments, introduces the application-specific bench-
marking model. The first part of this chapter discusses the sensor features relevant for application in smart
environments. The suitable features are divided into three different categories and I discuss the rationale for
inclusion or omission in the model. The next part describes the benchmarking model. An application-based
feature weighting is introduced, leading to the derivation of the model itself, including the required calculation
of an overall rating and a feature score normalization. After that I use the model to score different examples and
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validate them using a frequency analysis of search results from two scientific publication databases. Afterwards,
the model is used to identify suitable applications for capacitive proximity sensors in smart environments.
Chapter 4, Use cases for capacitive proximity sensors, outlines the previously identified use cases. First, the
associated challenges for design and processing are identified. Afterwards, different processing methods for
capacitive proximity sensors are presented that tackle the specific challenges. This includes methods for sparsely
distributed sensor arrays, model-based data fitting, heterogeneous sensor systems, image-based processing and
physiological signal processing. Six different prototypes that implement one or more of the processing methods
are presented and evaluated: MagicBox, CapFloor, Capacitive Chair, Active Armrest, SmartBed and CapTap.
Each of the prototypes has been evaluated for performance and usability. Additionally, three other prototypes are
discussed briefly.
Chapter 5, Evaluating capacitive proximity sensors in smart environments, discusses and evaluates the results,
based on the knowledge gathered in designing, building and testing the prototypes. This chapter has four parts.
First, capacitive proximity sensors are compared to the sensor classes introduced in the related works. Subse-
quently, limitations and benefits of the technology are discussed and linked to sensor features and applications.
The chapter concludes with a set of guidelines that help parties interested in creating applications using capacitive
proximity sensors.
Chapter 6, Conclusions and Future Work, briefly recapitulates the dissertation and introduces potential future
areas of research.
There are four appendices. Appendix A includes raw results and additional material from the evaluations
performed with the different prototypes. Appendix B lists publications and talks. Appendix C lists Master and
Bachelor theses that were supervised or co-supervised. Appendix D contains a short CV.
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In this chapter I will introduce the most relevant literature for this work, including a detailed introduction to
specific topics. The aim of this chapter is to provide a basis for both, the benchmarking model that is developed
in Chapter 3, and the capacitive proximity sensing methods described in Chapter 4. The related works are distin-
guished into four parts. At first, I will give a general introduction to electric field sensing, including a discussion
on different properties, physical background, the influence of materials and geometry, as well as different data
processing methods. Following that, I will present relevant applications that use capacitive proximity sensing,
ranging from historical works to recent systems. In the next section, various sensing technologies are introduced
that are used in typical smart environment applications. Finally, I will identify and group different applications
in smart environments, providing a basis for the applications covered by the benchmarking model.
2.1. Electric field sensing
Electricity, as a force has been known for millennia. However, it has not bloomed until the 18th century, when
it was turned from a curiosity into a science over the course of the next 200 years. In 1858 famous chemist and
physicist Michael Faraday noted:
Electricity is often called wonderful, beautiful; but it is so only in common with the other forces
of nature. The beauty of electricity or of any other force is not that the power is mysterious, and
unexpected, touching every sense at unawares in turn, but that it is under law, and that the taught
intellect can even now govern it largely. [Jon70]
One of those laws is that different electric charges apply either a repelling or attracting force to each other. For
any point in space these forces have a distinct direction and magnitude. The resulting collection of force vectors
is called the electric field. Conductive objects that are present in this area modify the properties of the field.
Electric field sensing enables measuring field properties at a certain point in space. Using continuous monitoring
it is possible to gather information about conductive objects passing through the field by associating measured
disturbances to properties of the object. It is possible to gather a multitude of different information about a
project. In this section I will give an overview of the physical background, different measurement modes and how
to process data acquired by digital sensors. This section is extended from the version presented in [BWKF15].
2.1.1. Physical properties
A complete overview of the electrostatic principles of capacitive proximity sensing can be found in the book
by Baxter [Bax96], Chapters 2 and 6. In the following paragraphs I will give a very brief introduction to this
topic. This is based on the related section in [BWKF15]. The basic setup of a typically used sensor is shown in
Figure 2.1. The proximity capacitance Cx can be determined using a combination of serial and parallel circuits
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Figure 2.1.: Black box setup of a capacitive proximity sensor
of capacitors, resulting in the following equation:
Cx =
((
Chb+
ChCb
Ch+Cb
)−1 1
C f e
)−1
(2.1)
Additionally there is parasitic capacitance, i.e. disturbing capacitance values within the system. It can be caused
by a variety of different sources. These include:
• Capacitance of the sensing electrode
• Capacitance between sensing electrode and ground plane
• Intercapacitance between neighboring traces on the board
Looking at a typical system, the combined parasitic capacitances Cpar amounts to values approximately between
10pF and 300pF and is therefore considerably larger than the value of the proximity capacitance Cx, being
between 0.1pF and 10pF . The total capacitance sensed is the sum of parasitic and proximity components.
CS =CX +Cpar (2.2)
While this parasitic capacitance can be orders of magnitudes higher than the capacitance that is to be measured,
it is typically static in a given system. There are some disturbing factors and changes over time that have to be
accounted for. Those will be further discussed in the processing sections. This static value can be determined
periodically and filtered out of the resulting value, allowing to get a suitable measurement. The main property
of electric field sensing is to measure the distance of objects from the sensing electrode. Thus it is necessary to
discuss how the capacitance of common objects approaching the sensor can be estimated. Any object exhibits ca-
pacitance in respect to infinity. Surveying simple geometric shapes this capacitance is analytically determinable,
e.g.:
C = 8ε0rDisk (2.3)
C = 4piε0rSphere (2.4)
ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and r the respective radius. This free space capacitance is increasing as soon as
another object is approaching, caused by the capacitance of this second object. This results in mutual capacitance,
i.e. the resulting capacitive properties between a sending and a receiving object that are close to each other.
Looking at generic formulas to determine the capacitance between parallel plates, this behavior can be described
analytically.
C =
Q
V
C = ε0εr
A
d
(2.5)
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Figure 2.2.: Capacitive sensing procedure
The capacitance is directly proportional to the plate area A and inversely proportional to the distance d between
the plates, with εr being the relative static permittivity of the dielectric between the plates. The sensor electronics
are grounded with the body acting as ground itself. The sensor plate is continuously charged using a constant
voltage V . A higher capacitance allows the system to hold a larger charge. If the system is connected to the
ground, the sensor capacitor is discharged through a resistor. The resulting voltage is depending on the available
charge Q, as shown in the equation above. Furthermore, the required time to discharge the capacitor is increased.
This effect can be used to measure the capacitance using different techniques for counting the discharge time.
This process is symbolized in Figure 2.2. Other varieties use a field between two electrodes. In this case the
energy stored is reduced by grounded objects. I will introduce the differences between those sensing modes later
in this section.
2.1.2. Proximity sensing versus touch sensing
Figure 2.3.: Different projected capacitive sensing methods based on distance
The most ubiquitous use case for capacitive sensing technology is touch screens. As the trend went from pen-
controlled mobile systems to finger controlled devices with the first iPhone in 2007, projected capacitance touch
is the most prevalent technology for touch screens. It uses various layers of transparent electrodes or very thin
wires to measure the mutual capacitance as objects enter the detection area [BO10b]. The commercially available
devices have gained additional abilities over the last few years, leading to the development of "floating touch"
systems that are able to track fingers in gloves, or fingers that are hovering above the surface [Cyp12, Nok12].
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Applications are the usage of mobile devices in cold outdoor temperatures or additional navigation features
based on the hovering fingers. In consequence it is possible to distinguish the three different projected capacitive
sensing methods shown in Figure 2.3:
• Touch sensing - densely distributed sensors are tuned to project a weak electric field, in order to detect one
or more objects touching the interactive surface. The sensors have to be close to the surface.
• Floating touch - densely distributed high-sensitivity sensors are able to detect both touches and very near
objects (< 2cm) to enable usage using protective gear or additional navigation feature. The sensors have
to be close to the surface.
• Proximity sensing - sparsely distributed sensors create a stronger electric field that propagates into space,
in order to detect larger objects, such as hands, that are in proximity of the interactive surface. Achievable
distances exceed 30 centimeters and the sensors may be applied below thick non-conductive material.
2.1.3. Measuring modes
Figure 2.4.: Three measurement modes for capacitive proximity sensing [Smi96]
A classic work in the field of capacitive proximity sensing that will be referenced occasionally in this work is
the doctoral dissertation "Electric Field Imaging" by Joshua Smith [Smi99] that reports on the research performed
at the MIT Media Lab in the 1990s. One contribution was the introduction of different measurement modes that
can be distinguished in capacitive sensing [Smi96]. They are shown in Figure 2.4.
Transmit mode is using a transmitting electrode that is coupled to a conductive object. In case of human-
machine interaction, typically the human body. The properties of an electric field generated with respect to a
receiving electrode will therefore be dependent on the distance of this body, thus extending the achievable range
from the transmitting electrode.
Shunt mode similarly uses both a receiving and transmitting electrode generating a static field. However, there
is no body coupled and any conductive object will ground the field, thus reducing the energy stored, which is
measured. This setup is able to work with various transmitters on a single receiver, enabling a higher amount of
virtual sensors using limited hardware.
Loading mode relies on an oscillating field that is induced on a single electrode. The capacitance is measured
relative to the environment. Any approaching grounded object results in an increased system capacitance that is
measured periodically.
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2.1.4. Materials and geometry
Two major factors that have to be considered when designing an application based on capacitive sensors are the
materials and geometry of the electrodes performing the measurements. The material of the electrode should be
picked according to the desired application. If the interaction device has a flexible surface, conductive thread
could be used, if it is solid and opaque, the application of solid metal electrodes is viable. Additionally, there are
other options for transparent materials.
While we traditionally associate solid metals to antennas and electrodes this view can no longer be upheld.
Transparent conductive layers have been in use for decades now, e.g. in car windows or solar technology. They
typically rely on metal oxide layers, polymer layers or in recent years carbon nanotubes [MPLK05].
In the scope of his Master’s thesis Yannick Berghöfer evaluated different types of electrode materials in terms
of their spatial resolution at different distances between object and electrode. The results were included in the
following paper of our group [GPBB∗13]. The focus was to establish how the different materials perform at
larger distances. The benchmarked materials included both ITO and PEDOT:PSS. The first is a thin layer of
indium-titanium-oxide, a highly conductive metal layer that possesses good optical properties. PEDOT:PSS is a
conductive polymer that has a lower conductivity and slightly less appealing optical properties. In conclusion,
it could be established that while copper has still the most favorable properties, at least ITO can be considered
a suitable alternative in applications that require optical transparency. An overview of the achievable spatial
resolutions of the different materials and electrode sizes is given in Figure 2.5. The spatial resolution is a measure
that describes the expected precision of the measurement based on taking a time series of multiple samples and
determining the mean distance and standard deviation [GPBB∗13].
Figure 2.5.: Spatial resolution of different materials at various distances [GPBB∗13]
The most common technology for usage in displays is projected capacitive touch that uses a multi-layer design
of insulated ITO electrodes that are able to detect the movement of several objects close to the surface [BO10b].
However, they are typically tuned to allow operation within a small distance of 1cm or less. Another area that is
strongly influenced by the intended application is the geometry, whereas the electrode is considered the part of
the electronics directly attached to the measurement circuit. This may range from simple straight wires or plate
electrodes to complex optimized multidimensional structures specifically designed for a single task. Even though
it is aimed at touch or near-proximity sensing I will give a short overview of multi-layer designs for touch screens
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that have been reviewed by Barrett and Omote [BO10a]. They are designed to measure mutual capacitance. If a
sensible excitation and measuring process is used, multiple nearby objects may be reliably detected.
Figure 2.6.: Examples of multilayer layouts for touch screens - grid (a), interlocking diamonds (b) and trade-
marked complex patterns (c) [BO10a]
A simple example is two layers of perpendicular straight line electrodes - used by the first iPhone (Figure 2.6
- a). Another example uses an interlocking diamond shape [DL01] to create a good spatial coverage (Figure 2.6
- b). Finally, there are numerous other complex patterns that are often trademarked by the companies that have
developed the respective controller. One example is given in (Figure 2.6 - c).
Capacitive proximity sensing applications are typically less concerned about intricate designs, but instead use
varying electrode sizes and placement over a larger area. As previously mentioned the purpose of capacitive
proximity sensing is the detection of objects and their properties. There are numerous factors that can influence
the geometrical layout, but they can be abstracted into the following categories:
• Number of objects
• Object size
• Desired spatial resolution
Going back to our example of touch screens, there are small objects, a higher number of those (usually up to
10) and require a high spatial resolution to select small items on the screen. The result is a fine multilayer grid,
using mutual capacitance to simplify multi-object recognition, fine electrode spacing to achieve a high spatial
resolution and thin wires or transparent electrodes to guarantee good optical properties. A similar rationale can
be applied to other applications. Taking the smart couch created by Tobias Große-Puppendahl, Alexander Marinc
and myself, the aim is to detect the presence and posture of one or more persons on a couch [GPMB11]. This
necessitates detecting large body parts such as head, torso or limbs. There is no fine-grained spatial resolution
required, allowing a reduction the number of sensors and it was assumed that a maximum of two persons are
on the couch. Furthermore the electrodes are placed below the upholstery, thus requiring a reasonable detection
distance.
The resulting electrode placement can be seen in Figure 2.7. The layout was designed under the additional
constriction of using a single sensor kit, supporting up to eight electrodes. Regarding placement, it is most im-
portant to distinguish two persons and different sitting positions, thus four electrodes are placed below the sitting
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Figure 2.7.: Electrode placement below upholstery (adapted from [GPMB11])
area. In the back there are two electrodes spread over the entire width to determine the presence of the upper
body close to the backrest. The electrodes in the armrests detect the head of a lying person. In consequence, this
setup is suitable for detecting multiple sitting persons, infer information about their sitting position and recognize
lying persons. Regarding those postures it showed good results in the prototype’s evaluation [GPMB11].
A third and final example for the rationale of electrode placement is the TileTrack system by Valtonen et
al, a capacitive person tracking system using floor tiles [VMV09]. It is a transmit mode system that has the
transmitting electrodes placed below the floor tiles. The receiving electrodes are placed in the walls of the area.
The main goal of the system is the tracking of persons on the surface. Thus the floor area should be mostly
covered by electrodes to establish a good transmission link to the bodies. The receiving electrodes should be
able to pick up all signals generated by the body. Valtonen et al. picked wire or plate electrodes that went from
floor level to a height of 190cm that covers most typical body sizes. While the system has some shortcomings
with regard to applicability in larger rooms, the design rationale is appropriate for narrow rooms or when only
movement close to walls has to be detected. In those instances they achieved a good precision in their evaluation.
Another proposed extension was using receiving electrodes placed in furniture, to provide better resolution in
living environments.
2.1.5. Data processing
In order to acquire usable data from any digital sensor an analog signal has to be acquired and processed. A
simplified typical processing pipeline for this is shown in Figure 2.8. This basic structure is also applicable to the
processing of capacitive proximity sensor data. The analog signal is the capacitance of an electric circuit that can
be digitized using different methods, e.g. by using the quantized discharge time of the circuit. In the following
section some typical steps of raw data processing and high-level processing for capacitive proximity sensors are
presented and discussed.
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Figure 2.8.: Abstracted sensor data processing pipeline
2.1.5.1. Raw data processing
Raw data processing of capacitive proximity sensor data is primarily intended to compensate for sensor noise
and environmental influences. Noise is an inherent property of any measurement system and describes random
unwanted data that is added to a signal. Environmental parameters can have strong influence on the signal of
a capacitive sensor system. These effecting factors include temperature, humidity, composition of the air, or
grounded objects in close proximity. There are numerous additional preprocessing steps that can be taken, such
as different multiplexing methods that may be required in some hardware settings, or signal quantization that
reduces the outgoing data to a distinct set of values in order to simplify post processing of different applications.
Noise Reduction In order to deal with noise, some sort of filtering is typically applied. Filtering describes a
set of methods that attenuate the parts of a signal that are relevant in a given application. In capacitive proximity
sensing we are dealing mostly with high-frequency noise that is added to the signal. Therefore, low-pass filtering
can be used to deal with this influence. The most typical examples are average filters that take various samples
and calculate an average value, and median filters that are sorting a set of samples and select the median element.
Each of those filters has a plethora of potential adaptations that are not too specific to discuss in this limited
space. Some adaptations are discussed in the descriptions of the specific prototypes.
Table 2.1.: Baseline calibrations terms and methods
Name Description Application
Initial calibration First set-up of baseline at system start, e.g.
by taking the average over various samples
Required for any application
Static baseline Baseline that does not change at run-time For static environments
Dynamic baseline Baseline that changes over time For non-static environments
Drift Change of system response to environmen-
tal factors at run-time
-
Drift compensation Methods to account for occurring drift, by
changing the baseline value
Non-static applications
Recalibration Change of the baseline value at a specific
point in time given a set of rules
Non-static applications
Baseline Calibration A very important aspect of capacitive raw data processing is signal calibration. The
generated electric field is subject to changes over time, if either intrinsic parameters change or the environment is
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modified. Some specific examples include the electronic components heating up, the environmental temperature
changing, or objects being moved in and out of detection range. Additionally, the previously described parasitic
capacitance can be compensated to achieve a signal that comprises only relevant information. Therefore it is
essential to have a well-calibrated and adaptive baseline; that is the sensor signal generated in the environment
without the presence of any object that shall be detected. Again, there are numerous methods to adapt and
configure the baseline. I have collected a few common terms and methods and give some pointers regarding
their application. The results are shown in Table 2.1. If a dynamic baseline is used, a set of rules will have to
Figure 2.9.: Example of baseline reset using a threshold rule
be defined that determines at which points in time the baseline has to be recalibrated and what specific methods
should be used. One simple example is to define a threshold level that triggers a baseline calibration, as shown
in Figure 2.9. The raw signal is above the threshold, indicating the presence of a detectable object. Afterwards,
it falls back down below the threshold, yet stays for a certain time above the baseline. This could be attributed
to changed environmental influences or the presence of noise. In this case a reset of the baseline after a certain
amount of time can be triggered.
2.1.5.2. High-level processing
High-level processing assumes that there are calibrated (and preferably normalized) sensor values that are used
in any further steps. The goal of any capacitive sensing application is the acquisition of information about a
detectable object, e.g. its current position, the material used, or the shape. In order to get this information, we
need to use knowledge about the object and intrinsic properties of the sensor system. In this section I will discuss
methods to combine data from various sensors using the system properties, how to track the position of an object
using different methods and how to recognize specific features. An overview of the methods in abridged form is
given in Table 2.2.
Sensor data fusion Sensor data fusion in its most general terms describes "the theory, techniques and tools
which are used for combining sensor data, or data derived from sensory data, into a common representational
format" [Mit07]. Using the combined information from various capacitive proximity sensors it is possible to gen-
erate high-level information that exceeds the capabilities of a single sensor. Two methods can be distinguished.
The first is uniform fusion that uses the information from all involved sensors in a common way. The second is
heterogeneous fusion that combines groups of involved sensors that serve multiple purposes, yet are attached to a
single system. A simple example for the latter would be a single large electrode sensor that detects the presence
of a hand from a farther distance and then a combination of various small electrodes that track single fingers.
Sensor data fusion often requires taking into account some additional information that we possess about the
system. A classic example is the precision or bias of the sensor. Various methods, e.g. the class of Kalman filters,
use weighted information from several sensor sources [WB95]. If we know that a certain sensor is only half as
precise as another one working in collaborating, the weighting factors can be adapted accordingly.
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Table 2.2.: Overview of high-level processing methods for capacitive proximity sensors
Name Description
Sensor data fusion Combining sensor data into a
shared representational format
Uniform fusion Sensor data fusion that combines all
data into a single common format
Heterogeneous fusion Sensor data fusion that combines
groups of data to serve multiple pur-
poses
Object tracking Continuous identification of an ob-
ject within the systems range
Single object tracking Methods to realize object tracking
for a single detectable object
Multiple object tracking Methods to realize object tracking
for multiple objects
Feature recognition Identifying certain parameters of an
object within the system range
A very important additional information that can be used when fusing data of capacitive proximity sensors, is
the geometric layout of the system. This describes position and size of all electrodes that are integrated. Using
this information is crucial when trying to localize an object. A simple example would be applying a weighted
average algorithm on a set of sensors. In order to determine object location relative to the plane a weighted
average algorithm is used. The linear object location x is calculated using the sums over sensor positions xi and
sensor values vi as weight:
x =
∑ni=1 vixi
∑ni=1 vi
(2.6)
Using similar methods we are able to determine the location of multiple objects or additional dimensions of the
position. However, it is possible to use other information in the fusion process as well. The electrode material
may result in a different response and thus should be treated differently in a fused data representation and can
be weighted. Another example is the shape of the electrode that may result in different responses. How to apply
sensor data fusion is strongly depending on the application and the desired common representation that is most
suitable for subsequent calculations.
Object tracking In the previous section about sensor data fusion I have shortly discussed a method to determine
the linear position of a single object using a linear array of capacitive proximity sensor. This is a basic example
of a group of methods associated to object tracking. In computer vision applications they can be defined as "the
problem of estimating a trajectory of an object in an image plane as it moves around a scene" [YJS06]. The
analogy to capacitive applications is viable, if we consider a 3D scene and a distinct interaction space instead of
a scene.
Capacitive proximity sensors allow the detection of conductive objects within their range. However, as this
presence is determined indirectly using the influence on an electric field it is not possible to get a direct association
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between the actual distance between sensor and object and the resulting sensor value. The created electric field
is only analytically descriptive for very specific, theoretic classes of objects [Bax96]. Nonetheless, we are able
to get a relative distance measurement. If we combine this proximity value using geometric information about
the electrode locations, we can infer the relative position of an object in the sensing area. The weighted average
method presented in the previous section is one option for relative positioning. Another method is trilateration,
which is similar to many radio-based localization applications. It uses the known location of three or more
points and the known distance to the position to be determined. In case of capacitive proximity sensing this
position is determined relative to the electrodes as there is no absolute distance measurement. A more complex
example for direct calculation was presented by Smith, who formulated the issue of detecting multiple objects as
a forward problem and used numerical methods to estimate the position and orientation of two hands [Smi99]. A
Figure 2.10.: Generic pipeline of probability based methods of capacitive proximity sensing
second class of methods to track objects is not relying on direct geometrical calculations but instead formulates
a numerical solution to a probability distribution. The initial assumption is that the probability of an object to
be at a certain point in the detection area is uniform. The methods then follow a few basic steps, as shown
in Figure 2.10. At first the probability is updated based on the current sensor readings and a priori knowledge
about the system. Afterwards, it is attempted to fit the objects into the resulting probabilities. This step may
or may not work, meaning that it can result in no object found. In the latter case the process will have to start
at the beginning. If an object is found the probability update may use the current object location in the update
algorithm, thus starting with a non-uniform probability distribution.
One example for probability-based object recognition using capacitive proximity sensors was presented by
Grosse-Puppendahl et al. [GPBKK13]. Using a model suggested by Smith the basic idea is using the assumption
that an object may be present anywhere, remove regions where no objects can be present and then fit an object
into the remaining space. This method additionally uses particle filters to track object locations over time. This
also allows tracking multiple objects. Another method, introduced by Le Goc et al., uses random decision forests
to determine the location of a hand [LTI∗14].
Throughout the years various methods have been suggested for supporting multi-object tracking using capac-
itive sensors. Touch screens often use inversion of the sender signal to reliably detect the positions of multiple
points. However, this method can’t be used without adaptations in proximity applications [WF07]. Some of the
previously presented methods support the tracking of two or more objects. There are still various limitations,
particularly if not only the object location, but also various other features such as rotation should be tracked.
This is still an area of ongoing research, leading to the next area of high-level processing - feature recognition.
Feature recognition Feature recognition is primarily used as a term in image processing, traditionally in
computer-aided design applications. It allows to recognize specific geometric properties of an object but also
picture analysis, e.g. in facial recognition [HPR00, BHK97]. In the domain of capacitive proximity sensing,
feature recognition can be defined as the acquisition of non-location information from any detectable object. An
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Table 2.3.: Feature recognition methods
Name Description
Data-driven methods Directly associate input data to output features us-
ing various methods, e.g. machine learning and
training data
Model-driven methods Input data is manipulating a pre-defined model of
the system that is latter mapped to the output
Neural networks Computational models using a network of neuron-
like objects that are often used in machine learning
Pattern recognition Methods that look for certain patterns in a set of
input data
important feature in industrial applications is the material of an object [Bax96]. With regards to recognizing
additional features a system was presented by Wimmer et al. - Thracker [WHKS06], a prototype augmenting a
regular monitor with capacitive proximity sensors. In addition to recognizing hand position the system is able
to detect grasp gestures, which can be used to select items on the screen and perform pick and drop operations.
Capacitive sensors can also be used to distinguish between persons and a children’s seat on the passenger side
of a car [GZBB09]. The methods to recognize the features can be divers, ranging from typical machine learning
algorithms, to model-based approaches. An incomplete list is given in Table 2.3. In order to keep this work
contained I will refrain from a deeper discussion at this point.
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2.2. Capacitive proximity sensing applications
Figure 2.11.: Left: Leon Theremin playing his epnoymous electronic musical instrument [Gli00]. Right: The
Theremini by Moog Music Inc., released in 2014 [Moo14].
In the last decades of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century a considerable number of inventors
and scientists performed research on the application of electric systems, sparking innovations such as electric
lighting, electric motors, telegraphy, and radio communication. Lev Sergeyevich Termen or Léon Theremin in
the American naming was a Russian inventor most famous for designing the eponymous theremin. This early
electronic musical instrument could be played without touch. One hand is controlling the pitch and the other the
volume by changing the distance to an antenna. Initially designed as a motion detector, this device is transferring
the influence of the human body on an oscillating electric field to an audible sound [Gli00]. Léon Theremin can
be seen playing the instrument in Figure 2.11 on the left. This instrument is still in production to this day, with
the electronic music instrument company Moog releasing a new variety that simplifies the sound production by
fitting the distance to a sound on a specific musical scale [Moo14]. The instrument is shown in Figure 2.11 on
the right.
Electric field imaging was a research focus at the MIT in the 1990s. A research group in the Media Lab division
including Joseph A. Paradiso, Thomas G. Zimmerman, and Joshua Smith designed various sensing devices and
evaluated various applications in in the domains of human computer interaction, smart appliances and reactive
systems. They drew inspiration from biological precedents - various species of fish, such as Gymnotoidei can
sense their surroundings using electric fields [Smi99]. The changing currents created by objects with a different
dielectric constant from water can be registered and thus used to avoid obstacles, even if no light source is
available. Accordingly, the group named some of their prototypes after this biological precedent, including the
LazyFish and School of Fish [Smi99]. The research group created various different applications in the domains
of human computer interaction, smart appliances and reactive systems.
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Figure 2.12.: Left: Concept view of passenger seat set to deploy or not deploy airbag. Center: Sensor readings
for empty seat and adult person. Right: Sensor readings for front-facing child seat (FFCS) and
rear-facing child seat (RFCS). [Smi99]
In collaboration with NEC, a smart passenger seat was created that incorporates capacitive sensors operating
in shunt mode to detect if an infant seat is currently present on the passenger seat of car [Smi99]. The underlying
challenge is that airbag deployment should be prevented in this case to prevent potential injuries to the infant. The
seat is able to distinguish four different states, “No passenger”, “adult passenger”, “front-facing infant seat” and
“rear-facing infant seat”. It uses four sending and four receiving electrodes and classifies the situation according
to the current readings - the concept and readings of the sensors in the different situations are shown in Figure
2.12.
Figure 2.13.: Left: LaZmouse innards Center: Joshua R. Smith using LaZmouse [Smi99]. Right: Novint Falcon
3D input device [Nov14]
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Another prototype is the LaZmouse that extends a regular mouse with shunt mode capacitive sensors, having
one transmitting and two receiving electrodes. It measures the proximity between the heel of the hand from
the mouse surface, thus allowing the fingers to remain in the common position and the mouse to be moved
around [Smi99]. Effectively this creates an input device with three degrees-of-freedom, enabling to perform
interactions with a mouse that would usually require a more specialized 3D input device, such as the Novint
Falcon that tracks the movement of the moved interaction sphere in three dimensions [Nov14]. Figure 2.13 shows
the electronics inside the LaZmouse on the left, the inventor using the device and a graphical representation in
the middle, and on the right the Novint Falcon.
In another work Paradiso et al. presented numerous applications for capacitive proximity sensors, including
smart furniture devices [ZSP∗95]. They propose a smart table, comprised of a single transmitter electrode and
two receivers that is able to track the position of a hand in two dimensions, a chosen dimension on the table and
height. It may be used as gesture input device or to augment video desk applications. They also installed the
system in a room, whereas the floor is a single electrode and there are four receivers located on the walls. This
allows to infer the location of a person, based on relative signal strength. An additional system in this work is the
smart chair that is using a single transmitter in the seat and four receivers in the armrests and headrest. It allows
to navigate through various audio channels based on head and arm movements [SM95].
Figure 2.14.: Left: Person interacting with the gesture wall Right: Air drawing results, depth estimation results
and associated movements on bottom [SWD∗98].
A final prototype of this group I will present is the Gesture Wall. This is a large interactive multimedia wall,
designed for public appearances [SWD∗98]. A plate on the floor in front of the screen is acting as transmitter and
four receiving electrodes are placed in the system that protrude from the edges of the projection area, as shown
in Figure 2.14. It supports interactive experiences, such as drawing in the air, controlling different audio streams
and an interactive video clip.
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Figure 2.15.: Left: Prototype of CapToolKit [WKBS07]. Right: Thracker prototype and visualized grasping
gestures [WHKS06].
Another group that was active in capacitive proximity sensing was located at the University of Munich.
Raphael Wimmer and colleagues revisited capacitive sensors in the scope of human-computer interaction. They
created CapToolKit, a capacitive sensing rapid prototyping toolkit that allows interfacing eight capacitive prox-
imity sensors and enables a quick design and testing of new applications [WKBS07]. They also created Thracker
- a display augmented with four capacitive proximity sensors that allows to detect the position of the hand in front
of the screen and supports performed pick-and-drop gestures [WHKS06]. Both devices are shown in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.16.: Left: Prototype of HandSense and supported grasping types [WB09]. Right: Setup of time domain
reflectometry sensing and example of stretchable material [WB11].
In other works they also presented capacitive sensing to allow discriminating the ways an interaction device
is held, including distinguishing left and right hand or proximity to a body part [WB09]. This enables graphical
interfaces to be adapted, based on user-handedness, grasping style and spatial cues that can be acquired from this
device in collaboration with other sensors. Supported grasping styles and a prototype are shown in Figure 2.16,
on the left.
A final work of this group was concerned with exploring the potential of time domain reflectometry for human-
computer interaction [WB11]. This technique is sending a short electrical pulse into an electric conductor and
measures the time until the signal returns. Originally intended for discovering defects in long cables, such as
transatlantic phone lines, high-sampling rates enable to also detect the presence of grounding objects close to
much shorter conductors. Wimmer and Baudisch use an image analysis on the screen of an older reflectometer
to enable applications, including location tracking, touch detection and stretchable materials. The setup and an
example of stretchable materials are shown in Figure 2.16, on the right.
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Figure 2.17.: Top left: Technical configuration of SmartSkin. Top Right: Bicubic interpolation method to detect
the peak of the potential field created by hand proximity. Bottom left: Visualized sensor effect of
hand hovering in 10cm distance and touching the surface. Bottom right: Capacitance tag having a
specific conductive pattern that can be identified [Rek02].
Jun Rekimoto presented SmartSkin, an interactive table based on capacitive proximity sensing based on a
number of sensors configured in shunt mode [Rek02]. They are able to detect hands and fingers at a distance of
up to 10cm, the sensor response being shown in Figure 2.17 on the bottom left. He investigated two different pro-
totypes based on this technology and developed an image-based method to detect the position of hand or fingers
above the surface, as shown in Figure 2.17 on the top right. Additionally, capacitive tags were introduced that
enable tangible interaction by detecting the type of object the user is currently touching on top of the surface. It
analyzes their specific capacitance pattern, resulting from a difference in shape and layout of conductive material
covering the object, shown in Figure 2.17 on the bottom right.
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Figure 2.18.: Top: Capacitive profiles of different gestures on a door knob [SPH12]. Bottom Left: User identi-
fication using capacitive fingerprinting [HSP12]. Bottom Right: Botanicus Interacticus prototype
and interaction concept [PSLS12].
Another research group that has been recently active researching capacitive sensing systems is centered around
Ivan Poupyrev at Disney research. They presented Touché, proposing a novel sensing technology called swept-
frequency capacitive sensing [SPH12]. Instead of relying on a single excitation frequency, like typical capacitive
sensors, this measurement system is sweeping a larger range of frequencies. This allows to get more data points
from a single electrode. Many systems react differently to changing frequencies, including the human body and
its complex structure of bone, muscle, fat and other tissues. The result is a capacitive profile comprised of values
at different frequencies, as shown in Figure 2.18 on the top. Using these profiles it is possible to distinguish
numerous events in different applications, e.g. the different ways in which a mobile device can be held. Other
applications proposed in this work were sensing of body postures on a table, on-body gestures using wrist-worn
sensors, interaction with a body of water and grasping a door knob using different gestures. Building on this
work Harrison et al. proposed a system using this technology to identify the users of a touch screen with a
capacitive fingerprint [HSP12]. This allows to distinguish the touches of different users, thus enabling a variety
of applications on collaboratively used touch screen devices. Examples are gaming and multiuser drawing tools,
as shown in Figure 2.18 on the bottom left. An interesting suggestion are personalized undo stacks that allow
a more seamless collaboration. A final system is the Botanicus Interacticus that uses the same technology to
realize interactive installations using plants [PSLS12]. It is possible to distinguish the location a certain plant is
touched and associate it to different input events. In this first system it was used in an interactive art installation
that is shown in Figure 2.18 on the bottom right.
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Figure 2.19.: Top: Measurement of TileTrack resolution with five integrated receivers [VV12]. Bottom Left:
Simulation of transmitted field by a single person [VKMV11]. Bottom Right: Using TileTrack
system for interaction [VRV10].
A final research group working with capacitive proximity sensing that I would like to present is located at the
Tampere University of Technology. Valtonen et al. have been working on a capacitive proximity sensing systems
tracking the position of users in a room [VMV09, VV12]. A transmitting electrode is placed under the floor and
several receiver electrodes are hidden in the walls or other objects of the room. The system therefor is using the
presented transmit mode, coupling the users present in the environment to an electrode in the floor and measuring
the effect on the receiver electrodes. A downside of this system is the required proximity to a wall electrode,
making application in larger rooms impossible. Accordingly, an addition was presented that hides the receiving
electrodes in different items of furniture to provide a more reliable localization in living environments [VV12].
The placement of the receiver electrodes R and the received signal strength in the environment are shown in
Figure 2.19 on the top. An extension of this principle is using a similar electrode configuration to determine
height and posture of a person between a transmitter electrode on the bottom and a receiver electrode on the
ceiling [VKMV11]. A simulation of the electric field voltages created in this setup is shown in Figure 2.19
on the bottom left. The taller a person, the higher the resulting signal. Accordingly, a sitting or lying person
will have a much smaller effect and can be classified. A similar setup was also used to identify different gestures
performed in an interaction area, as shown in Figure 2.19 on the bottom right [VRV10]. Using a single transmitter
and four wire receivers in the corners it is possible to track different body postures and control some example
applications.
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Figure 2.20.: Left: GestIC sabrewing prototyping board [Mic13]. Right: Transparent interaction device based on
GestIC [LTI∗14].
Recently capacitive gesture interaction has also captured the interest of industry. GestIC by Microchip Tech-
nologies Inc. is a controller for electric near field 3D tracking based on capacitive proximity sensing [Mic13]. A
prototyp1ing board is shown in Figure 2.20 on the left. Using a set of several electrodes and on-board processing
it is capable of tracking the 3D position of a hand and provides gesture recognition at a distance between 0cm
and 15cm. It is based on shunt mode sensing and has a number of different available electrode configurations.
This system was used in a recent publication by Le Goc et al. [LTI∗14]. They used a transparent ITO electrode
configuration mimicking the prototyping board configuration and presented a novel machine learning method
that improves the precision of the object localization. They presented a prototype system, augmenting a mobile
device with 3D gesture interaction, as shown in Figure 2.20 on the right.
2.3. Sensor systems in smart environments
In the most general definition a sensor is a device that transforms a physical property into an observable signal.
This definition includes traditional systems such as mercury-based thermometers or hair-based hygrometers. Yet
nowadays, we are usually considering digital sensors that transfer the measured property to a binary signal that
can be further processed by computing devices.
A common variety is the smart sensor that provides additional functionality beyond generating a correct sens-
ing signal [Fra13]. The main goal is to simplify installation and maintenance of distributed sensing systems by
having processing close to the measurement device. Early considerations in this domain were put to the standard
family IEEE 1451 - IEEE Standard for a Smart Transducer Interface for Sensors and Actuators between 1997 and
2007 [iee07]. An additional concept is the Virtual Sensor that includes digital signal processing and conditioning
and therefor abstracts the processing steps from devices interfacing the sensor. The number of available sensors
is very high, but it is possible to restrict them based on their application domain. Lewis, as well as Cook and
Das [Lew04, CD07] have proposed a collection for smart environments focused on wireless sensor networks.
The overview is shown in Table 2.4.
This sensor categorization is based on the property to be measured and is independent from the specific mea-
surement technology. Physical properties, such as pressure, temperature, humidity and flow, can also be noted as
environmental properties. They are measurements that determine the state of the smart environment, e.g. temper-
ature in different rooms, or the current water usage. Motion properties denote the movement parameters of actors
in this environment and can refer to both humans and machines. Angular velocity is important in self-localization
of robots in an environment. Contact properties groups the different types of interaction between surfaces in the
smart environment and actors. Presence as a group is similar to motion paramteres, but does not require a series
of measurements for tracking an actor. Biochemical sensors enable measuring the presence of specifc chemical
compounds in the environment and are most suited for measuring pollution or air quality. Finally, identification
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Table 2.4.: Sensors for smart environments [CD07]
Properties Measurand
Physical properties Pressure, temperature, humidity, flow
Motion properties Position, velocity, angular velocity, acceleration
Contact properties Strain, force, torque, slip, vibration
Presence Tactile/contact, proximity, distance/range, motion
Biochemical Biochemical agents
Identification Personal features, RFID or personal ID
of actors allows to provide personalized services and can be realized with different methods ranging from tags to
biometric systems.
While this listing provides a decent overview of sensing properties in smart environments it is abstracted from
sensor technologies. Various types of sensors, including capacitive proximity sensors, allow us to detect multiple
of these properties and thus providing a higher flexibility. Therefore, it is possible to provide an inverse listing of
sensor technologies that allow measuring different properties. A short overview of sensor technologies with this
capabilities and that are commonly used in smart environments is given in Table 2.5.
In the following sections I want to give an overview on how these sensor systems are used in this domain, in
order to provide a basis for the benchmarking model that will be introduced in Chapter 3.
Table 2.5.: Sensing technologies and measured properties
Technology Properties
RGB cameras Motion, Presence, Identification
Infrared cameras Motion, Presence, Contact
Ultrasound sensing Motion, Presence, Contact, Identification
Microphone arrays Motion, Presence, Contact, Identification
Radiofrequency sensing Motion, Presence, Identification
2.3.1. RGB cameras
A RGB camera is an image processing device that processes light in the visible spectrum, similar to the human
eye. Modeled after the retina it has three distinct color channels - red, green and blue. There are different methods
available to distinguish these channels from visible light, such as Bayer filters (Figure 2.21) in front of a single
sensor or using multiple sensors behind a prism. The usage of cameras in smart environments is very common.
I will present five different examples and afterwards will specify how they are linked to the properties that were
defined previously.
Tabar et al. have been using a combined system of cameras, RF transmitters and wearable sensors in a home
care scenario [TKA06]. The cameras are used to improve the accuracy of the accelerometer-based fall detection
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Figure 2.21.: A bayer pattern on a sensor in isometric perspective [Wik06]
by eliminating false positives. Once a fall event occurs an algorithm tracks the posture of detected humans in
the scene (Figure 2.22 - left). They used an edge detector to distinguish the human body from other objects
and applied a heuristic to differentiate lying and standing. Additionally a face detector was used to improve the
recognition of human objects. Combining this with information from the fall detecting sensor and a RF based
localization system they were able to achieve a good reliability in eliminating false positive alerts.
Figure 2.22.: Left: Tracking of body masks using cameras [TKA06]. Right: Eigenfaces created from input
picture set [PC00].
Pentland and Choudhury provided an overview of vision-based face recognition systems in the domain of
smart environments [PC00]. The systems are able to identify users and recognize facial expressions. The pro-
posed applications in smart environments include personalized shopping experiences based on customer recog-
nition, behavior monitoring in child care facilities and emotion-aware systems that react to the user’s current
awareness. The described techniques include PCA-supported, eigenvector-based classification, face-based local-
ization and systems based on local feature analysis (Figure 2.22 - right). Newer systems are able to operate well
in unconstrained environments that include varying expression and illumination, ageing of persons, occlusion
and disguise [WYG∗09].
An example for a novel image processing method that is useful in smart environments was presented by Vu
et al. in 2012 [WRS∗12]. They are using temporal variances of pixel values to exaggerate spatial movements
and color changes that would typically be invisible to the naked eye. The method is called Eulerian Video
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Figure 2.23.: Left: Eulerian Video Magnification to attenuate the human pulse with original (a) and amplified
(b) video sequence [WRS∗12]. Right: FoodBoard schematics (top), underside view (second row),
original, reconstructed and segmented image (third row) and final system (bottom) [PJS∗13].
Magnification and uses a combination of spatial decomposition and temporal filtering applied to adjacent frames.
It can be tuned to different time-frequency bands to attenuate different classes of signals. Some of the proposed
applications include the tracking of breathing rates of infants by attenuating chest movement, or the tracking
of subtle movements, such as vibration in appliances. The example shown in Figure 2.23 on the left is using
a magnification of colors, in order to identify the heart rate of a person. The latter can be used for personal
health applications, e.g. by integrating the system into the bath room mirror to provide an unobtrusive daily
measurement and give the user feedback over a longer period of time.
A final example in this section is the FoodBoard, a smart chopping board that uses image processing to recog-
nize the food items that are put on it [PJS∗13]. It is shown in Figure 2.23 on the right. To enable a thin footprint,
ambient light is transferred to a camera using glass fibers. The picture is reconstructed and segmented, allowing
to identify different items of food that are placed on it. The classification is based on a combination of Fast-
Hessian and color histogram feature extractors. Pham et al. were able to distinguish 12 different ingredients with
an accuracy between 59% and 93%. The system can be used to support dietary monitoring, give recipe guidance
or support visually impaired users in identifying and tracking food.
2.3.2. Infrared cameras
Infrared imaging is based on the same sensors that are used for visible light imaging. The difference is that they
are tuned to collect electromagnetic waves of a lower wavelength, which is just outside of the human visible
spectrum. This allows for distinct applications, such as thermal imaging, as it is possible to detect heat radiation.
One of the earliest prototypes in Ubiquitous Computing designed by PARC was using the ORL Active Badge,
an infrared emitter developed by Olivietti Research Laboratories that was used to identify persons operating in
the environment [Wei91] (Figure 2.24 Top Left). In smart environments the most common application is using
infrared cameras in combination with infrared light sources. This allows to illuminate spaces without visible
artifacts to the user, thus providing imaging capabilities in dark rooms, or very specific conditions that may be
required by a certain application. Another very interesting option is to use a specific projection of patterns into
the scene. Analyzing the returning infrared light it is possible to infer the depth of specific pixels of the camera
(Figure 2.24 Top Right). This variety is called a depth camera. Particularly in the last few years the research
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Figure 2.24.: Top Left: ORL Active Badge [Wei91]. Top Right: Kinect infrared projection [Zha12]. Bottom Left:
Kinect Fusion reconstrucion [IKH11]. Bottom Right: Kinect kitchen interaction [Pan12].
in this domain has expanded strongly, sparked by the availability of an affordable depth camera/RGB camera
combination - the Kinect by Microsoft [Zha12]. On the following pages I will present various examples of how
this device can be used in smart environments to enable different applications in interaction and activity tracking.
Sung et al. have presented a system that is tracking activities of daily life based on the movements of a
skeleton that is provided by the Kinect API [SPSS11]. This skeleton model is based on a pose reconstruction
algorithm developed by Shotton et al. [SFC∗13] and is used in many different Kinect-based applications. The
algorithm is using a method called hierarchical maximum entropy Markov model (MEMM). Each activity is
considered to be composed of sub-activities. Based on this assumption a two-level graph is generated using
dynamic programming. The system was tested with twelve activities performed in an office, a kitchen, a living
room, a bathroom and a bedroom. If the person was part of the training set the precision was 84.3% and 64.2%
for unknown persons.
A novel method to use the Kinect for fast 3D reconstruction of scenes was presented by Izadi et al. in 2011
[IKH11] (Figure 2.24 Bottom Left). The basic premise is to use a fast registration method to combine point
clouds that are generated by the system, in order to continuously extend and optimize the current model of the
scene. They are using a GPU-based ICP implementation to track the position of the camera in six degrees-of-
freedom. This allows to reliably integrate the different point clouds into a single volume element grid that is used
to represent and render the scene. They proposed a number of applications ranging from physical simulation of
particles in the scene, to system control based on segmenting and tracking the user’s hands and their interaction
with arbitrary surfaces in the environment. Figure shows some results of the touch recognition in a reconstructed
scene.
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Panger has presented a method to use a Kinect in a kitchen to provide touch free interaction [Pan12]. Two
different interaction schemes are proposed. The first allows to control the applications with messy hands, the
second enables to use other limbs if the hands are currently occupied (Figure 2.24 - bottom right). Three different
test applications have been implemented. A recipe navigator that allows to open and navigate through different
recipes. A timer that enables setting different alarm times, similar to a kitchen clock and a music player that
can be controlled to choose different stations according to preference. A real life test with five subjects also
tested installation complexity, which was deemed favorable. There were some concerns in clearly distinguishing
commands from random movements performed in the kitchen.
The final system based on infrared cameras is an immersive telepresence system developed by Beck et al.
[BKKF13]. Telepresence enables persons to be present as a representation in a remote place. A typical example
is video conferences, but advanced system may include robotics or virtual elements. The presented system is
using a single Kinect for each participant. A 3D representation is created based on the depth information of the
infrared camera and on-the-fly texturing using the included RGB camera. The virtual user representations are put
into a shared virtual environment and can interact with each other. Some variations were tested where local and
remote users were decoupled, side-by-side or face-to-face. Different tracing and pointing gestures are supported.
The supported applications included the exploration of a virtual city.
2.3.3. Ultrasound sensors
Figure 2.25.: Top Left: Cricket Indoor Localization hardware [PCB00]. Top Right: Mid-air particle manipulation
[OHR14]. Bottom Left: Robotic wheelchair MAid with ultrasound range sensors [PSF01]. Bottom
Right: Activity and context recognition using ultrasound sensors [WTT13].
Ultrasound sensors allow detecting sound wave signals that have a frequency beyond 20kHz and are therefore
not audible to humans. Their propagation and reflection properties are similar to audible sound waves, thus the
generated measurements can be similar. While there are natural sources of ultrasound waves, the applications in
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smart environments rely on active systems that combine sound generators and sensors that measure the resulting
signal. By measuring the time distance between sending the signal and receiving a response, it is possible to
measure distances between the sender and different objects. If various receivers are used it is possible to localize
the sound source, making ultrasound sensing a popular candidate for indoor localization systems. I will present
four different examples on how ultrasound sensors are used in smart environment applications.
The Cricket developed by Pryantha et al. is an example for an indoor localization system based on a badge
attached to the tracked object [PCB00]. The badge is periodically sending signals to a set of beacons that
determine the distance and calculate a location. Initially, it was supposed to solely rely on radiofrequency signals,
but was modified to use a combination of RF and ultrasound. The rationale of this decision is the considerably
slower speed of sound that simplifies measuring the time-of-flight and in consequence allows for more precise
distance measurements. This also leads to a higher precision of the localization algorithm. Additionally, the
system uses some novel methods to deal with interference and multipath issues that are caused by superposition
of reflected signals. As potential applications they propose space-dependent services that are provided as the user
is identified in a certain region, and guidance scenarios on a floor plan. The hardware is shown in Figure 2.25 -
top left.
The robotic wheelchair MAid (Mobility Aid for Elderly and Disabled People) was designed to support and
transport people with limited motion skills [PSF01]. It is based on a commercial wheelchair that has been
equipped with an intelligent control and navigation system. The system includes an ultrasound-based range
finder that allows to detect obstacles in the path and circumnavigate around (Figure 2.25 - bottom left).
Watanabe et al. investigate the role of ultrasound sensors in recognizing activities and gestures of a user
[WTT13]. The system is comprised of a microphone attached to a necklace, and two speakers that are attached
to each wrist. Based on the acquired volume and evaluation of the Doppler Effect, it is possible to determine
both distance of the wrists from the neck and the speed of movement (Figure 2.25 - bottom right). Watanabe et
al. want to determine if this system allows for similar performance compared to other body-worn systems based
on accelerometer and gyroscope data. Additionally it was evaluated if external microphones can perform as well
as the neck worn microphone. The system was able to recognize 87% of activities and gestures in a set of 10 test
persons if no influencing sound was present. The ultrasound did also improve results if environmental noise was
present.
A recent project at the University of Tokyo evaluates the potential of ultrasound in manipulating small particles
in free-air [OHR14]. Using standing waves to create sound pressure notes it is possible to apply a force to small
particles that is sufficient to counteract gravity. Using a set of ultrasonic phased arrays it is possible to create
these sound pressure nodes at arbitrary positions in three dimensions (Figure 2.25 - top right). Ochiai et al. use
this to move small objects around and investigate required object properties and their floating properties. So far
the moved items have to be very light and smaller than 2 mm in diameter, resulting in the usage of polystyrene.
The technology is also able to hold and move small amounts of fluid. Suggested applications include object
manipulation in microgravity environments and projected haptic feedback systems.
2.3.4. Microphone arrays
Microphones are signal receivers that are tuned to detect sound frequency ranges that are audible by humans.
Typically, they consist of a piezo element that transfers vibration to an electric current, which is subsequently
amplified. Most human activities produce some kind of sound. As opposed to the presented ultrasound system,
microphones typically operate passive. There is usually no dedicated signal source, but instead naturally occur-
ring sounds are recorded. By combining microphones, or arrays thereof, with data processing systems that are
aimed at analyzing specific sound patterns, it is possible to get information about human activities. Looking at
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Figure 2.26.: Top Left: Visualization of speaker count in different areas [XLL∗13]. Top Right: Directional micro-
phone and conference room for speech source localization [ZFBZ08]. Bottom: TapSense detecting
different tap events [HSH11].
smart environments there are numerous use cases that can benefit from microphones as sensors. In this section
I will present four different systems that cover a large variety of different applications, ranging from breathing
rate detection to estimating the number of speakers in large groups.
Detecting the breathing pattern of a person has several applications in smart environments. Apart from medical
purposes that require detecting abnormal breathing in risk groups, it is also possible to track training progress
or provide a measure for the current attention level in affective computing. Corbishley et al. investigated very
small microphones in mobile devices that detect the breathing rate [CRV08]. The algorithm is designed to be
applicable on single ICs, allowing for miniaturization and energy efficiency. Even with the presence of noise
the combined score for true negatives and true positives was as high as 91.3%. Using small and energy efficient
systems also enables unobtrusive applications in non-mobile environments, e.g. placing such a system close to
the bed to detect the breathing rate while the user is sleeping.
Collaborative applications are an important aspect of smart environments, e.g. to link together meeting places
at different places, similar to the telepresence application presented earlier. If a multitude of speakers is present
it gets increasingly difficult to provide a system that enables proper speech transmission for all participants.
Using an array of microphones it is possible to focus the attention on the person currently speaking and filter out
environmental noise. A project at Microsoft Research investigated using a maximum likelihood of two known
techniques, beamforming and speech source localization, to enable a reliable speaker selection [ZFBZ08] (Figure
2.26 - top right). Additionally, the framework enables a suitable adaptation even if directional microphones are
used that are placed close to each other. The method provides a real life accuracy of more than 90%.
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A fairly new work was performed by Xu et al. [XLL∗13], called Crowd++. Their idea is to use smartphone
microphones to identify the number of speakers in crowded environments. Such system could be used to estimate
the number of persons in a given place and potentially react quickly if a crowd panic may occur. The method is
based on an unsupervised machine learning classification of short audio parts that are picked up by the individual
microphones in the handsets. It was tested by 120 participants in 10 different environments and allowed detecting
the number of persons with an average error of 1.5 persons (Figure 2.26 - top left). No dedicated hardware is
required to achieve this precision, enabling an application using off-the-shelf smartphones.
Microphones can also be used to analyze the mechanical surface waves that occur when objects interact with
each other. Harrison et al. have designed TapSense, a microphone based sensor system that improves touch
interaction by classifying the sounds created by different objects hitting the surface [HSH11]. In particular dif-
ferent parts of the hand can be distinguished, including nail, knuckle or tip. Potential applications are improving
touch interaction on touch screens by enabling different forms of interaction, but also can be adapted to mobile
devices, that typically have less interaction space and increase the expressiveness of different touch gestures. The
achievable accuracy was between 95% using four different input types up to 99% when using just two input sets,
such as finger and pen (Figure 2.26 - bottom).
2.3.5. Radiofrequency sensing
Radiofrequency sensing is a traditional field for sensors. Radar is a system that uses radio waves to acquire
direction, speed, distance or altitude of objects and was developed at the beginning of World War II. This variety is
using active sensing and emits radio waves that are reflected by objects. Most applications in smart environments
similarly rely on active systems. A popular signal source is WiFi, intended to transmit information between
several systems wireless. The systems are wide-spread, with most smartphones possessing two or more wireless
technologies (typically 4G/3G/GSM for long range communication, WLAN for medium range communication
and Bluetooth/NFC for short range communication) that can be used in coordination with stations placed in
the environment. The signal processing of the wireless LAN sets generates some additional data that can be
used, most notably the signal strength (RSSI). I will present different systems showing different ways, how
radiofrequency sensing can be used in smart environments.
Radiofrequency based systems are very popular for indoor localization applications. I previously mentioned
the difficulty to create time-of-flight systems in the electromagnetic spectrum, due to their high progression rate.
Consequently, most systems rely on the received signal strength (RSSI). If the initial signal strength is known
and we have a good estimate how the signal propagates, we can estimate the loss of signal strength at a certain
distance. An important work that helped shaping this domain is the system created by Sugano et al. in 2006 that
uses a ZigBee-based network with a limited number of nodes receiving RSSI information [SKOM06]. Based on
this it is possible to locate one or more users with an error between 1.5 m and 2.0 m. This is often sufficient
to distinguish the room a person is currently in, enabling a room-based system adaptation, which is suitable for
many applications. A photo of a ZigBee node and results in a larger conference room are shown in Figure 2.27
on the left.
A different approach for RSSI based systems was presented by Wilson and Patwari in 2010 [WP10]. They are
using tomography methods to determine the location of users. By placing a large number of sensors on the outer
limits of the environment and creating a unique link between each, it is possible to infer the position based on
the signal attenuation when a person moves in the environment. The human body absorbs some of the signal,
resulting in a reduced received RSSI in the affected nodes. The error for standing persons was between 0.64
cm for a single person and 1.10 cm for two persons. An image of the test area and the resulting reconstructed
attenuation map are shown in Figure 2.27 on the right.
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Figure 2.27.: Top left ZigBee node. Bottom Left Sensors and targets in larger room [SKOM06]. Top right Photo
of radio tomography setup. Bottom right Result attenuated signal [WP10].
Another system that provides a localization is WiTrack, presented by Adib et al. in 2013 [AKKM14]. It uses
the signal reflected by the human body to provide a location estimate based on time-of-flight. As mentioned
previously this is challenging due to the propagation speed within the electromagnetic field. To overcome this
issue they are using a method called frequency modulated carrier wave that transfers time differences to the
frequency domain. Looking at the spectrum of received signal these shifts can be analyzed. The resulting location
has an accuracy of 10cm to 13 cm in x and y and 21cm in z dimension. Additional use cases are provided in
determining coarse arm or foot gestures and enabling an accurate detection of falls of a person. Some limitations
of this approach include a restriction to just one person and that the tracked object has to move. In Figure 2.28
on the left we can see pictures of the antenna setup, the signal generator and how the location is determined in
two and three dimensions.
The final radiofrequency system I want to present is WiSee, developed at the University of Washington by Pu
et al. [PGGP13]. They are using WiFi to enable gesture recognition in large areas without requiring line-of-sight.
They are analyzing the Doppler shift resulting from human activity in order to classify different gestures. Using
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Figure 2.28.: Top left WiTrack antennas and signal generator. Bottom Left WiTrack 2D and 3D localization
method [AKKM14]. Top right WiSee supported gestures. Bottom right WiSee Doppler profiles of
gestures [PGGP13].
MIMO (multiple input multiple output) systems it is possible to distinguish between non-interacting persons in
the environment and the person performing gestures. To equip a whole apartment only a single receiver and
two transmitters were necessary. The achievable accuracy varies according to persons present and number/type
of devices involved, but peaks at an accuracy of 94% for detecting nine different whole body gestures. The
supported gestures and their Doppler profiles are shown in Figure 2.28 on the right.
2.4. Applications in smart environments
The field of smart environments is not strictly and conclusively distinguished from other fields in technology. It
is using influences from disciplines including electric engineering, behavioral psychology, computer science, or
mechanical engineering. Accordingly, it is difficult to formally list or distinguish all applications that are relevant
or have been tackled in previous work. Thus, I will refer to previous collections of surveys, books and state-of-
the-art in the associated disciplines smart environments, ambient intelligence and ubiquitous computing to get
an informed selection of relevant applications that have been, or could potentially be supported by capacitive
proximity sensors. The chosen collections of applications are taken from different collections of work that
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Table 2.6.: Application domains and relevant works
Application Domain Relevant Works
Indoor Localization
Braun - AmbiTrack camera system [BD13]
Chintalapudi - EZ Indoor localization [CPP10]
Mulloni - signpost markers [MWBS09]
Pirkl - resonant magnetic coupling [PL13]
Gestural interaction
Zimmerman - hand gesture [ZLB∗86]
Wilson - XWand pointing interaction [WS03]
Majewski - visual feedback [MBMK13]
Liu - uWave [LZWV09]
Pu - WiSee [PGGP13]
Physiological sensing
Cowie - emotion recognition [CDCT∗01]
Khosrowabadi - EEG emotion [KQWA10]
Wöllmer - multimodal emotion recognition [WME∗10]
Hoque - MACH [HCM∗13]
Koelstra - DEAP database [KMS∗12]
Activity recognition
Bao - user-annotated acceleration data [BI04]
Bulling - electrooculography [BWGT11]
Lasecki - real-time crowd labeling [LSKB13]
Oreifej - Hon4D [OL13]
Smart appliances
Gellersen - MediaCups [GBK99]
Yeo - StickEar [YNR13]
Tsai - Smart Medication Dispenser [TCY∗11]
Dementyev - Bistable Display Tags [DGT∗13]
Mobile devices
Ballages - mobile devices in ubiquitous computing [BBRS06]
Dearman - Bluetone [DT09]
Vajk - TiltRacer [VCBE07]
Nazari Shirejini - PECo [SN04]
Olsson - mobile augmented reality [OKLVO12]
Autonomous systems
Coradeschi - symbiotic robotic systems [CS06]
Broxvall - PEIS ecology [BGS∗06]
Arndt - robotic frameworks [AWD∗13]
Huijnen - companion robotics and smart homes [HBvdH∗11]
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have been released in the past few years. Cook et al. that presented a survey on recent developments in smart
environments research in 2007 [CD07]. Augusto et al. edited a book on ambient intelligence in 2009, including
chapters on various domains and applications. Another source is the book Ubiquitous Computing by Poslad,
released in 2011 [Pos11]. Additionally, I will take into account recent conferences and journals that are active in
this regard, such as CHI, UbiComp, Ambient Intelligent International, the Journal of Ambient Intelligence and
Smart Environments, or the International Journal of Human-Computer Studies.
The selected areas-of-interest are collected in Table 2.6. I will briefly introduce relevant work in those domains
and outline existing links to capacitive sensing applications.
2.4.1. Indoor localization
The domain of indoor localization has been briefly touched, when discussing the different sensing technologies
used in smart environments in Section 2.3. The reliable tracking and localization of multiple users is a major
challenge in smart environments. It is a very important contextual information that can be used to adapt the
behavior of the environment. Often basic motion sensors are used, e.g. if just a single person should be detected
or if there is a single area of interest that should be covered. However, determining a more exact location
or following multiple users requires more sophisticated systems. If a varying number of non-relevant actors
are moving in the environment, e.g. pets, the challenge is additionally increased. Together with Tim Dutz, I
participated in the EvAAL competition 2013 with AmbiTrack, reaching a second place [BD13]. The system was
based on a set of affordable off-the-shelf cameras connected to different processing nodes that employ an efficient
tracking algorithm based on background subtraction, ray intersections and clustering methods [BDA∗13]. It also
supports analyzing the coverage of areas where it is installed, as shown in Figure 2.29.
Figure 2.29.: Left: Coverage of a room by camera fields of view - AmbiTrack [BDA∗13]. Middle: Fiduciary
marker photographed by camera phones [MWBS09]. Right: Magnetic coils in background and
receiver circuit in foreground [PL13].
There are various indoor localization and tracking approaches that have been proposed in smart environments,
including specific competitions that benchmark the different solutions against one another [CK12]. A common
discrimination of localization systems is based on the type of object an actor has to wear in order to be suc-
cessfully recognized. Active marker-based solutions require the person to carry a token that actively sends out
signals. This is received by stations placed within the environment. Passive marker-based solutions require a to-
ken that is uniquely identifiable by external sensors, but is not sending any signal. Finally, there are marker-free
solutions that do not require the actor to carry anything and instead rely on external sensors detecting unique
features of the actor and following those within the environment.
A common method is to use radiofrequency sensing, tracking a mobile token, e.g. based on 802.11 WiFi
networks. A recent work in this domain has been presented by Chintalapudi et al. [CPP10]. Their EZ system
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relies on an existing WiFi infrastructure, the user carrying a mobile device with WiFi that also has periodic access
to a GPS signal. It does not require any prior mapping or knowledge about the specific location or transmit power
of the access points, but instead relies on a genetic algorithms to determine potential locations from a limited set
of known locations and distances to access points calculated using the received signal strength (RSSI).
Another system was presented by Mulloni et al. [MWBS09]. They are using a set of fiduciary markers that are
placed on signposts and can be photographed with smartphones. Based on an integrated mapping application the
software will provide navigation from the current signpost to the desired destination. Thus, this is an example
for an indoor localization system that relies on external markers, requires the user to wear a token in form of a
smartphone and active user participation when the markers are photographed. The setup is shown in Figure 2.29
in the middle.
A final example is a system created by Pirkl and Lukowicz based on resonant magnetic coupling [PL13].
Using the magnetic field created by static coils, an arbitrary number of mobile receivers can localize themselves
by measuring the field strength and estimating the distance from the different static coils. The system can be
calibrated to ignore other magnetic objects in vicinity and enables a planar localization of about 1m2 accuracy.
The static coils can be seen in Figure 2.29 in the background with the receiver circuit in the foreground.
2.4.2. Gestural interaction
Gesture recognition enables the detection of meaningful expressions of motion by a human body, including the
hands, arms, face, head and body [MA07]. If these expressions are translated into machine commands the result
is gestural interaction. The most expressive and explicit form of gestures are performed by the hands, further
distinguished into free-air gestures and touch gestures that typically involve one or more fingers interacting with
a surface. The second variety is called multi-touch.
Figure 2.30.: Left: FTIR multitouch table [Han05]. Middle: DataGlove hand gesture system [ZLB∗86]. Right:
XWand interaction device [WS03].
Jeff Han showed a low-cost system based on frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) of infrared light. This
system allows tracking ten or more objects in real-time on large surface areas [Han05], as shown in Figure 2.30
on the left. Acoustic systems are another popular technology in this domain. Surface acoustic wave (SAW)
uses the signal decrease of ultrasonic waves as they pass through an object touching the surface to infer its
location [AAB98].
Throughout the years there have been various attempts to enable the tracking of gestures in free air. A com-
mon attempt in the late 1980s were data gloves, sensor-augmented gloves put on the hand that translated finger
movements to gestural input, e.g. the system presented by Zimmerman [ZLB∗86]. It uses optical sensors to
measure the flex of the fingers and ultrasonic sensors to detect the absolute position and orientation of the hand.
It is shown in Figure 2.30 in the middle. Applications included the evaluation of hand impairments and object
manipulations in three-dimensional scenes.
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A different approach is performing gestural interaction supported by interaction devices that can sense orienta-
tion and position in the room. A popular example is the Nintendo Wii Remote that is used in gaming applications.
A predecessor was the XWand by Wilson et al. [WS03]. This interaction device is using accelerometers to sense
orientation and has infrared diodes that are tracked by an external camera system to determine the absolute po-
sition in the room. It is shown in Figure 2.30 on the right. Using knowledge about the location of different
appliances within this room, it is possible to control them by pointing in this direction. They later extended the
system with a pointing device based on a laser that indicated the position in the environment currently pointed
at [WP03]. We have used a similar method, based on skeleton tracking provided by a Kinect and different
varieties of pointing gestures [MBMK13].
An extension of accelerometer-based gesture systems was presented by Lui et al. [LZWV09]. Their uWave
system is capable of building a personalized gesture set using dynamic time warping and HMM classification,
enabling a high recognition rate of almost 99% using just one training sample. Additional applications of this ap-
proach include using personal gestures for authentication, reaching an error rate of approximately 3%. However,
this method can be bypassed if the movements are observed and mimicked and thus is not suitable for critical
applications.
I previously introduced WiSee presented by Pu et al. [PGGP13]. Using two sources of wireless signals, they
are using the Doppler shift caused by the human body moving in the area and reflecting the signal to determine
gestures. The system was able to detect nine different full-body gestures with a precision of 94%. The system
uses the MIMO capabilities of modern WiFi systems to distinguish users and providing the option to support
multiple users within an environment.
2.4.3. Physiological sensing
In the 1990s researchers began to distinguish different channels when interacting with machines. The explicit
channel, whereas the user gives distinct commands to the user, and the implicit channel that comprises infor-
mation about the user himself [CDCT∗01]. One interesting parameter to consider for this implicit interaction is
emotion. Based on physiological cues it is possible to determine the current state of the user and translate it to
an input for machines. Thus, an area has emerged that uses acquired physiological signals of the users to pro-
vide additional input. In this section I will present four different works of recent years that proposed important
technologies and methods.
Figure 2.31.: Left: MACH conversation coach system [HCM∗13]. Right: Study setup to collect emotion data
[KMS∗12].
Khosrowabadi et al. presented a machine learning approach to discriminate four different emotions from EEG
readings [KQWA10]. The subjects were asked to fill out self-assessment questionnaires regarding their emotional
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state with the states being induced by a set of pictures. The signals were classified using a self-organizing map
and nearest-neighbor classification. The system was able to correctly classify 84.5% of four different emotional
states.
A multimodal emotion recognition system based on speech and facial expression was introduced by Wöllmer
et al. [WME∗10]. They apply a method based on long short-term memory networks that allows to model long-
range temporal dependencies between features. They combine 46 facial markers and a variety of waveform
speech features that are combined using a correlation-based feature subset selection that leads to a selection
between 66 and 224 features. They are able to improve the recognition performance compared to HMM-based
classifiers by 4%.
An example application for emotion-aware systems has been presented by Hoque et al. [HCM∗13]. MACH:
My Automated Conversation coacH is a training system that tries to improve the social skills of its users. It
collects facial expressions, speech data and analysis prosody from an attached camera to create a personalized
feedback of the user’s behavior when talking to a virtual agent. This agent is shown in Figure 2.31 on the left. A
study with 90 participants showed a significant performance improvement as opposed to the control group.
In this domain it is also very important to build databases of labeled emotions and physiological signals that
allows other researchers to try new methods. Koelstra et al. [KMS∗12] created a database by collecting EEG in-
formation, playing different video clips and collecting the perceived emotions in a self-assessment. This database
includes the physiological signals of 32 users and frontal face videos of 22 users that are reacting to 40 different
videos. The setup of this study can be seen in Figure 2.31 on the right.
2.4.4. Activity recognition
Activity recognition, also called situation awareness, describes the interpretation of sensor data into higher
domain-level information that relates to the given situation [YDM12]. To give an example, a single tempera-
ture reading of 15◦C can be combined with the information that the sensor is in the sleeping room, the time is
21:00 and we know that the inhabitant of the environment is typically going to sleep at 22:00. In this case we
can infer the activity user will go to bed soon and trigger the action heat up sleeping room. There is a plethora
of different concepts and methods on how to recognize the situations and activities for numerous domains. A
good overview of the topic can be found in the survey of Ye et al. [YDM12]. I will present four different works
that have been presented in recent years that provide a different selection of technologies and methods that are
commonly used.
Figure 2.32.: Left: Eye movement tracker by Bulling [BWGT11]. Right: Hon4D - surface normals of different
activities [OL13].
When trying to determine human activities wearable sensors are an important approach that has been used
extensively. It is possible to use either physiological measurements or movement data. A classic work in this
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domain presented by Bao et al. is associating activities based on movement data generated by accelerometers
[BI04]. This sensor category is able to detect the acceleration in multiple directions, e.g. commonly used to
detect the orientation of mobile devices. Using five different sensors attached to arms, legs and hip, they were
able to associate 20 different activities performed by 20 different subjects with an accuracy of approximately
80%.
In some application domains that have a specific set of tasks other approaches might be suitable. An interesting
system was presented by Bulling et al. that tries to determine activities based on the movement of the eyes
[BWGT11]. They are attaching a set of electrodes to the user’s head to track the activity of muscles around the
eye, without using any external sensors such as gaze trackers. The setup and electrode placing is shown in Figure
2.32 on the left. In a study with eight users they tried to distinguish five different typical office work activities
using SVM classification. These activities are copying text between documents in a two monitor setup, reading a
document on the table, writing on a page on the table, watching a video and browsing the internet. The achieved
average precision was 76% and recall 71%.
A common problem in situation classification is labeling of the acquired data to a given situation. Typically this
is performed manually by the researcher. Lasecki et al. introduced Legion:AR, a system that allows to crowd-
source this process to a large group of workers that individually label activities from a video feed [LSKB13].
They could show that while in complex situations a group of five persons labeled 90% of activities and objects
correctly, while a single person only reaches 48% on average. The process is aided by integrating the input from
different persons that are currently labeling.
A final example in the domain of activity recognition is Hon4D, a system that infers situation from depth cam-
era sequences [OL13]. They suggest the histogram of normal orientation in depth, time and spatial coordinates
as a feature for activities from depth data. Examples of surface normals for different activities and body surfaces
are shown in Figure 2.32 on the right. The advantage of this operator is that it takes into account the movement
of the overall surface of recognized persons, as opposed to silhouettes or the reconstructed skeleton joints. This
approach reaches classification precision between 89% and 97% when used on common activity depth data sets.
2.4.5. Smart appliances
Smart appliances are devices that are attentive to their environment [SV01]. This is usually achieved by inte-
grating different sensors and actuators to provide additional functions and services to a user. Some examples
include intelligent furniture that can detect their occupation, internet-connected household items, or single-
purpose devices, e.g. providing reminder services. An overview of different examples can be found by Park
et al. [PWLK03].
Figure 2.33.: Left: Different MediaCup prototype [GBK99]. Right: Stickear system to augment appliances with
audio sensing [YNR13].
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One example for common household items augmented with additional features is the MediaCup by Gellersen
et al. [GBK99]. This coffee cup is augmented with temperature and acceleration sensors, a processing unit and
communication using an infrared system. Some of the prototypes are shown in Figure 2.33 on the left. It is
able to sense if there is fresh coffee in the cup, if it currently used for drinking, stationary or being played with.
The applications were focused on remote colleague awareness, whereas the activities of the MediaCup were
transmitted to a remote location.
StickEar by Yeo et al. is a wireless device that adds different capabilities to objects it is attached to [YNR13].
They integrate a rotary switch, buttons, microphone, speaker and processing and communication components
into a small portable package, as shown in Figure 2.33 on the right. Some supported interactions are control of
devices using sound, autonomous response to sound events, or remote triggering of sound. The system can be
controlled using an app for mobile devices.
There is a number of smart appliances in the medical domain. They try to provide different services related to
health and well-being. A common example are smart medication dispensers, such as the one presented by Tsai
et al. [TCY∗11]. Based on a medication schedule it will dispense the right medication and dose at the specified
times. They include a few different algorithms for heuristic scheduling based on a collaborative approach between
scheduler and the controller of the dispenser.
When deploying smart appliances it is necessary to provide energy to the systems. If there is no socket nearby
batteries or other methods have to be used. If the system is capable to independently harvest the energy from
environment sources. One example are the bistable display tags by Dementyev et al. [DGT∗13]. They rely
on e-paper displays that keep their screen content unless a refresh is triggered. Using an energy harvesting IC
it is possible to transfer enough information and the new screen content via NFC. In an example application
screenshots from a smartphone could be transferred to the display.
2.4.6. Mobile devices
In his famous article, Mark Weiser coined three different forms of devices - tags, tabs and boards [Wei91]. They
are primary distinguished by their size and how they can be used for interaction with the system. The prevalent
smart phones and tablets nowadays resemble closely the envisioned smart tab - handheld devices that provide
sensing, interaction and communication facilities supported by sufficient processing power. Consequently, they
are used very often in smart environment applications.
Ballages et al. collected and investigated numerous ways how smart phones can be used to in ubiquitous com-
puting [BBRS06]. They provided an overview of different positioning, orientation and selection methods, includ-
ing using the camera on the mobile phone and different processing methods to control a cursor. An important
contribution was a classification of potential mobile phone interactions and a summary of position, orientation
and selection techniques.
Bluetone is a system created by Dearman and Truong that allows to control public displays using mobile
phones via Bluetooth communication [DT09]. In order to avoid installing any additional application they are
using the Bluetooth headset profile and transfer sounds instead of packaged information. Similarly Vajk et al.
proposed using the accelerometers in a phone to control applications on a large public display [VCBE07]. One
example application was TiltRacer that could be controlled by different users standing in front of a display, as
shown in Figure 2.34 on the left.
Nazari Shirejini presented PECo, an environment controller based on a PDA device [SN04]. Based on a 3D
model of the current environment it was possible to control different appliances by selecting them on the mobile
device. Additionally, a concept was presented that allows to transfer documents from the PDA to different
suitable devices, by using simple drag & drop operations. The practical use case was implemented in a lecture
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Figure 2.34.: Left: TiltRacer controlled by accelerometers of mobile phones [VCBE07]. Right: PECo environ-
ment control application on a PDA [SN04].
room and connected to the controlling system, e.g. allowing to display documents on a projector by dropping
them on the 3D model of the projecting screen. The system is shown in Figure 2.34 on the right.
A final example is in the popular domain of augmented reality systems for mobile devices. There are numerous
popular applications that overlay additional information on a live camera image of mobile phones. Olsson et al.
tried to evaluate user experience and acceptance of different mobile augmented reality applications [OKLVO12].
They found that information applications were better received than entertainment applications. In addition,
information flood, loss of autonomy and virtual replacement of actual items were seen as most negative aspects
of this technology.
2.4.7. Autonomous systems
Autonomous systems are an important future application in smart environments. While factory complexes started
using robots decades ago, the trend towards home robotics is fairly recent, as the processing and sensing capabil-
ities of the systems increased, while the price could be reduced significantly. There are numerous potential use
cases, ranging from vacuuming or gardening robots, to full-service robots that can be used in care systems for
the elderly. In this section I will present four different examples, how autonomous systems can be used in smart
environments.
Coradschi and Saffiotti propagated the symbiotic properties of robots operating in a smart environment [CS06].
Human, robot and smart environment are modeled as three distinct actors that share resources and information
between each other. The distributed systems in the environment, e.g. sensors, tags and actuators, can deliver
additional information to the control unit of the autonomous system that can be used to optimize any strategies.
Similarly, users can benefit from the coordination between robot and environment to achieve common goals.
An implementation of a similar concept was published by Broxvall et al. [BGS∗06]. PEIS, a network of
heterogeneous smart devices that operate in a smart environment. In the example scenario shown in Figure 2.35
on the left. A coordinating system (Emil) sends commands to a robot (Pippi) that moves around the house but has
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Figure 2.35.: Left: Scenario of the PEIS system [BGS∗06]. Right: Robots moving around in a social environment
[GKIH09].
his path blocked by a parcel. As this parcel is a smart object and knows its contents this information is forwarded
to the robot, who then safely moves the parcel away. Thus, a collaboration between smart environments and
robots can support similar scenarios that reduces the requirements for both environments and robots.
Glas et al. investigated how robots can track people and localize themselves in social environments that
are frequented by a larger number of persons [GKIH09]. They combine laser range-scanners placed in the
environment that provide wide coverage and are able to track the trajectories of moving persons and robots. This
is combined using Kalman filtering with the odometry data generated by the robots. As a combined solution this
enables localization of both people and robots in a shared global coordinate system. One example application
system is shown in Figure 2.35 on the right, whereas robots provide directional information to shoppers in a mall.
A final example that evaluates user experiences gathered in different research projects was presented by Huij-
nen et al. [HBvdH∗11]. Within the projects CompanionAble and Mobiserv different service robots were deployed
in smart home environments for elderly persons. The user trials involved testing interaction and usability, user
acceptance and privacy. The robots user - Hector and Kompai - are designed to provide assistance for persons
with Mild Cognitive Impairments or early stages of dementia. One result was that the appearance of the robot
was not particularly important for this user group, as opposed to the functionality, which was considered most
important.
2.5. Disucssion
In this chapter I have given an introduction to electric field sensing, including its physical properties, the influence
of layout and materials, and an outline of different processing methods. I have shown a number of applications
built upon this technology, ranging from historic examples to research done in the last years. In order to compare
capacitive proximity sensors to competing technologies, I have introduced several multi-purpose sensor tech-
nologies that are frequently used in applications for smart environments. Additionally, I have given an overview
of application domains within smart environments. These are considered as candidates for systems based on
capacitive proximity sensors. These related works motivate the benchmarking model that will be presented in
the next chapter. It is necessary to have an extensive overview of potential applications and sensor technolo-
gies to derive a benchmarking model that successfully links sensor capabilities to features required for certain
applications.
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When designing a new application or system for a specific purpose, the parties involved have to make a number
of decisions regarding the different components, processes and methods that are to be used. Benchmarking is
a method that is mostly used in business practice, in order to compare the performance of processes, products
and market entities against one another. Either one or multiple different indicators are used to act as a metric
or take part in the calculation of an overarching metric that can be used to compare performance relative to
other entities [CC89]. This tool is widely used for supporting decisions in different domains. Looking at smart
environments, a common challenge is to select a specific sensor technology for any given application. The
majority of systems are following a structured approach in the design process, e.g. by ranking available systems
or performing an iterative trial and error routine. However, so far there has been no generic model that would
allow to evaluate the expected performance of a system based on a specific sensor technology. Using a set of
common features and an adaptive weighting model, it is possible to cover a high number of different applications
in a specific domain and thus support the decision process at an early stage of the application design.
In this chapter I will introduce a formal benchmarking model that allows estimating the performance of ap-
plications in smart environments based on a specific sensor technology. To build a basis for this modeling it is
necessary to look into previous works related to technology benchmarking and the selection of suitable metrics.
Additionally, it is necessary to find a common set of features relevant for smart environments that can be ap-
plied to a number of different sensor technologies. The method is evaluated by benchmarking several example
technologies and applications based on querying large scientific databases. Finally, the benchmarking method
is used to determine different applications suitable for capacitive proximity sensors. This chapter is extended
from [BWKF14].
3.1. Benchmarking
Benchmarking is a tool that is widely used in computing technology [LC85]. Hardware benchmarks compare
the performance of different single systems, often seen for GPUs or CPUs to evaluate both theoretical and real-
life performance. Some metrics that are used for theoretical comparison in CPUs are FLOPS (floating point
operations per second), e.g. measured by Linpack [DLP03], or MIPS (million instructions per second), e.g.
measured by Dhrystone [Wei84]. Regarding GPUs the benchmarks include Texel rate (how many triangles can
be processed per second) and Pixel rate (how many pixels are processed per second. Real-life benchmarks for
CPUs typically included timing specific tasks on applications that are demanding for certain aspects of the CPU,
such as video processing, image processing or audio encoding. For GPUs many PC games provide benchmarking
tools that allow evaluating the real-life performance of different graphics cards at different settings, including
modifications to resolution or detail level. The typical metric here are FPS (frames per second) that denote how
often the screen content can be rendered in a second.
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System benchmarks are a step up from single component benchmarks and combine the performance mea-
surements of various components in different scenarios to evaluate the estimated behavior in numerous real-life
situations. There are several standardized test suites that provide this functionality, such as SPEC [Hen00]. A
common single index that is available for all newer Windows machines (Vista and beyond) is the Windows
System Assessment tool that calculates the WEI (Windows Experience Index), a combined score of CPU perfor-
mance, 2D and 3D graphics performance, memory performance and disk performance [Whi06]. The lowest score
of all single metrics is chosen to determine a lower bound for expected real-life performance. Ranganathan et
al. introduced benchmarking methods and a set for pervasive computing systems [RAMB∗05]. They distinguish
system metrics, configurability and programmability metrics and human usability metrics. Finally, if different
systems of the same category are compared, technology reviewers often use a single index that is calculated
based on various aspects of the system. Smith introduced different potential combined metrics that can be used
for this purpose [Smi88]. Three different approaches are outlined - geometric mean, arithmetic mean and har-
monic mean. Additionally, varieties with a specific weighting are mentioned. Another example for benchmarking
whole systems is the EvAAL competition that aims at evaluating different technologies that are applicable in Am-
bient Assisted Living [CK12]. There are various tracks, including indoor localization and activity recognition.
Apart from technical metrics, such as precision, a focus of this competition is on a more holistic approach and
thus includes metrics like installation time, user acceptance and interoperability of the solution. Finally there has
been considerable work in the domain of identifying suitable metrics for a given benchmark. Crolotte argued
that the only valid benchmark for decision support systems is the arithmetic mean of different single benchmark
streams, as it is valid for normalized and time-relevant benchmarks [Cro09]. Jain dedicates several chapters of his
book to introduce methods and considerations for metric selection in benchmarking computer systems [Jai91].
3.2. Sensor features
One of the most challenging aspects of benchmarking is selecting the appropriate metrics to be included in the
scoring process. In order to identify relevant sensor features for technologies to be applied in smart environ-
ments, inspiration is taken from sensor technology overviews [Wil04] and the pervasive model presented by
Ranganathan et al. [RAMB∗05]. Accordingly, it is possible to identify three different groups of sensor features:
sensor performance characteristics, pervasive metrics and environmental influence. These different groups are
detailed in the following sections. An overview of the different potential members of this groups is given, their
relevancy for the benchmarking model is discussed, and a feature matrix is created that builds the basis for the
feature scoring model.
3.2.1. Sensor performance characteristics
This group of sensor features is related to specific technical properties of the given sensing device, as they would
be typically put into the datasheet. A first important characteristic is the sensitivity or resolution of a sensor,
which is the smallest change of a measured quantity that is still detectable. For example an accelerometer might
be able to only detect changes that are above 0.1g. Another important characteristic is the update rate of a
sensor. This denotes the number of samples the sensor is able to measure in a certain timeframe. Typically, the
number of samples in a second is noted as frequency, thus a sensor may have an update rate of 20Hz, generating
20 samples in a second. Another factor that is particularly important for embedded systems or wearables is the
power consumption of the sensor that may limit the time it can operate on battery, independent of a power source.
A last example is the detection range, denoting the maximum distance between the quantity to be measured and
the sensing device.
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3.2.2. Pervasive metrics
Pervasive metrics can be identified as features that specify how well a given sensor system will perform in collab-
oration with smart environments, when networked with other devices, or when placed into existing surroundings.
An example for the latter is the obtrusiveness of a sensor device. If it is clearly visible when applied, if there are
disturbing signals generated, or if certain privacy concerns are associated to the sensor device, the acceptance
by the user and thus the applicability is reduced. If the sensor is operating in a larger network of other devices,
the bandwidth required to submit the signal to an analyzing node should be kept low. Equally, if the processing
capabilities are limited, less complex data processing is preferable. The overall system cost is increasing if sin-
gle sensors are particularly expensive, thus limiting the potential applications. The system and attached sensors
should be robust, both in terms of physical design and quality of service. Finally, the sensors are more readily
applicable if the systems are interoperable to each other.
3.2.3. Environmental characteristics
The third group is the environmental characteristics of a sensor system. Any sensor is affected by a certain
disturbance caused by factors in the environment that are similar to the measured quantity, also called noise. For
example an optical sensor is influenced by ambient light sources. In this context it is relevant how frequent those
influences are in a certain environment and how robust the sensor is against noise. In many cases the presence
of noise can be detected and counteracted with a calibration towards the changed environmental factors. The
complexity of this calibration is another interesting factor in this regard. Finally, all sensors have some unique
limitations, e.g. specific materials that absorb certain wavelengths of the electromagnetic field are difficult to
detect for sensors that work in this specific frequency range.
3.2.4. Discussion and feature matrix
To keep the benchmarking constrained, the three most relevant features of each category are chosen. This allows
a more manageable overall model. However, it requires an informed selection of the presented features. Of the
sensor performance characteristics group resolution, update rate and detection range are selected. Resolution is a
critical feature in any application, determining precise any detection is and if particular objects may be detected
at all. Update rate is equally important if fast objects are to be detected and if a reactive systems is desired that
respond in real-time. The importance of detection range correlates with the size of the environment and may lead
to a reduction of required sensors. Of the mentioned features power consumption is omitted. The actual power
consumption of a whole system is a more interesting metric but very difficult to predict from the energy usage of
a single sensor [LWG05]. Of the pervasive metrics group unobtrusiveness, processing complexity and robustness
are chosen. Unobtrusiveness of the sensor device is a desired feature in many different scenarios, where it should
not impede the environment. While microprocessors are becoming ever faster processing complexity is still
crucial if the number of sensors is increasing. A dedicated chip will require a more complex architecture and
lead to more cost, higher energy usage and more potential points of failure, leading to the final chosen feature of
robustness, both against physical abuse, but also in terms of system design, where it is supposed to be resilient
towards failure of single components.
Additionally, the required bandwidth was omitted, as this metric is not important for many sensors, as they
have low bandwidth requirements in general. In the last years the available bandwidth in wired and wireless
systems is increasing continuously. In the last group of environmental characteristics frequency of the disturbing
factor, calibration complexity and unique limitations are chosen. If the disturbing factor occurs only rarely, it is
not critical and therefore can lead to favor a specific technology in the benchmark. The calibration complexity
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Table 3.1.: Feature matrix denoting capabilities required for a certain rating
Feature – - o + ++
Resolution very coarse coarse normal fine very fine
Update Rate less than once per
second
slower real-time real-time faster real-time more than 100
times per second
Detection Range touch less than one meter less than 5 meters less than 20 meters more than 20 me-
ters
Unobtrusiveness open large system open small system hidden system,
large exposure
hidden system,
small exposure
invisible
Processing Com-
plexity
single sensor CPU 10+ sensors CPU single sensor em-
bedded chip
10+ sensors single
embedded chip
no further process-
ing
Robustness single point of fail-
ure
error detection quality of service self-recovery fully redundant
Disturbance Fre-
quency
very frequent frequent average unlikely highly unlikely
Calibration Com-
plexity
very hard hard normal easy very easy
Unique Limita-
tions
very critical critical average not critical none
combines both the processing complexity and time that is required to recalibrate the system. This is highly
important in real-time systems that have to monitor the environment continuously. Finally, unique limitations
are a rather broad metric that is difficult to quantify. However, in many scenarios it is obvious that a specific
limitation might arise, e.g. if the smart environment is in an area with a lot of human noise, microphones could
be regularly disturbed. Including this metric allows modeling those applications into the benchmark with a strong
weight penalizing unsuited sensors. From the selected metrics a feature matrix is created that allows to associate
specific capabilities to a specific rating that will be used later in the scoring process of the benchmark model.
Each feature is mapped to five different ratings on an ordinal rating scale comprised of the items “least favorable”
(–), “not favorable” (-), “average” (o), “favorable” (+) and “very favorable” (++). This leads to the feature matrix
shown in Table 3.1, which will be discussed briefly.
• Resolution is ranging from “very coarse” to “very fine”. This unspecific rating is used, as the range may
vary strongly between different sensor types. A mapping to actual should depend on the application and
object that has to be detected. If the object is large a sensor that would be ranked “coarse” for smaller
objects can be ranked as “fine”.
• Update Rate is rated around real-time performance that is often rated at around 20 samples per second.
Slower sensors might miss various events, while faster sensors allow detecting highly dynamic events.
• Detection Range is rated around the 5m distance mark, that is typically enough to cover the entirety of
a single apartment room. For larger rooms sensors with a higher detection distance are favorable, many
sensors only react to touch.
• Unobtrusiveness is ranging from exposed systems placed in the environment (one example would be the
Microsoft Kinect) to invisible systems that integrate seamlessly into the environment.
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• Processing Complexity has a range from dedicated CPUs that are required to process the data of a single
sensor to smart sensors that require no further processing, which allows to apply numerous sensors without
adding additional processing capabilities to the environment.
• Robustness is following criteria for quality of service. The least favorable system fails, if only a single
node is present and failing. The preferred system is fully redundant.
• Disturbance Frequency is ranging from frequently occurring disturbing signals, to highly unlikely disturb-
ing signals, resulting in a better rating.
• Calibration Complexity is a combined metric including the calibration time, the required processing ca-
pabilities and if external aid is required in the calibration process, leading to a rating from “very hard” to
“very easy”.
• Unique Limitations should be ranked according to their criticality, as previously explained they may be
suitable to penalize certain sensors or emphasize the prevalence of a disturbing factor in a noisy environ-
ment.
Now that the feature matrix is complete, the next step is presenting the formalized benchmarking model and
how to use the presented features and their rating to calculate a benchmark score that allows comparing different
sensor categories with regard to different applications.
3.3. Benchmarking model
Figure 3.1.: Benchmarking process
In this section I will describe a formal model that will allow us to determine a benchmark score for a given
application and a given sensor technology. As previously explained the different applications are distinguished
by applying a different set of weights to the known features. As a start the process of this feature weighting is
discussed and some examples about proper application are given. Afterwards, the formal model is introduced
that deduces a single score benchmark for any sensor technology and any application. The overall process is
shown in Figure 3.1 and will be detailed in the following sections, including some example calculations.
3.3.1. Feature score and weighting
The presented feature matrix has some ratings that need detailing in order to be quantifiable in the specific ap-
plication. The ordinal measurements of the feature matrix should be assigned a quantifiable measure. Regarding
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“Unobtrusiveness”, the open system can be detailed as “visible by users” and “large system” as size larger than
100mm x 100mm x 100mm. Similar levels of detail can be applied to the other features leading to the application-
specific detailed feature matrix that is used in the scoring process. The different ratings are assigned different
numeric values, namely 0.00 (–), 0.25 (-), 0.5 (o), 0.75 (+) and 1.00 (++). The weight of the features for the
specific application is also rated on a 5-point ordinal scale, denoted as “not important” (numeric value 0.0), “less
important” (0.25), “moderately important” (0.5), “important” (0.75) and “very important” (1.00). Thus, for each
application there is a distinct detailed feature matrix and a vector of associated weights that can be applied to a
set of sensor technologies, in order to calculate the benchmark score. The next step is to formally introduce the
model that allows to determine a benchmarking score from feature ratings and application weights.
3.3.2. Modeling
The model is supposed to formalize a benchmark for any application and any sensor technology in any domain.
As a start the following definitions are given:
• Set of n domains D = {d1, ...,di, ...,dn}
• Set of m applications A = {a1, ...,a j, ...,am}
• Set of o features F = { f1, ..., fk, ..., fo}
• Set of p sensor technologies S = {s1, ...,sl , ...,sp}
In any domain di there is have a set of potential applications Adi ⊆ A and a set of relevant features Fdi ⊆ F . For
each feature fk,di ⊆ A there is the associated feature score rFdi as explained in the previous section. Each sensor
technology sl has a specific feature score rsl ,Fdi with normalization
∥∥∥rsl ,Fdi∥∥∥ε[0,1].
−−−→rsl ,Fdi =
rsl , f1,i...
rsl , fo,i
 (3.1)
The weights w fo associated to a specific application a j in a domain di have the same cardinality |w| as the vector
of feature scores
∣∣∣−−−→rsl ,Fdi ∣∣∣. The values are determined, so ∥∥w fo∥∥ε[0,1].
−→wa j =
w f1,a j...
w fo,a j
 (3.2)
The feature scores and associated weights allow to determine a benchmark score bsl for a specific sensor tech-
nology sl for any application a j by using the scalar product of feature score and respective weight and apply
normalization with regard to the weight.
bsl =
−−−→rsl ,Fdi ·
−→wa j
∑ok=1 w fk ,a j
(3.3)
Thus it is possible to compare different sensor technologies by calculating and comparing the different benchmark
scores for a given set of sensor technologies Sp ⊆ S and receive a set BSp with t = |sp|.
BSp = {bsl ,1, . . . ,bsl ,t} (3.4)
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In order to determine the optimal (chosen) sensor technology bc for an application a j and given the prerequisites
regarding non-negativity of weights and feature scores we can evaluate the set for the maximum element.
bc = max(BSp) (3.5)
3.3.3. Feature score normalization
With regards to actual benchmarking the problem of bias towards a specific technology may occur. If the average
features ratings are different between two technologies the calculated benchmark score will increase. In many
instances this might be beneficial, yet if comparing numerous technologies to a set of different applications a trend
might be more important than absolute scores. Thus, an optional step is provided that calculates the normalized
feature vector rsl ,Fdi ,norm with regard to the average associated value of 0.5, using the following equation.
−−−−−−→rsl ,Fdi ,norm =
rsl , f1,i...
rsl , fo,i
 · o·0.5∑op=1 rsl , fp,di (3.6)
The feature-normalized benchmark score is accordingly determined with the following equation.
bsl ,norm =
−−−−−−→rsl ,Fdi ,norm·
−→wa j
∑ok=1 w fk ,a j
(3.7)
3.3.4. Scoring
Now with the formal model and the available set of feature matrix and weights it is possible to calculate the
benchmarking score for a set of sensor technologies. As an example the application indoor localization in a public
shopping area is chosen. A typical use case would be the monitoring of customer behavior. The requirements
include a tracking accuracy of 50 cm, with a large area to cover and potentially fast moving persons. Thus,
the importance ratings for performance characteristics are moderately important for resolution, important for
update rate and very important for detection range. As the system can also be used for security purposes, the
unobtrusiveness is less important. There can be dedicated servers, so processing complexity is not an issue,
but the system should be difficult to disturb, thus robustness is considered important. Disturbance frequency
is moderately important, as a large number of persons is monitored, leading to statistically significant results,
even if single measurements are disturbed. The environment is fairly static, thus calibration complexity is less
important. It is possible that a crowded shop produces a lot of acoustic noise, therefore no unique limitations
towards acoustic disturbances should be present and this is moderately important. The resulting vector of weights
is: −→wa =
(
0.50 0.75 1.00 0.25 0.00 0.75 0.50 0.25 0.50
)T
(3.8)
Based on previous experiences and best practice a camera-based system is evaluated. The system has high
resolution cameras, with an update rate of 30 samples per second and a high detection range of more than 20
meters. The cameras are external, not hidden from view but attached on the ceiling. The processing complexity
is very high, requiring a dedicated system per camera. Since they are out of reach they are robust towards human
intervention and independent from each other. In the given setting visual disturbance is unlikely, calibration is
difficult but not required regularly and the system is not disturbed by acoustic noise. This results in the following
rating vector:
−→rs, f =
(
1.00 0.75 1.00 0.25 0.00 0.50 0.75 0.25 1.00
)T
(3.9)
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Using those two vectors the final scoring for this sensor system can be calculated, using the equations of the
previous section, leading to bs ≈ 0.78 and a feature-normalized score of bs,norm ≈ 0.63. Determining the feature
rating vector for other technologies is possible in a similar fashion. The optimal technology would have the
highest score bs or bs,norm.
3.4. Evaluating technology popularity
In order to evaluate the method, I propose a verification based on previous successful works in the domain of
smart environments. Three different application areas are selected and for each benchmark three different sensor
technologies. In order to estimate how popular a certain technology is for a given application, the ACM Digital
Library is used to query scientific publications with respective author keywords. This method is limited, as the
chosen keywords may not catch all relevant publications. Therefore, the focus is slightly increased by using
multiple associated search terms for each application and technology. Additionally, respective searches are also
performed using the Google Scholar database that has a much broader scope. The advantages of the latter are the
huge collection of scientific resources and no strong selection bias. However, there are various associated issues
that may affect the method. The search results vary on the search term, additionally there will be results that
mention the search term but do not necessarily rely on the technology for their respective system. Therefore, the
results should be considered as an indicator for popularity in the research community. Similar to the ACM DL
search different synonyms are considered and an average between the search results is calculated.
The chosen applications are hand gesture interaction, a marker-based identification system and obstacle avoid-
ance for an autonomous system. The technologies are camera systems, radio-based systems, depth or stereo
cameras and ultrasound devices.
3.4.1. Scoring
At first the weights of the different applications with regards to the features are determined. The results are shown
in Table 3.2. For the tables in this section the short notation of the features is used, in order of their appearance
in Section 3.3.1.
Table 3.2.: The importance weighting of different applications, based on the features.
res upd det unob proc robu disfr calco uniqd
Hand Gesture ++ ++ - + o o + + -
Identification – - ++ ++ o ++ + - +
Obstacle Avoidance - + - o + + ++ ++ +
The rating of the different technologies and the resulting score is shown in Table 3.3.
Here it is possible to follow different strategies regarding the rating. In terms of unbiased comparison, looking
at the equations it would be necessary that all technologies have the same average feature rating. The second
strategy is to apply an absolute ranking to all technologies, independent of the given application. This might
lead to certain technologies being unsuited for a given task, or technologies that have the best benchmark score
regardless of application. In this specific case the average rating is 0.53 for cameras, 0.58 for radio, 0.44 for depth
cameras and 0.56 for ultrasound devices. Table 3.4 displays the different calculated benchmark scores for the
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Table 3.3.: Feature rating of the different sensor technologies
res upd det unob proc robu disfr calco uniqd
Camera ++ o + - o o o - o
Radio - + ++ + o o o o -
Depth camera + o o - - o - o o
Ultrasound - + o o + o + o o
combinations between applications and technologies. As numerous technologies and applications are compared,
the feature-normalized benchmark score is also included.
Table 3.4.: Regular and normalized benchmark score matrix of different applications and technologies
Camera Radio Depth Camera Ultrasound
Hand Gesture bsl 0.53 0.57 0.46 0.55
bsl ,norm 0.50 0.48 0.51 0.50
Identification bsl 0.49 0.64 0.40 0.57
bsl ,norm 0.46 0.55 0.45 0.51
Obstacle Avoidance bsl 0.47 0.56 0.42 0.59
bsl ,norm 0.44 0.48 0.47 0.53
The effect of the normalization is easily visible. Particularly radio has a high feature rating and is negatively
affected by the normalization. The only example with a negative average feature rating is the depth camera. After
applying the normalization it becomes competitive in some applications.
Finally, Table 3.5 shows the search results regarding the different technologies and applications. Particu-
larly, the ACM DL keyword search can generate empty results if the search terms are too specific. Thus, the
search terms used are “gesture“, “identification and “obstacle” in this regard and add synonyms for the different
technologies. For each sensor category the following synonyms are allowed. “Camera” and “video” for the
first technology, “radio”, “rf” and “wifi” for the second, “depth camera”, “stereo camera” and “Kinect” for the
third and “ultrasound” as well as “ultrasonic” for the last one. All search results were averaged according to
the number of synonyms used. For the Google Scholar search more specific terms were used: “hand gesture”,
“user identification” and “obstacle avoidance” with the same synonyms to prevent an excessive number of search
results and prevented inclusion of patents and citations. All searches were performed on January 30th, 2014.
Table 3.5.: Search result frequency given specific applications, sensor technologies and synonyms for ACM Dig-
ital Library (DL) and Google Scholar (GS)
Camera Radio Depth Camera Ultrasound
DL GS DL GS DL GS DL GS
Hand Gesture 66 14100 27 7350 32 6850 3 1660
Identification 81 5590 162 4920 10 3957 5 599
Obstacle Avoidance 8 24000 1 13017 17 12278 8 14500
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3.5. Results
In this evaluation both benchmark score types are included to outline their differences. “Camera”, “radio” and
“ultrasound” have a feature rating above average, whereas “depth cameras” had a lower than average rating. The
feature-normalized benchmark score is thus adapted accordingly. Regarding the application of “hand-gesture
recognition” this leads to “depth cameras” being considered the optimal technology as opposed to “cameras” that
had a higher score before normalization. For the other applications there is no change in optimal technology. The
preferred strategy for applying feature-normalized or non-feature-normalized benchmark scoring should depend
on the specific benchmarking process. If numerous technologies and applications are benchmarked in a single
process, the feature-normalization might be helpful to get a tendency regarding the optimal system. However, if
the application is very specific it might be preferred to get a clear ranking and penalize unsuited technologies,
regardless of their average feature weight. Accordingly, it is possible to refrain from normalization.
Looking at the search results several conclusions can be drawn. The prevalence is unequally distributed be-
tween the different technologies. Both in keywords and general occurrence cameras are the most commonly
occurring sensor device, with radio and depth camera ranked behind. Ultrasound on the other hand is less fre-
quently occurring. This may be explained by the higher versatility of the other options. Regarding the “hand
gesture” application, cameras have both the highest benchmark scores and most results in the database searches.
The benchmark score for “user identification” and “radio” are matched for the ACM DL. However, there are
more GS results for “camera”. As already mentioned cameras are more commonly used, yet, the difference in
keyword search results is significant. “Obstacle avoidance” is least common in the ACM DL, however quite
popular in GS. Accordingly, “ultrasound” sensors are significantly more common in both searches, as opposed to
the previous applications. Nonetheless, “stereo cameras” are the most common sensor device for this application.
They are commonly used in automotive scenarios, where the detection range of ultrasound is insufficient, as the
objects are moving fast [BB98]. Therefore, the application scenario might have to be redefined for fast-moving
object detection in open areas as opposed to obstacle avoidance for robots in home scenarios.
Additionally, the method of using database searches for verifying the benchmarking method has to be dis-
cussed, as opposed to expert opinion. Surveys of a specific application or certain technologies are common in
scientific literature. However, while they might be comprehensive and cite several hundred different applications,
the ACM DL database covers more than 2.2 million entries and GS searches can lead to more than 9.7 million
results. Therefore, the index searches are preferable in terms of broadness. The search for keywords in ACM
DL results in few hits compared to the database size. As they are chosen by the authors there is a large variety
in word choice, spelling or number of keywords. While extending the number of different searches might lead
to more results overall, it may also lead to additional overshoot, including work that do not cover the desired
topics. The GS searches are very prone to overshooting, and should be preferably used to discover trends in data,
as opposed to narrowly clustered results.
3.5.1. Central tendency bias
I want to briefly discuss the tendency of the benchmark scores to crowd around 0.5. While the benchmark may
result in any number between 0 and 1 the two normalization processes the average is close to 0.5. Thus, even
slower differences close to this average may have a higher significance. This effect is called central tendency
bias and is a common occurrence on Likert-scale questionnaires and rating systems [CHE00]. Experts scoring
technologies, just like survey respondents have a tendency to avoid extreme responses to a question.
While experience of the person executing the benchmarking process might avoid this problem, it is also pos-
sible to use a corrective term in the calculation of the final benchmarking score. The primary purpose of this
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corrective term is to make the comparison between different scores easier to the reader. The following equations
can be used to fix either regular or normalized benchmarking scores, resulting in the modified benchmarking
score mb, respectively mb,norm.
mb = (bsl +0.5)
a mb,norm = (bsl ,norm+0.5)
a (3.10)
The exponent a should be a value higher 1 and chosen according to the level of adjustment that is desired. As
an example, Table shows adaptations of bsl and bsl ,norm for cameras and ultrasound, taken from Table 3.4. The
different values for a are 1 , 5 and 10.
Table 3.6.: Central tendency bias correction for different exponents a
Camera Ultrasound
a=1 a=5 a=10 a=1 a=5 a=10
Hand Gesture mb 1.03 1.16 1.34 1.04 1.28 1.63
mb,norm 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Identification mb 0.99 0.95 0.90 1.07 1.40 1.97
mb,norm 0.96 0.82 0.66 1.01 1.05 1.10
Obstacle Avoidance mb 0.97 0.86 0.74 1.09 1.54 2.37
mb,norm 0.94 0.73 0.54 1.03 1.16 1.34
3.6. Applications for capacitive proximity sensors
In the previous sections I have presented a generic method to evaluate different sensor technologies, with respect
to various applications and provided evidence based on analyzing the frequency of technology popularity in
scientific literature. In the following section I will use this method to verify potential application domains for
capacitive proximity sensors. In Section 2.4 - Applications in smart environments, seven different application
domains within smart environments have been introduced. Using the specified benchmarking method I will
specify the different feature weights and calculate the resulting scores.
3.6.1. Benchmark weights
An overview of the different importance weights associated to the applications is given in Table 3.7. The weights
will be subsequently explained in more detail.
Indoor localization does not typically require a high resolution, as it is in most cases sufficient to identify
the approximate position of the different actors in the environment. However, a high update rate is required as
it is necessary to follow the trajectories of the different persons. Achieving a high detection distance is often
the most important aspect, e.g. if it is intended to cover large areas. The system should be unobtrusive and
not disturb the actors, while processing complexity is less relevant, since it can be integrated and hidden in
the existing environment. The system should be robust. The frequency of disturbances is less of an issue, as
indoor surroundings are more controlled, as opposed to outdoor environments. However, if a disturbance occurs
it should be calibrated quickly to resume normal operation. The unique disturbances are usually considered in
system design and should not affect the overall situation too much.
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Table 3.7.: Importance weights of applications for capacitive proximity sensors
res upd det unob proc robu disfr calco uniqd
Indoor localization o + ++ + - + o + -
Gestural hand interaction ++ ++ - + o o + + -
Physiological sensing ++ o – + - + - o o
Wearable activity recognition o - - + + + + o o
Person-sensing smart appliances - + + ++ o + + + +
Mobile augmented reality o ++ + - o + - o +
Obstacle detection - + - o + + ++ ++ +
Gestural hand interaction requires high resolution and high update rate, as it is intended to capture fine move-
ments of the fingers. The detection distance is not critical, since it is assumed that the capturing device can be
put in close proximity of the hands. Most systems are designed for explicit interaction and it is not necessary
to be unobtrusive. Likewise, enough processing capabilities are typically included. The system should be fairly
robust, as reliable input is expected and it should not be disturbed, resulting in unwanted actions. The calibration
in case of disturbance should be ensured, or at least a feedback has to be given to the user. There are no critical
unique disturbances in this specific application.
Physiological sensing often has to work on weak signals produced by the body and thus needs a high resolution.
The required update rate likewise should be high as several of those signals are fast, such as heart rate or brain
functions. The detection distance is weighted least favorably, as they mostly require a direct touch. However,
even then it should be fairly unobtrusive, leading to wearable systems that have restricted processing capabilities,
but nonetheless should be very robust. The signals are typically noisy with high frequency of disturbance, yet
recalibration is not very costly and due to the touch properties no particular unique disturbers should be present.
Wearable activity recognition is mostly performed by wearable fitness trackers that have to be very conscious
about energy usage. Thus the resolution is average and the update rate low. The system has to be close to follow
the movements directly. However, it is preferable if there is an integration into other devices, or a small form
factor, so they are less obtrusive. Processing capabilities are limited, yet the design should be very robust to
avoid damage during typical activities. Disturbance mostly occurs due to unforeseen movements that can be
misinterpreted, though are not very difficult to calibrate. Likewise, there are no particular unique disturbances
apart from movement that we have to consider.
Person-sensing smart appliances are designed to just detect the presence of a human being, without providing
any additional information apart from its own location. Therefore, the requirements for resolution are low, while
this information should be available with a high update rate and preferably over a fairly large detection distance.
The systems should be unobtrusive and robust, while the processing complexity of the signal is not critical, given
the simple measurements that can be handled even by very low-powered devices. The systems should distinguish
between persons and other moving objects, thus being reliable towards unique disturbances that may occur often.
A recalibration can be fully automated.
Mobile augmented reality is typically executed on a smart phone. The localization is based on GPS using the
limited resolution. However, the other sensors should clearly and precisely identify orientation, leading to mixed
requirements on resolution. The update rate and detection distance has to be high, particularly regarding the
orientation estimate. The systems can’t be unobtrusive, as an additional device is needed to overlay the visual
information. The processing complexity is average and can be performed even by slower smart phones. The
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system should be robust and provide its service at all times. The system is difficult to disturb, can be easily
calibrated and there are no obvious unique disturbers that have to be considered.
Obstacle detection is a primary concern of autonomous systems operating in a smart environment. The reso-
lution is less critical than the update rate, as there are various strategies to deal with encountered obstacles, but
they have to be detected swiftly and robustly. Thus a higher detection distance is preferred. It is not necessary
to be unobtrusive and it can be assumed that enough processing capabilities are present. For this application we
have to account for disturbing factors, as it is mandatory that the system detects obstacles of all materials, shapes
and most sizes. For most sensor categories there are materials that will prevent a proper detection. Thus unique
disturbers have to be factored in, according to their prevalence in the given scenario.
Capacitive proximity sensor feature rating
As the next step in the benchmarking process, the feature weights of capacitive proximity sensors have to be
determined. Following the same process used for the different technologies discussed previously the result can
be seen in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8.: Feature weights for capacitive proximity sensors
res upd det unob proc robu disfr calco uniqd
Capacitive proximity sensors - + - ++ o o o + -
Camera ++ o + - o o o - o
Radio - + ++ + o o o o -
Depth camera + o o - - o - o o
Ultrasound - + o o + o + o o
Looking at the group of sensor performance characteristics the resolution has to be considered coarse. While
it is possible to create highly sensitive and precise sensors, this is typically restrained to very close distances. The
majority of capacitive proximity sensor applications are operating over a certain distance. However, the sensor
layouts that allow detection in this area do not have the resolution to precisely distinguish precise object locations
without extensive post-processing. There is no set limitation to the update rate of capacitive sensors, as also high-
frequency electric circuits can be evaluated, e.g. we created an exemplary application that has an update rate of
about 1kHz [GPBB∗13]. This will affect the achievable resolution and distance. Most setups operate in the range
between real-time 20Hz up to 100Hz leading to a favorable update rate. The detection distance of the sensors is
limited. While there are some systems that operate in distances of more than 1m [Mac04], they are restricted in
their sensing abilities. Typically the systems are operating in a range somewhere between 10cm and 50cm.
Discussing briefly the pervasive metrics, the major advantage of capacitive proximity sensors is their ability to
be installed completely invisible. They also operate in a frequency spectrum that is not considered biologically
active and at low voltages. The processing complexity varies, based on applications. They will require pre-
processing and calibration that is more complex compared to other sensors. However, as there are not many
sensor value the post-processing is simpler, e.g. compared to cameras. Some data processing methods can use
fairly complex statistical methods if multiple objects are to be tracked or there is additional gesture recognition
[GPBKK13]. Overall, the processing complexity is rated average. Similar to the other sensor systems presented
robustness and quality of service depend on the particular application. It is possible to design systems that fail
easily, or that are fully redundant. In consequence, they receive an average rating.
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Finally, the environmental characteristics are discussed. The frequency of unique disturbances is average.
The sensors can be disturbed by electrical signals that are present in the environment. The majority of potential
disturbing signals can be compensated in an initial calibration phase and by using appropriate measures to isolate
the measuring system from the existing electric circuits. The remaining disturbances are either caused by devices
that are brought into the environment after, or by irregular disturbances in the electric supply. E.g. in our
laboratory we had a persistent issue caused by a faulty power supply in a neighboring building that was affecting
the stability of the supply frequency. The complexity of calibrating the sensors is low. There is no need to
use any external measure and it is sufficient to consider a time-series of previous measurements for calibration.
The example above about a single power supply disturbing all capacitive sensors is one example why unique
disturbers have to be taken into account. While these instances are limited the rating is reduced to "not favorable".
3.6.2. Benchmarking scores for capcitive proximity sensors
Using the methods of the previous pages it is now possible to calculate the different benchmark score for ca-
pacitive proximity sensors and the various applications. In this case there is no comparison between different
technologies. To provide a complete overview all four varieties are calculated and discussed. The results are
shown in Table 3.9.
Table 3.9.: Benchmarking scores for capacitive proximity sensors in different applications
bsl bsl ,norm mb (a=10) mb,norm (a=10)
Indoor localization 0.56 0.53 1.74 1.31
Gestural hand interaction 0.58 0.55 2.08 1.56
Physiological sensing 0.57 0.54 1.89 1.42
Wearable activity recognition 0.55 0.52 1.63 1.23
Person-sensing smart appliances 0.57 0.54 1.97 1.48
Mobile augmented reality 0.50 0.47 1.00 0.77
Obstacle detection 0.55 0.53 1.70 1.28
As seven different applications are analyzed without comparison of different sensing technologies, the normal-
ized scores have the purpose of putting the calculated scores around the 0.5 average feature rating. Additionally,
the correction term for central-tendency bias is included for both regular and normalized scores, with a weighting
factor a of 10.
The lowest score is associated to mobile augmented reality, with a normalized unbiased value of 1.00. This
application requires localization over long distances and orientation detection of the device. Capacitive proximity
sensors are not able to add anything to GPS and magnetometers here and thus have not been used in literature
for this specific task. Another low score has been designed to obstacle detection, with unbiased score of 1.28.
Capacitive proximity sensors are not able to detect ungrounded objects, which is critical in many instances of
obstacle detection. Mobile robots will need to detect stone walls, which is not possible by capacitive sensors
alone. However, they could augment other obstacle detection systems in detecting conductive objects.
Indoor localization has a score similar to obstacle detection, with an unbiased score of 1.31. This application
is known for capacitive systems in literature. The scoring here is favoring systems that achieve a high detection
distance, based on the majority of applications being based on sensors that are attached to the walls or based on
wearable devices the user is carrying around. Capacitive localization systems are typically installed in the floor,
e.g. TileTrack [VMV09] and SensFloor [LS09]. Therefore, they don’t need a high detection distance as persons
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will be walking above the floor. In this case the presented model would have to be adapted, e.g. by distinguish
floor-based localization systems and tag-based localization systems. The disadvantage would be a less generic
application domain.
There are three further applications that have a similar score. Gestural hand interaction has an unbiased score
of 1.56 and is one of the most common applications of capacitive proximity sensors in literature, having been used
in a variety of different systems. Physiological sensing has an unbiased score of 1.42. The limiting factor here is
the high requirement on resolution. This can be overcome using large sensors, or sensors that are very close to
the human body [CAL10]. Wearable activity recognition has a high unbiased score of 1.63. This is an example
of a topic that has not been researched extensively. The Active Capacitive Sensing concept by Chang et al. just
presented for physiological sensing has also been applied to activity recognition [CAL10]. Another example is
a concept to augment accelerometer-based activity recognition with capacitive proximity sensors, presented by
Grosse-Puppendahl et al. [GPBB12]. Both of the publications are fairly new. Thus this is an application area that
seems suitable for capacitive proximity sensors that could lead to further research.
Finally, the highest unbiased score is achieved for person-sensing smart appliances with 1.97. This application
area is particularly well-suited for capacitive proximity sensors. The feature weights and importance weights
match well. There are also numerous examples in literature that realize this scenario, such as the NEC passenger
seat [Smi99] or HandSense by Wimmer et al. [WB09].
Based on this scoring and the note examples from literature I have investigated four different application
domains for capacitive proximity sensing:
• Indoor localization
• (Person-sensing) smart appliances
• Physiological sensing
• Gesture Interaction
3.7. Discussion
In this chapter I have introduced the benchmarking model that calculates a benchmark score that is an indicator
for the suitability of a sensor technology for a certain application. Additionally, it is possible to use the inverse
option and benchmark a single sensor technology for a number of applications. The model was derived based
on a set of common features for sensor technologies and a weighting factor determining their importance for
smart environment systems. I have applied the method to capacitive proximity sensors and the different smart
environment applications introduced in the related work. This allowed me to identify the application domains
that are most suitable for capacitive proximity sensors and discard others that have a lower benchmark score.
In the next chapter this collection of application domains will be used to identify a set of distinct use cases for
capacitive proximity sensors systems. Each of those has unique challenges that will be identified. They can be
approached using a variety of processing methods that are subsequently discussed.
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The last chapter outlined the potential application domains for capacitive proximity sensors. In the following
Following I will derive actual use cases for the technology. For each of those I present associated challenges and
new data processing methods that are specifically targeting these. Next, I present a number of prototypes that
are implementing these methods. This allows me to gather sufficient knowledge to the application of capacitive
proximity sensors in smart environments and validate their use in Chapter 5. In addition to the use case specific
challenges, there are also numerous considerations regarding the implementation. These are detailed in the
descriptions of the specific prototypes.
4.1. Use cases and associated challenges
Looking at the previously defined application domains for capacitive proximity sensing, we can get more specific
and derive actual use cases that belong in the different domains. While it would be possible to associate the
different systems presented in the related works, this approach would not allow to capture actual challenges
in the application process, apart from the discussion within the specific work. Thus, I am focusing on the
implemented prototype systems that will be presented in the subsequent sections. Table 4.1 shows the different
application domains, how capacitive proximity sensors can be applied, and the use cases that were derived from
it. In this section I will discuss how this table was derived and create a list of challenges that become apparent
when designing the specific systems. Based on these challenges it is possible to identify a number of improved
and new methods in the processing of capacitive proximity sensor datam that are required to design the presented
applications. These specific contributions to the processing methods will be detailed in the following section.
Table 4.1.: Application domains and derived implemented use cases for capacitive proximity sensing
Application Domain Using capacitive proximity sensors Implemented use cases
Indoor Localization Sensing system hidden in environment Capacitive sensing below floor cover
Smart Appliances System detecting presence and other
parameters of human bodies in range
Posture recognizing office chair, occu-
pation sensing bed, arm detecting arm-
rest
Physiological Sensing Determine physiological parameters
associated to movement
Breathing rate detection via chest
movement, long-term movement anal-
ysis
Gesture Interaction Hand interaction in near range Finger gestures, single hand 3D ges-
tures, combined multi-hand and touch
tracker
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Indoor localization has been presented as one of the application examples for smart environments in the related
works section. The main advantage of capacitive systems is their unobtrusive application in the environment as
presented in TileTrack [VMV09] and SensFloor [LS09]. Capacitive indoor localization systems can be hidden
below any non-conductive material and enable tracking of users on a distance. Particularly interesting is the
ability to place the sensing equipment below the floor cover as an additional layer, e.g. when installing a new
carpet or wood parquet. SensFloor as commercially available solution is designed to be placed as an additional
layer and integrates sensors and communication systems therein. While this enables precise sensing close to
the walking persons, it is costly and can lead to maintenance issues once the sensors integrated in the layer fail.
Instead, it is also a viable option to separate sensor hardware and electrodes, e.g. by placing the sensors on the
borders of the indoor area and use a specific electrode layout below the floor. The electrodes can be made of
any conductive material and can be insulated using non-conductive isolation to prevent corrosion and physical
damage. The system components that are most prone for failure are the connections between electrode and sensor
and the sensor hardware and its communication channels. Those can e.g. be placed within the border covers.
The main challenge of this solution is to balance the number of sensors and the intended resolution. Using a
limited set of sensors placed on the border it should nonetheless be possible to determine the positions of one or
more persons on the area above. Preferably additional information should be gathered, e.g. if a person is stand-
ing, sitting or lying. In addition to the cost factor, a larger number of sensors also causes several other issues.
One example is cross-talk between the different electrodes that has to be avoided using a variety of multiplexing
methods. The achievable resolution of the single electrodes is depending on several factors, including the mea-
surement time, the applied voltage, distance between electrodes and floor surface, or the geometric layout of the
electrodes. Thus, it is important to find an electrode layout and processing methods that achieve this balance.
Smart appliances as presented in the related works comprise a very diverse group of devices that are in the
current environment. There is a huge variety of sensor categories and processing that can be applied to any given
task. Looking at capacitive proximity sensors, the major advantage is the invisible application that allows to
create smart appliances that are indistinguishable from non-equipped systems. Using different conductive mate-
rials for the electrodes this integration can range from solid antennas hidden within the appliance to conductive
threads that can be woven into fabric. The main application for capacitive proximity sensors in smart appliances
is the sensing of different parameters of persons interacting with the system. For example the sensors can be used
to recognize the posture of a user and use it to adapt certain parameters of the appliance or the environment. This
type of interaction has also been called implicit interaction, as the user does not directly attempt to manipulate
the environment, but instead the activities are interpreted as input according to the given situation [SV01]. In
many instances it is sufficient to get information about the presence of the user. A simplified posture recognition
can be used to detect presence or occupation, based on the data acquired by one or more sensors. Finally, it is
often also interesting to detect if certain body parts are currently at a given location, e.g. the arm resting on the
armrest of a chair, indicating a specific situation that the system can react on.
The challenges in this domain are manifold. Existing posture recognition systems might rely on a different
sensor category, supporting hundreds of measurement spread over a larger area. Again, capacitive proximity
sensors are distributed sparsely and need methods that enable gaining a similar amount of higher-level informa-
tion. Here it is necessary to create models of the human body that are suited for the processing of capacitive
data. According to the parameters that are supposed to be detected the models can be more or less complex and
thus optimize the required processing time. A sensing bed that has to detect if a person is lying would require a
simpler model, as opposed to a sensing chair that has to detect a larger variety of different postures. Often the
capacitive systems are combined with other systems, or use a custom non-uniform distribution of electrodes in
the device that require methods of data fusion and processing of heterogeneous signals to acquire higher level
information, e.g. an armrest that combines the detection of an arm and an interactive area that allows gesture
interaction.
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Physiological sensing allows us to measure signals generated by the different process of the human body.
One common application the tracking of training effects by athletes. This may include measuring heart rate or
respiration. There are numerous medical applications ranging from long-term blood pressure sensing, to blood
glucose level sensing or tracking the quality of sleep throughout the night. Additionally, there are physiological
signals derived from long-term monitoring, such as movement-based sleep-phase detection. Measuring electric
properties is the most common variety to detect physiological parameters. This includes EEG, measuring the
brain activity, ECG, measuring the heart rate, or sensors for skin conductance that can infer the stress level. For
all these applications electrodes are placed very close to the measured property, often even requiring contact.
Capacitive proximity sensors on the other hand are used over a distance. The systems can be designed to enable
a high resolution that can track very small movements of the body. Rob MacLachlan has created a spread
spectrum system that is able to measure the chest movement associated to breathing over a distance of more than
30cm [Mac04]. Other examples include the detection of swallow movements [CAL10].
There are various challenges when trying to gather physiological signals from capacitive proximity sensors. A
major problem is to distinguish the measured property from other signals generated by movement of the body.
Here it is possible to use the effect that the measured properties often are prevalent in a specific frequency range.
Thus, if the signals are analyzed in the frequency domain it is possible to extract the physiological properties
from the overall signal, e.g. when analyzing the chest movement associated to respiratory rate and focusing on
the most important frequency intervals. Regarding long-term physiological signals, capacitive proximity sensors
can be used to aggregate data on movements. In this regard, it is interesting how the sensor data in time-domain
can be associated to particular movements that can be used in long-term analysis of the user’s physiological
patterns, e.g. to detect sleep phases. Based on the particular setup of the system a different set of features has to
be selected and evaluated.
Gesture interaction is a very diverse application area that reaches from the acquisition and interpretation of
whole body gestures to small movements of the fingers registered on surfaces. It is maybe the most thoroughly
researched domain for capacitive proximity sensors. It started with Leon Theremin’s musical instrument that was
controlled by fine movements of the hand. The MIT research group experimenting with capacitive interaction in
the 90s created some concepts for touchless interaction, e.g. the Field Mouse that allowed to track position and
orientation of two hands to enable 3D interaction [Smi96], or an art installation that could be controlled using
a set of gestures [SWD∗98]. A new category of interaction devices such as Wii remote, Kinect or Leap motion
led to the proclamation of more natural interaction between human and machine [Val08]. While capacitive
touch sensors have become ubiquitous in mobile devices, the proximity variety is less frequently used. Wimmer
integrated several sensors into a table to enable a regional interaction on the surface [WHKS06].
While the area has been well-researched there are still several challenging aspects. In many instances the
capacitive interaction devices will have a different resolution depending on the direction of the approaching
object. In the last years there has been a rise in methods that allow a generic recognition of gestures in two
dimensions, e.g. from mouse cursor movement and finger movement on touch screens. It is interesting to
evaluate if this is also possible for 3D positions acquired from capacitive proximity sensors. The acquisition of
the hand position is also challenging, as the sensors can’t distinguish between hands and other conductive parts
of the body. Thus it is necessary to investigate different methods of fitting arms and hands, particularly on larger
area interaction devices. Additionally, it is challenging to enable gestures via multiple hands and arms. In many
gesture interaction applications fatigue may occur if the hands have to be moved too much, or the arms have to be
held in free air for a longer period. Thus it is necessary to design specific graphical user interfaces that are suited
for this form of interaction. If the capacitive proximity sensors are placed under thicker layers of non-conductive
material it is difficult to detect touch events from capacitance data alone. It becomes interesting to combine
capacitive proximity sensors with other sensor categories that can detect touch or even different touch events,
thus allowing a richer interaction.
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Table 4.2.: Challenges associated to the different use cases for capacitive proximity sensors
Use cases Challenges
Capacitive floor sensors Sparse sensor distribution in large areas, geometric electrode layout
Posture chair Multi-body models, electrode material
Occupation sensing bed Single-body models, movement tracking
Armrest supporting gestures Heterogeneous capacitive arrays
Breathing rate detection Frequency spectrum analysis
Sleep phase detection Long-term movement features
Finger micro gestures Small 3D movements
Multi-arm tracking Arm and hand fitting, interaction design
Combined touch sensing Combining position tracking and touch events
In consequence, there is a large number of specific challenges that can be tackled in the different domains.
They can be associated to the identified use cases using Table 4.2. In the following section I will present the
methods that contribute to the different challenges in processing the data generated from capacitive proximity
sensors.
4.2. Processing methods
After analyzing the challenges associated to the different use cases for capacitive proximity sensor I will use the
following section to specify a number of novel or improved data processing methods that can be used in this
context. They are grouped into five specific areas.
Sparsely distributed sensor arrays refer to configurations that have a limited number of sensors spread over
larger areas. In this regard, it is important to find methods that allow acquiring sufficient information about the
object to be detected. Typically information about the electrode geometry and interpolation methods are used to
meet these requirements.
The second area is model-driven fitting methods. Using a simplified model of the object to be detected, it is
possible to fit these to the received sensor data. The area can be distinguished according to the complexity of the
models that are either comprised of a single body or multiple parts that are connected to each other.
Heterogeneous sensor systems can be described as a combination of multiple sensors that are not uniform.
In terms of capacitive proximity sensors this can refer to either arrays of different capacitive sensors that use a
geometric layout of varying sizes and shapes or the combination of capacitive sensors with other categories of
sensing systems in a meaningful fashion.
Image-based processing describes the method of creating an image from capacitive sensor data and applying
different algorithms associated to visual computing. An uniform array of capacitive proximity sensors resembles
an array of light sensors, albeit acting on a different frequency interval of electromagnetic radiation. Thus, with
a few limitations it can be treated similar to a camera system with operations applied on a pixel level.
The last group is the processing of physiological signals in time domain and frequency domain. Many physi-
ological activities rely on the movement of muscles, e.g. the beat of the heart or the chest movement associated
to breathing. These movements have an effect on the electric field generated by capacitive proximity sensors and
can be analyzed using a variety of different methods.
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4.2.1. Sparsely distributed sensor arrays
Sparsely distributed sensor arrays are layouts that limit the number of available sensors, either by environmental
parameters or by design. This limits the information that can be gathered about the detectable object, or reduces
the number of different objects that can be distinguished. To compensate this limitation a number of interpolation
methods can be used that take into account our knowledge about the position and shape of the electrodes that are
used in the current setup. One example for this sparse distribution is the previously presented Thracker system
that uses only four electrodes to acquire a hand position and detect gestures at certain positions [WKBS07]. In
this section I will present two different contributions - a new method to recognize single-hand gestures in free-air,
using just six different sensors, and an indoor localization system based on a coarse grid of wire electrodes that
can be hidden below different floor surfaces.
4.2.1.1. 3D location tracking and gesture interaction
Figure 4.1.: Piecewise linear hand distance estimation [BH11]
Gesture recognition can comprise a large number of different body movements, including sign language that
uses movements and position of hands and fingers, the posture of the whole body, or as in our case the movement
of the hand in three dimensions. This requires two distinct processing steps. At first it is necessary to precisely
localize the position of the hand in the interaction space. Afterwards, a time series of these positions has to be
analyzed and attributed to different gestures. The localization method was first presented in a publication from
2011 [BH11]. The static gesture recognition method used there was later extended by adapting algorithms used
to detect mouse gestures for movements in three dimensions [BDK13]. The first data processing step is the planar
localization of the hand, following a weighted average algorithm, whereas n is the number of sensors, (xi,yi) the
location of the electrode centers and vi the value of the given sensor.
x =
∑ni=1 vi · xi
∑ni=1 vi
y =
∑ni=1 vi · yi
∑ni=1 vi
(4.1)
In order to calculate the distance of the hand from the plane, piecewise linear interpolation is used that resembles
the response curve of a single sensor [BH11]. In this case four different thresholds ti are used to calculate the
proximity, based on the sum of sensor values. t1 indicates the closest distinguishable proximity, e.g. touch, with
all higher value sums associated to this. t4 represents the maximum distance in which the sensors can detect a
hand. One example with fixed points at values 40, 100, 200 and 1200 is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.2.: Principle components of a learning by example recognition framework [BDK13]
Initially a static gesture recognition method was implemented that used a series of five subsequent locations
and simple heuristics to determine a small number of gestures. However, this limits the potential gesture set and
is difficult to extend. Thus, a generic gesture recognition module was created, based on learning by example
[BDK13]. The general functionality of a gesture recognition framework based on learning by example is shown
in Figure 4.2. A feature set is extracted from incoming raw data. Collections of these are distinguished into
training sets that are used to associate certain features to given gestures. After a learning process the current
feature sets that are acquired on-the-fly, are tested against the training sets in a repository. These look-ups can
lead to successful gesture recognition and association to certain actions. This association method is also called
classification. There are numerous approaches, e.g. neural networks (NN) or support vector machines (SVM).
4.2.1.2. Large-area location tracking
There are several systems that use capacitive proximity sensing to track the location of one or more persons in an
environment. A common challenge in large areas is achieving a suitable coverage with electrodes at all positions.
Lauterbach and Steinhage overcome this problem in their SensFloor system by integrating sensors and electrodes
in an underlay that can be placed below the upper layer of the floor [LS09]. TileTrack, the system developed by
Valtonen et al. requires large emitter electrodes under the floor and receivers placed in the walls [VMV09]. This
limitation was reduced in a later iteration where they integrated receivers into different pieces of furniture.
While SensFloor allows to cover large areas by having the sensing electrodes near all surface areas, a limitation
is the maintenance. If a sensor breaks below the floor covering it is difficult to replace. TileTrack in its initial
installation requires proximity to walls, or later to specific pieces of furniture that are in the environment. This
is difficult to guarantee in many instances and requires an initial calibration of the environment, according to
placement of the furniture.
I propose a system based on a rectangular grid of long wire electrodes that are placed below the top floor cover.
The sensors are attached at the edge of the area, e.g. in skirting boards [BHW12]. As the system is based on
loading mode, there is no need for dedicated receivers, but instead it relies solely on the electrodes below the
floor. The system is akin to a larger variety of projected capacitive touch screens that are partially also using grid
layouts. However, those typically rely on shunt mode measurements [BO10a].
Using long, straight wire electrodes has different effects on the measurement. One effect of this is the limited
detection distance that is not comparable to large plate electrodes. Particularly if thick floor covers are used, the
grid has to be fairly dense. Another effect is the sensitivity towards noise and influence from outside electric
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Figure 4.3.: Wire electrode grid below floor cover attached to sensors on the border
Figure 4.4.: Two potential person locations resulting in same sensor readings (green indicates active electrodes
fields. Therefore, the system requires preprocessing to reduce the noise and achieve a more robust high-level
data processing. In order to localize persons, the system uses an adapted weighted average algorithm, similar
to the variety presented for the gesture recognition in the previous section. Each electrode is considered to only
have a single coordinate in either x or y direction, allowing to easily calculate the center-of-gravity. However,
it can occur that only two electrodes are active at a certain point in time, while two persons are present and
too far away from any other electrode to be detected. In these cases there is a certain ambiguity as each (x,y)
value combination can result in two potential intersection points, as shown in Figure 4.4. To overcome this
problem, it is possible to either use a mix of sending and receiving electrodes operating in shunt mode and
specific measurement cycles, or analyze the time-series of previous locations to discard unlikely positions.
Similar to SensFloor, the concept also supports detecting additional information about the persons present,
most notably fall detection. This is based on a time-series analysis of aggregated values of the sensors that are
currently detecting an object. This method is using the assumption that the overall sensor response is roughly
equivalent to the shape of the object that is closest to the surface. This results in a higher capacitance of the
overall system, similar to the plate capacitor model. The effect is shown in Figure 4.5. The sum s of all n sensor
values r is the closest equivalent to the system capacitance and therefore a viable measure. If the overall value is
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Figure 4.5.: Shapes of a standing and lying person on top of the CapFloor grid
beyond a certain threshold vl , we can consider a lying person pl .
s =
n
∑
i=0
ri pl =
{
1, s≥ vl
0, s < vl
(4.2)
In order to increase the robustness this threshold has to be exceeded for a certain amount of time tm. In conse-
quence a fall f is detected if the following equation is 1.
f =
tm
∏
j=0
pl,t j (4.3)
4.2.2. Model-driven fitting methods
When acquiring sensor data from physical objects, it is often difficult or even impossible to analytically describe
the resulting value. There are numerous environmental factors influencing the signal and the properties of the
object might not be clearly determined. Considering the human body, there is a mostly unconstrained number of
sizes, shapes and biological properties that influence the response to an electric field. Thus, in order to fit sensor
outputs to the potential object configurations, simplified models can be used that resemble the actual physical
effects and can be described analytically. Regarding capacitance of the human body relative to a single sensor, a
common abstraction is a sphere having a diameter close to the height of an average human [Sea97].
Models based on a single geometric objects are considered single-body, while connected geometric objects
that comprise a single model can be called multi-body. Smith used a model of multiple spheres to approximate
arm position and rotation above an array of capacitive proximity sensors [SWD∗98]. Another possibility is
adapting the models to a derived physical effect. Harada et al. are using the projected pressure distribution of
a virtual skeleton and body model on a flat surface to create a pressure distribution that can be compared to the
actual pressure effect generated by an actual human body resting on a set of sensors [HSM00]. In this section
I will describe two novel methods to fit abstracted models of the human body to sensor readings acquired from
smart furniture systems. The first method uses a cylindrical human body model to match the posture of one or
two bodies on a bed, the second method uses a multi-body skeleton that is fitted to sensor readings determining
posture on a chair.
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4.2.2.1. Single-body models
Figure 4.6.: Object on mattress decreases distance and changes geometry of flexible electrode [BH12]
While models are more often applied directly to the capacitive sensor data, it is also possible to use a different
property that is derived from it. Together with Henning Heggen, I developed a system that uses flexible electrodes
that bend on pressure. In previous experiments we observed that bending a calibrated flexible electrode results
in a higher value of the sensor. Thus, the idea was created to use this effect for combining presence and pressure
detection. A first application was to use such a system on the slatted frame of a bed. The following section is
based on two different publications [HB10, BH12].
If an object is applying force to the mattress there are two cumulative effects. The object will be in detection
range of the sensors, decreasing the distance by deforming the mattress and the applied pressure changes the
geometry of the flexible electrode, resulting in a higher sensor value. The basic idea is shown in Figure 4.6. If a
model is used that approaches the pressure distribution of a human body, a small number of capacitive proximity
sensors equipped with flexible electrodes should allow to detect different posture and occupation configurations
on the bed. Additionally, sitting and lying can be distinguished, for one or two persons. While the sensor values
are increasing according to higher pressure, this relationship is highly non-linear and influenced by three groups
of system parameters. The sensor system parameters include the sensor design, e.g. excitation voltage and
frequency, as well as geometry and material of the electrode. These parameters additionally determine range and
precision of the overall system. The second group are environmental parameters that influence the conductivity
of the excited electric field, including humidity and temperature. The third group are the bed parameters. These
include the hardness of the slatted frame that influences the geometric deformation of the affixed electrodes and
the mattress parameters, comprised of hardness, thickness, material and type, influencing how far the body is
away from the electrodes and how the pressure is distributed onto the slatted frame.
Figure 4.7.: Cylindrical human body model and various poses on mattress [BH12]
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To identify occupation and positioning we use a very simple model for estimating the effect of a human body
on the sensor values. As previously mentioned, the sensors react to both presence of a body and applied pressure.
The human body is modeled as a cylindrical object on the mattress. The object can be either sitting or lying and
there might be multiple persons on a single bed. A few potential poses are shown in Figure 4.7. It is assumed that
a sitting person will cause a high pressure within a small region, and that a lying person has a moderate pressure
distributed over a larger area. Thus, the challenge of determining posture and orientation from a limited number
of capacitive sensors, tuned to detect pressure, can be formulated as an inverse problem. If we assume a constant
density of the cylinder and a uniformly deforming mattress, the idealized pressure distribution is uniform as
shown in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8.: Pressure distribution of a uniform cylinder [BH12]
The system is further simplified by reducing the significant values of the pressure distribution to just two
distinct values. Be pc is the center of pressure and p−0.5, p0.5 the points enclosing half of the pressure distribution.
The center of pressure and standard deviation σ are sufficient to describe the system, as shown in the following
equations:
pc =
a+b
2
σ=
√
(b−a)2
12
(4.4)
p−0.5 = pc−σ p0.5 = pC +σ (4.5)
The raw data from the sensor is considered as random, uniform sampling, a discretization of the continuous
distribution. The center of pressure and the standard deviation are calculated using the geometric information,
the position of the sensor −→x .
pc =
∑ni=1 vi
−→x
∑ni=1 vi
(4.6)
σ=
√
1
n
(
n
∑
i=1
−→x 2− 1
n
(
n
∑
i=1
−→x )2 (4.7)
Using this model, a set of potential poses that cover the most common situations has been determined. Potential
poses for one and two occupants are distinguished. One person may sit at a certain location or lie on the bed
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in various angles. It is assumed that the head is always at the upper part of the bed. Two persons may either
both sit, both lie down, or one is sitting while the other is lying. The limitations of this model concerning the
actual system are the non-uniform pressure propagation throughout the mattress, as well as the non-linear sensor
response on different pressure levels. Therefore, it is not expected that the deviations adhere to the theoretical
model, but instead configurable thresholds are used that allow for increased robustness in exchange for precision.
Figure 4.9.: Calculating centers of pressures and deviation [BH12]
Occupation and posture detection are performed by dividing the two person bed into a left and right section.
For each side the total sensor values, assumed center of pressure and the standard deviation are calculated in-
dividually (Figure 4.9). The same calculation is performed between the two areas, allowing to distinguish the
specific side of activity, or detecting persons that are lying on the bed diagonally. Using these six intermediate
values it is possible to map the different poses. If all activity is on one side and the horizontal deviation is low,
it can be assumed that one person is sitting. Additionally, the intermediate values can be used to gather more
information, e.g. the exact location a person is sitting at.
4.2.2.2. Multi-body models
If it is necessary to identify more complex human behaviors than sitting and lying, a single body model is no
longer sufficient. In the briefly mentioned work by Harada et al. the underlying model was a 3D representation of
an average human body that could move various joints freely [HSM00]. This allows to detect a variety of different
postures, in this case using an iterative process based on potential energy, momentum and difference between
the actual and simulated pressure distribution. Using such full body models, based on an internal skeleton of
connected joints is also common in full body gesture tracking systems. However, while in those cases the volume
of the different body parts is important, there is not necessarily any additional physical simulation of properties,
such as weight and density [SFC∗13].
In a project together with student Sebastian Frank, a concept for a smart chair was developed that unobtrusively
integrates a set of capacitive proximity sensors to detect presence, posture, activity and breathing rate of a person
sitting on the chair [BF14]. This requires to place suitably sized electrodes strategically, at locations that allow
getting a good measure of the most significant body parts. Using eight electrodes distributed between seat,
backrest and armrests, the sensor values are mapped to postures using two different methods, according to the
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specific purpose of the underlying application. The first method directly translates the sensor values to body part
positions, while the second uses a machine learning classification.
Direct manipulation of skeleton model
Figure 4.10.: Smartchair skeleton model and associated body parts
In Figure 4.10 the skeleton model can be seen. It is comprised of 15 different groups. As those are combined
to each other, the degrees of freedom are significantly reduced to just 10. Sensors close to the different body
parts will modify the associated parts of the model. As an example, the distance of the left lower arm group is
determined by the sensor in the left armrest. However, as the groups are connected, this will also modify the
orientation of the left upper arm. Accordingly, if the sensor behind in the lower backrest detects a receding lower
back, the position and orientation of the other back groups, head and arms are also modified. Thus, the fitting
method attempts to place the different groups of the model according to current sensor readings. A collection of
rules is used that follows the flowchart outlined in Figure 4.11.
The calculation of the different steps varies and is outlined shortly in the following enumeration:
1. Check sensor activity uses a threshold of the different sensors to determine the presence of any objects in
detection distance
2. Calculate proximity use a second thresholds of seat sensors to determine sitting or non-sitting status
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Figure 4.11.: Flowchart of the model fitting process of the grouped skeleton parts and performed calculations
3. Calculate sitting position use a weighted average of the seat area sensors to determine position on seat
4. Calculate back, leg, arm pose calculate back pose by determining distance from back to backrest based on
sensor values. Raise leg according to proximity to front seat sensor. Calculate arms based on proximity to
arm rests.
This method allows a fine-grained fitting of the model to the sensor values that closely resembles the pictures
of a person moving in the chair. A number of poses and the accordingly fitted 3D models using this method can
be seen in Figure 4.12.
Using a fitting method that allows to detect fine movements enables a number of unique applications. One
example is to track a set of different exercises that can be performed on an office chair, in order to prevent future
back problems. Following an exercise routine can significantly reduce the indicative risks [RAD∗09]. Some
of the common exercises can be tracked for accuracy and number of repetitions using the capacitive proximity
sensors in the chair.
A limitation of the above method are the fixed threshold levels that are set based on experience. Either a
calibration method can be used that personalizes the different thresholds, or another form of classification. This
should be based on training with a larger variety of different body volumes. It is suitable to use machine learning
methods for this task, as they are designed to learn from a larger set of training data and provide numerous
classification methods. However, this leads only to a discrete set of different postures, limiting some potential
applications. One method is described in the following section.
SVM classification
Support vector machines (SVM) are a supervised learning method that is primarily used for linear classification
of n-dimensional features [HDO∗98]. They are clustering data by calculating a hyperplane from training data that
maximizes the distance from the closest features. A fast learning method is using sequential minimal optimiza-
tion and was proposed by Platt [Pla99]. The algorithm requires normalized values. A dynamic normalization
algorithm constantly analyzes the sensor data for minimum and maximum values and accordingly calculates the
normalized value. There is a variety of different software frameworks for machine learning that support training
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Figure 4.12.: Screenshots of the Capacitive Chair application showing different poses of the skeleton model
and recall of SVMs, thus there is no need for reimplementing these methods. As there is an implicit weighting
of features according to significance, there is no need to pre-process or weigh the sensor data.
The training data is collected from a set of persons that have a significant variance in body shapes in both
height and girth. SVMs support an arbitrary number of different groups for classification. However, the number
of significant poses on a chair is limited. The Global Posture Study by office furniture manufacturer Steelcase
Inc. analyzes the most common poses with a focus on information consumption from modern technical devices,
such as smart phones or tablets [Ste13]. The different postures are shown in Figure 4.13. A capacitive office
chair should be able to distinguish most of these poses if training data has been collected from a sufficiently large
number of suitable candidates. Additionally, using sensors clearly positioned on a certain side of the chair, e.g.
the armrest, it is possible to associate directional varieties of the asymmetric postures.
4.2.3. Heterogeneous sensor systems
Heterogeneous sensor systems have been an active research topic in the last decades. They can be described as a
collection of sensors in the same domain that are measuring different physical properties, or the same properties
using different methods [BJ98]. The majority of research is aimed to enable a self-organization of networks of
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Figure 4.13.: Selected set of postures from Global Posture study and own gestures. From top left to bottom right:
The strunch, the draw, the smart lean, the take it in, upright, no person (first four taken from [Ste13]
heterogeneous sensors, or combine the data of heterogeneous sensors in a meaningful fashion. For capacitive
proximity sensors another factor of heterogeneity has to be considered - the vastly flexible shape and material
of the electrodes. This allows to create ensembles of capacitive sensors in a single domain that serve different
purposes, e.g. large electrode sensors that detect the presence of a body over a longer distance, combined with
small electrode sensors in a specific area to detect touches. The more traditional approach combines the data
generated by different categories of sensors in a meaningful fashion, in order to create higher level information
that would not be available otherwise. One example of this approach is the previously presented LaZMouse by
Smith that added palm proximity sensing to a typical computer mouse [Smi99].
In this section I will present two different contributions. The first is a concept for a heterogeneous capacitive
sensor array that combines large electrode sensors to detect the presence and configuration of limbs and numerous
densely packed small electrodes enabling gestural finger interaction. The second system aims at alleviating the
inability of capacitive proximity sensors to clearly identify touches if the electrodes are at a distance from the
touch surface. Data that is acquired from a microphone listening for the acoustic effects of a finger touching
the surface are combined with capacitive proximity sensor data. This allows to combine mid-air interaction and
touch recognition.
4.2.3.1. Heterogeneous capacitive arrays
An often-cited issue of mid-air interaction systems is discriminating between an intended gesture and arbitrary
movements in the detection area [HPGK94]. While traditionally used for full-body gesture systems, this is also
true for capacitive proximity sensors that provide 3D tracking. If the interactive zones are to be integrated in
design features that serve multiple purposes, there needs to be methods that distinguish between typical use and
intended interaction. In a project with students Sönke Schmidt and Stephan Neumann I developed a concept for
a car armrest equipped with a capacitive finger interaction system [BNS∗14]. A regular car armrest is augmented
in a way that integrates the capacitive sensors in an invisible fashion. In this case it is necessary to clearly
distinguish between intended control gestures by the driver or if he is just resting the arm. The idea is to use
the status of both arm and hand to identify the intention. The system is using a heterogeneous combination of
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Figure 4.14.: Heterogeneous sensor array for limb detection and finger tracking
capacitive proximity sensors. Sensors in the middle and back of the armrest are used to detect the current status
of the arm, while an array of smaller electrodes in the front can track a variety of finger gestures. The setup is
shown in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.15.: Arm model and detection of posture based on distances to two sensors and finger array for resting
position (1), hand raised position (2) and arm raised position (3)
In Figure 4.15 three different positions are shown that arm and hand can have on the armrest.
1. Arm and hand are in resting position with both close to the surface
2. Arm resting on the back and the hand hovering in proximity of the front area
3. Arm raised position and fingers touching the front of the armrest
The latter two positions are suitable for finger-based gestural interaction as they can be moved freely. The system
should therefore be able to distinguish between the three different positions and consider either position (2) or
(3) or both as intended interaction. Different interaction patterns have to be chosen for both active positions.
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Regarding the arm raised position the person will typically want to interact using familiar touch gestures. In the
hand raised position it is necessary to track gestures that are performed in the air. In both cases we assume that a
single finger is used.
The data processing of the system therefore requires three distinct steps. At first the three specified limb
postures have to be identified. Afterwards, the position of the fingers in or above the interaction area have to
be calculated, and finally a time-series analysis of subsequent positions has to be performed, in order to infer
different gestures. The two distinct arm sensors are able to determine single distance values. In addition the
aggregated data of the finger detection array in the front is used to detect a third distance value. To map the
different postures, a set of thresholds is used that determine if arm or hand are touching the armrest surface, or
if they are hovering above it. Be rb the value of the sensor in the back, rm the value of the sensor in the middle
and r f the aggregated value of the sensor values in the front r f ,i. Using three threshold levels tb, tm and t f the
different postures pε1,2,3 can be determined as follows
r f =
n
∑
i=0
r f ,i p =
 1, rb ≥ tb∧ rm ≥ tm∧ r f ≥ t f2, rb ≥ tb∧ rm ≥ tm∧ r f < t f3, rb < tb∧ rm < tm∧ r f ≥ t f (4.8)
As we are acquiring sensor data proportional to distance, it is also possible to calculate orientation angles of the
arm and use it as input. However, for now this was not followed up any further. The calculation of the finger
position in three dimensions is adapted from the previously introduced method for sparse capacitive arrays to
track objects in three dimensions. It uses a combination of weighted average for planar location and stepwise
linear interpolation to determine the height.
To classify the gestures we are using points from a distinct start to a distinct stop. In case of the free-air
interaction this is determined by the finger moving in a constrained part of the interactive area. In case of the
touch interaction it is determined by a finger starting and stopping to move, while exceeding a threshold indicating
touch. The points between start and stop position are normalized and a SVM classifier is used to detect the trained
gestures. There are distinct classifiers for the two different methods that are triggered according to the selected
interaction pattern. The SVM is trained using the sequential minimal optimization method by Platt [Pla99].
4.2.3.2. Heterogeneous sensor fusion
Figure 4.16.: Suspended peg knock detection system
As previously mentioned, capacitive proximity sensors inherently lack the ability to detect touches if the
electrode is at a distance from the touch surface. This may be overcome easily in systems that are tuned to work
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in close proximity, e.g. SmartSkin [Rek02]. Another option is adding a different sensor category specifically
for detecting touches. The pressure applied to the surface can be detected by a suitable sensor, e.g. by using a
surface suspended on sensors, such as the weight-aware dining table by Chang et al. [CLC∗06]. However, this
requires a specific construction and can’t be easily fitted to existing systems. Additionally, there are restrictions
to the potential rigidity. A different effect of surface touches is the acoustic response. A microphone connected to
the surface can detect a variety of different touch events. Harrison et al. presented a system that detects varieties
of fingernail scratches performed on a rough surface [HH08]. The system was later extended to detect impact
events by different parts of a finger or pens [HSH11].
In collaboration with Sebastian Zander-Walz and Stefan Krepp I have tested different methods to combine
sensors for dedicated touch detection and capacitive hand tracking. They are integrated into an existing living
room table, thus providing a potential to retrofit existing pieces of furniture [BZWK∗14]. A first idea was to
use a single piezo sensor to detect vibration of the glass plate that covers a living room table. The concept is
shown in Figure 4.16. This first system was prone to outside influence and had difficulties detecting multiple
touch events. The second iteration used a microphone system, similar to the concept provided by Harrison.
However, an extension to their approach is possible that not only classifies impact events, but additionally double
impacts and swipe gestures that are performed over a longer time scale. It will be described how both effects
can be evaluated simultaneously and the required modifications to the previous methods. The basic idea is to
analyze the acquired acoustic signals in the frequency domain and use a classification method based on a number
of selected features related to frequency. The supported gestures and the associated FFT profiles are shown in
Figure 4.17.
Figure 4.17.: 64 sample FFTs and photo for a knock event (A), a finger tap (B), a finger swipe (C) and a hand
swipe (D)
Features At first, the audio signal is acquired using a 96kHz sampling rate. A Hanning-type sliding window of
4096 samples (43ms) with 256 sample overlap is used, resulting in a sampling rate of 375Hz. A variety of features
is used. A FFT over 4096 samples is performed, leading to 2048 magnitude values. The first 512 of those cover
the most significant frequency range up to 12kHz (512 features). This process is repeated for a downsampled
FFT of 64 values (64 features). For both mean value, standard deviation and index of the highest value are
collected (6 features). Additional features are the centroid (weighted mean of the present frequencies) and two
time-domain features, the RMS power (root mean square - average magnitude within the current frequency band)
and the number of zero crossings (3 features). Overall, this leads to 585 features used for classification. To detect
double impacts a heuristic is used that searches for two uniform impact events in a short time frame. The window
for double events has to be chosen carefully to be suitable for most users. In a study times between 112ms and
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461ms for double events were collected. With some additional error margin 533ms was chosen as window for
our system.
Swipe events The swipe detection uses an additional feature set, which is calculated from a sliding window
over the last ten feature vectors. A downsampled FFT of eight values is used and we calculate the average and the
standard deviation in the sliding window. The result is two vectors AV GFFT 8 and ST DEV FFT 8, both containing
eight values. A swipe condition is satisfied if AV GFFT 8 exceeds a predefined threshold and ST DEV FFT 8 does
not exceed the corresponding standard deviation threshold. Heavy impacts may meet the average conditions but
won’t satisfy the standard deviation conditions, as the majority of the signal is early in the window. This effect
is shown in Figure 5, with impact events and their low-frequency peaks on the left and swipe events and their
fairly constant value on the right. Finger swipes are distinguished from hand swipes by looking at AV GFFT 8. In
order to identify a swipe gesture, a number of subsequent positive classifications have to occur. Ten subsequent
classifications are identified as a swipe gesture. They indicate a constant movement of 27ms or longer.
Classification Two different classifiers for impact and swipe events are required. These are both trained SMO
classifiers comprised of a support vector machine and a normalized polynomial kernel [HDO∗98]. At first there
is a test for swipe events, due to their longer duration. If no swipe was detected the features are pushed into the
impact event classifier. Overall we can distinguish seven events. The impacts, single knock, double knock, single
tap, double tap and stomp. The swipe events are hand swipe and finger swipe. The duration of the classification
process is about 75ms (Notebook with Core i7-4500U, 6GB RAM), which makes it applicable for real-time
application.
4.2.4. Image-based processing
Their ability to detect changes in the electric field over a distance has led to capacitive proximity being regarded
as similar to cameras. Smith et al. consequently called their approach electric field imaging, as particularly
shunt mode measurements and their constrained electric fields allow applying certain image processing methods,
e.g. tomography [Smi99]. They were critical of using similar methods for shunt mode, noting the following
statement.
Loading mode measurements can be likened to images formed without a lens, since only one "end"
of each field line is constrained by the measurement. [SWD∗98]
Nonetheless, loading mode has certain advantages, particularly if all electrodes are in a single plane and we
would like to have a higher sensitivity at a distance from the plane it is advantageous if there is no receiving
potential nearby. One example for this planar electrode setup is large area gesture interaction devices, e.g. a table
that is able to track the position of arms and hands in three dimensions. There is a plethora of image-based object
detection and tracking algorithms that can be also used for capacitive proximity sensor data processing. There is
a short process that I propose to realize this arm and hand tracking that includes some general steps that can be
used to identify a variety of objects [BZWK∗14]. The process is distinguished into four distinct steps:
1. Creating a capacitive image from the acquired sensor data
2. Apply a feature-preserving image upscaling method
3. Find the contours of the present objects according to pixel values
4. Analyze the image moments of the contour areas and fit human arms
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Figure 4.18.: Pixel array mapped from sensor values
4.2.4.1. Creating a capacitive image
The most challenging aspect of the first step is the low resolution of a reconstructed image. In order to achieve a
mid-range distance resolution that allows detecting objects within 30cm to 40cm, it is necessary to use electrodes
that are sufficiently large. Thus, this method uses an array of just 6x4 sensors. The result is a capacitive image
of just 24 pixels. Typically the sensor values are an integer in a range between 0 and 15000. Accordingly, it
is possible to create a single-channel image with a channel depth of two bytes. In this case a linear mapping
of sensor values to pixel intensities is used. An exemplary result image of this mapping is shown in 4.18 (with
enlarged pixels). In this format it is difficult to gather information about the exact position of the arms and thus
further processing has to be applied before calculating the contours and fitting arm objects.
Figure 4.19.: Effect of different upscaling methods on shape, (A) nearest neighbor, (B) bicubic, (C) bilinear, (D)
Lanczos4 - shown as thresholded binary images (pixel intensity > 30)
4.2.4.2. Upscaling ofthe capacitive image
The next step is to enlarge the image using a feature-preserving scaling method. As all sensors are prone to
environmental noise, we apply thresholding based on the pixel intensities before looking for contours. The result
is an enlarged binary image of black and white pixels. There are two prerequisites to the image scaling method.
First, it should be invariant towards rotation, as the resulting contour for an angled arm should not differ from
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a straight arm contour. Second, the method should preserve the shape of the contour edges, in order to improve
the quality of the features derived from the contour for later processing. The category of windowed sinc filters
supports both prerequisites [Get11]. For our system the variety of a Lanczos4 kernel was chosen. While this
interpolation method is processing intensive it is reasonable in this context due to the small size of the base
image.
4.2.4.3. Finding the contours
In order to find the objects in the capacitive image, we apply a thresholding method to separate the objects from
the background. The result is a binary black and white image. The contours are defined as the borders between
black and white regions. A comparison between three different upscaling methods and the resulting contours
after thresholding, is shown in Figure 4.19. Nearest neighbor filtering does not capture the shape of the arm
very well. Bilinear upscaling provides better results. However, there are artefacts due to rotation of the object.
Lancos4 provides a good shape approach, even when rotated.
Figure 4.20.: Left: Capacitive image of two arms, detected palm position and arm orientation. Right: Overhead
camera picture of the scene overlaid with live arm and palm reconstruction for two arms
4.2.4.4. Palm and arm fitting
The last step of identifying and tracking the arms is to fit the position and orientation of the palms and arm into
the acquired object contours. For this task the image moments within the contours are analyzed. These are certain
particular weighted averages of pixel intensities, or a function thereof [Hu62]. They can be calculated using the
following equation, whereas j and i define the order and I(x,y) is the pixel intensity at a given position. This can
be used to calculate the center point (x,y), leading to the central moments mu ji that are required to determine the
orientation of the contour as angle γ.
m ji = ∑
(x,y)
I(x,y)x jyi (4.9)
x =
m10
m00
,y =
m01
m00
(4.10)
mu ji = ∑
(x,y)
I(x,y)(x− x) j(y− y)i (4.11)
γ= 0.5 ·arctan 2 ·mu11
mu20−mu02 (4.12)
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The center point and orientation are used to calculate the estimated position of the palm of the hands. These
points are the basis for the subsequent gesture recognition. Additionally, separate Kalman filters are integrated
to smooth the different palm positions and arm orientation. The resulting arm reconstruction and the actual arm
position in a photo are shown in Figure 4.20. For this image a simple webcam was installed above the table and
its output registered to the table position. The arm reconstruction allows us to determine the orientation of the
arm and the direction from which the table is. Another potential use of the arm orientation is to improve the
merging of two hands. While the system can’t distinguish from a single sensor if one hand is close or two hands
are further away, we can use the presence of two arms to identify the overall number of objects in the detection
range.
4.2.4.5. Intensity-based elevation estimate
A distinct challenge of the capacitive hand tracking is the considerable directional difference in available reso-
lution. While we can use the presented image analysis to track the planar position of the arms over the whole
table area of 80cm width and 50cm depth, estimating the elevation of the arm above the table is restricted by the
proximity range of the single sensor. Typically the achievable range has a maximum of approximately 35cm,
depending on environmental conditions. In a plate capacitor system the distance d is proportional according to
size of the plates A and resulting capacitance C. Due to the linear mapping of sensor capacitance measurements
to pixel intensities I we can use the image moment within a contour S as estimate of the actual capacitance, and
calculate the elevation e according to the following equations:
d ∝ CA S∝ m00∫ S (4.13)
The same thresholds discussed in the contour retrieval phase apply to this step, thus leading to discarding
objects at a larger distance that are difficult to detect. Starting from this threshold the resulting elevation is
normalized according to a maximum threshold for m00 that denotes a very close object (such as touch). The
actual touch recognition is performed using acoustic methods. As previously explained the sensors are prone to
environmental influences, thus this just allows to get an estimate of the actual elevation and no absolute distance
value.
4.2.5. Physiological signals in frequency- and time-domain
All underlying physiological processes are based on the transmission of electrical signals, resulting in a number
of electrical measurements in the medical domain, such as EEG or ECG. However, these systems rely on a close
contact to the skin, in order to measure the electrical signals produced inside the body. Remote sensors have to
use a different strategy - the effect that many physiological effects are accompanied by muscle movements that
result in temporary changes of posture or volume. Capacitive proximity sensors can be used to measure various
physiological parameters that are related to movement of different body parts. This may include internal organs,
most notably the heart. Cheng et al. have presented a system that allows measuring motions and shape changes
of body parts using capacitive sensors embedded in garment [CAL10]. They were able to detect swallowing
and breathing rate. One example for an industrial application is non-contact electrocardiogram (ECG) sensing
in cars, intended to detect drowsiness in drivers. Using three electrodes it is possible to detect the heart rate
or even acquire a full ECG through various layers of clothing [Ple12]. MacLachlan presented a system that
detects the respiratory rate of a person lying on a bed from a distance of up to 50cm using a single electrode
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and a highly sensitive sensing method based on spread spectrum methods that are commonly used in wireless
communication [Mac04].
In this section I present two contributions. The first is an approach to detect the respiratory rate using an
analysis in the frequency domain, based on readings by a single capacitive sensor applied close to the chest. The
second system uses movement sensing of a person lying in a bed to identify sleep phases.
4.2.5.1. Respiratory rate
Figure 4.21.: Chest movement when breathing in and out
The volume changes of the chest while breathing have been a topic of research for a long time [Wad54]. If the
body of a person is not moving and can be considered at a static distance from a capacitive proximity sensor, the
chest movement should translate into a periodically changing sensor value. This system has been developed in
cooperation with Sebastian Frank and exemplified using a chair [BF14]. The breathing rate detection is operating
on a single electrode that is placed close to the chest. The basic concept is shown in Figure 4.21. The surface of
the electrode is large and close to the surface. Therefore, it is able to pick up the chest movement. Two different
methods of data processing are used and fused to get the final breathing rate. Using a fast Fourier transformation
the signal is transformed into the frequency space. We are looking for significant signal portions in frequency
areas that can be associated to breathing, between 0.1Hz and 3Hz.
The above Figure 4.22 shows an example of the sensor data curve generated by the conductive thread sensor
behind the back of a person. The chest movement is clearly visible as sinusoidal oscillation of the sensor value. If
there is a sufficiently stable baseline, the zero-crossings can be calculated. However, as this can’t be guaranteed
in all cases an adaptive baseline should be used that is reconfigured according to changing states of the sitting
person.
4.2.5.2. Sleep phase recognition
Using movement data to detect sleep phases is an unobtrusive method of sleep monitoring. Studies have shown
that the magnitude of movement is typically associated to the following phases in decreasing order: wake, stage
1, REM, stage 2, stage 3 [WFS83]. Another method is distinguishing between awake phase, active sleep and
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Figure 4.22.: Sinusoidal curve caused by chest movement above a capacitive sensor placed close to the chest
quiet sleep and takes into account the order of those phases. This information allows to correlate the actual
sleep phases with good certainty [SL86]. Together with Maxim Djakow and Alexander Marinc I have been
working on a system to distinguish sleep phases based on movement data acquired from capacitive proximity
sensors [DBM14]. A typical distribution of sleep phases throughout the night is shown in Figure 4.23. It can be
easily seen that the sleep is distributed into different cycles, whereas the sleeping person is moving through the
different sleep phases until having a REM phase and then going back to deep sleep. If the only available data is
body movements it is becoming more difficult to reliably determine the sleep phase.
Figure 4.23.: Example of human sleep phases throughout the night
The most reliable way to track sleep phases is by using an electroencephalography (EEG); that is measuring
the electrical activity of the brain by placing electrodes on the scalp. Various different types of neural oscillations
can be distinguished - the most important for sleep phase detection are alpha waves, theta waves, delta waves
and sleep spindles. The American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) distinguishes three different phases of
non-rapid eye movement sleep (NREM) and REM phase [Sch08].
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• Stage 1 - occurs mostly in the beginning of sleep. It has slow eye movement, alpha waves disappear and
the theta wave appears.
• Stage 2 - dreaming is very rare and no eye movement occurs. The sleeper is quite easily awakened. EEG
recordings have a tendency for characteristic "sleep spindles"
• Stage 3 - was previously divided into stages 3 and 4. It is slow-wave sleep (SWS) or deep sleep. Stage 3
used to be the transition between stages 2 and 4 where delta waves began to occur, while delta waves are
dominant in stage 4.
• REM sleep - is a phase of sleep characterized by random and rapid movement of the eyes. It is considered
the lightest phase of sleep and occurs all through the night but gets longer close to morning.
Capacitive proximity sensors enable us to detect the presence of suitable objects and their relative proximity
to the electrode. Consequently, a moving object will cause a change of sensor values. If these data deviations
from an array of sensors are aggregated, the result is a reliable measure of objects moving above the electrodes.
In the case of our system, it is assumed that there is a limited number of persons moving on top of the sensors.
Thus, it is possible to associate the sensor values to movement. In the following I will present a suitable method
to achieve a reliable detection of the movements of a sleeping person, whereas I am following a similar approach
as Salmi and Leinonen [SL86]. At any given time t a set of the latest values of all n sensors can be stored as a
tuple in the following form:
−→st =

s1t
s2t
...
snt
 (4.14)
As capacitive proximity sensors are particularly susceptible to external influences, such as temperature, hu-
midity and other electric fields it is necessary to apply filtering on the sensor values. A suitable candidate is a
median filter - a low-pass filter method that selects the median object of a sorted set of values, thus discarding
outliers and strongly deviating values. This is particularly suited if transmission errors may occur. If a person
is moving on the bed the value of all sensors in detection distance of the moved body parts will change accord-
ingly, the most relevant example in our case being a person moving in its sleep. We can generate a measure of
movement intensity by comparing the values at time t with those at time t−1 resulting in:
−→
dt =
∣∣−→st −−−→st−1∣∣=

∣∣s1t − s1t−1 ∣∣∣∣s2t − s2t−1 ∣∣
...∣∣snt − snt−1 ∣∣
 (4.15)
In subsequent calculations, I will use
−→
dt as combined measurement. For distinguishing between wake, active
sleep and quiet sleep it is solely interesting to get the most intense movement. Thus, we are testing for the largest
value over a set of m samples, generating the value bt .
bt = max(
−−−−−−−−−−→
dt1,dt2, . . . ,dtm (4.16)
The value bt is affected by changes in the speed of movement. Therefor as a final step we generate a centered
average value of order 2q−1:
bt =
1
2q−1
q
∑
i=−1
bt−i (4.17)
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The resulting value bt allows quantifying the intensity of movements over a given period. In order to extract
an actual body movement from this value, it is necessary to quantify a threshold s(t) that is determined by
the average of q previous values of bt multiplied with a factor f that has to be evaluated individually for each
configuration of bed and sensors. This threshold s(t) allows identifying a movement m at any time t. This
behavior is denoted in the following equations:
s(t) =
(
1
q
q+1
∑
i=1
bt−1
)
· f (4.18)
mt =
{
1, i f bt > s(t)> bt−1
0,else
(4.19)
As previously mentioned, it is difficult to determine sleep phases solely by monitoring the movement. Instead
following the example of Salmi and Leinonen three different phases are distinguished - wake, active sleep and
quiet sleep [SL86]. These are determined by dividing the sleep time into a three-minute epochs eia and qualify
these as active or quiet by counting the number of movements occurring in those intervals and comparing it to
the average amount of movements in all epochs ea determined by the following equations:
eia =
eiE nd
∑
eiStart
mi ea =
1
n
n
∑
i=0
eia (4.20)
In consequence, the status of any epoch is determined using this final equation:
eia =
{
active, i f eia > ea
quiet, i f eia ≤ ea (4.21)
These active and quiet periods can be semi-autonomously interpreted by humans, in order to determine the
actual sleep phases. For example initial activity for 20 to 40 minutes followed by a quiet period can be attributed
to a person falling asleep. Following quiet phases are a good indicator for deep sleep phases.
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4.3. Application prototypes
In the last few years I have designed a number of different prototypes using capacitive proximity sensors in
various usage scenarios within smart environments that were realized with the help of numerous students and
colleagues. They tackle specific application domains and implement one or more of the data processing methods
that have been specified in the previous section. A short overview can be found in Table 4.3. During the next
few pages I will describe in detail how the prototypes have been created, how they implement the different
data processing methods and outline the results of any technical evaluation and usability study that has been
performed.
Table 4.3.: Overview of developed capacitive proximity sensing prototypes
Name Description Application
Areas
Measuring Layout Data Processing
CapFloor Capacitive system for indoor
localization and fall detection
based on electrode grid below
the floor.
Indoor Local-
ization
Loading mode, variable num-
ber of sensors based on area
size
Binary activity association and
using geometry for positioning.
Monitoring of overall value for
falls.
Smart Bed Capacitive sensors placed be-
low mattress able to determine
sleeping postures and breath-
ing rate.
Smart Ap-
pliances,
Physiological
Sensing
Loading mode, four sensors on
each side of bed
Posture fitting using a static
model. Fourier analysis for
breathing rate recognition.
The Capaci-
tive Chair
Office chair equipped with ca-
pacitive sensors to distinguish
different typical work postures
and stress levels.
Smart Ap-
pliances,
Physiological
Sensing
Loading mode and shunt mode,
eight sensors, heterogeneous
sensing capabilities
Model fitting using a dynamic
model. Fourier analysis for
breathing rate detection. Pos-
ture recognition using machine
learning.
Active Arm-
rest
Heterogeneous system for fin-
ger gesture recognition and
arm rest identification for auto-
motive applications.
Smart Appli-
ances, Gestu-
ral Interaction
Loading mode, heterogeneous
layout
Finger positioning using direct
calculation. Binary arm pres-
ence detection.
MagicBox Mobile 3D gesture interaction
device using an array of elec-
trodes.
Gestural
Interaction
Loading mode, six wireless
sensor nodes
Geometric detection of hand
relative to plane. Adapted
mouse methods for gesture
recognition.
CapTap Table capable of detecting 3D
gestures and knocks to realize
tactile interaction in a living
room.
Smart Appli-
ances, Gestu-
ral Interaction
Loading mode, 24 capacitive
sensors and a single touch de-
tecting microphone
Image-based hand and arm de-
tection. Independent touch de-
tection. Tracking of multiple
objects.
4.3.1. CapFloor
CapFloor is a capacitive system for indoor localization and fall detection that is based on a grid array of sensing
electrodes placed below a floor covering [BHW12]. A sketch of the system is shown in Figure 4.24. The grid
is comprised of insulated wires that are placed orthogonal to each other. Sensors are placed on two sides of the
room. Each sensor is performing loading mode measurements. The system is intended to act as both indoor
localization system and fall detector. CapFloor can be placed below any non-conductive material, like wood,
tiles, or PVC. However, it only works if the distance between the wires and the floor surface is not too far. It can
discriminate between a foot being above an electrode or a whole body. Combining this information from various
sensors, we are able to get a reliable detection of lying, sitting and standing persons. Using only two sides of
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Figure 4.24.: CapFloor sketch - grid layout of electrodes is placed below a floor layer with sensors attached on
the sides
the room for sensors it is possible to cut the wires without considerably affecting the signal. This allows easy
installation in non-rectangular rooms. Accordingly, CapFloor is able to be used in various application scenarios.
Indoor Localization in the home domain can be useful in energy saving and fall prevention by appropriately
activating and deactivating the environment lighting. It can also be used in security-restricted areas to detect
unauthorized movement. The fall detection should be used in a system that has various levels of escalation.
E.g. it is not easy to distinguish between a person doing exercises on a floor and a person that has fallen down.
Accordingly the system should query if the person is well and not autonomously call for outside help.
4.3.1.1. Evaluation
The CapFloor system was evaluated in the scope of the Indoor Localization Track of EvAAL 2011, where it
participated out of competition [CK12]. In Figure 4.25 we can see a picture of the demonstration setup installed
in the living lab using the system integrated into different mats that are placed in the environment. The system
was tuned to detect a single person and was able to perform this reasonably in the areas covered. The resolution
of the system is strongly depending on the given density of electrode wires. While there is a certain measure
of proximity, it is not possible to detect objects that are more than a few centimeters away from the wires.
Later iterations of the system are using higher voltages and shunt mode measurements to improve the tracking
reliability and enhance the fall detection.
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Figure 4.25.: Floor mats with integrated CapFloor system used at the EvAAL 2011 competition [BHW12]
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4.3.2. Smart Bed
Figure 4.26.: Smart Bed sketch - flexible plate electrode are attached on spring board
The Smart Bed is a regular bed frame that has been equipped with capacitive proximity sensors in order to
determine occupation, posture and sleep phases [BH12] [DBM14]. A sketch can be seen in Figure 4.26. The
electrodes are comprised of copper foil that is attached to the flexible wooden panels of the slatted frame. This
allows the electrodes to be sensitive to both proximity and applied pressure, resulting in a superposed combined
sensor value that is considerably higher as opposed to proximity measure on its own. The electrodes are equally
distributed, with four being on both sides of the two person bed. The system is able to determine different
sitting and lying postures of one or two persons, including less regular lying positions such as lying diagonal
or lying orthogonal to the long side of the bed. Using an analysis of the movement gathered by variation in
the sensor signal, the sleep phases can be analyzed, similar to accelerometer-based systems that are popular for
smartphones [KJJ11].
The Smart Bed can be used for various purposes. A main application is connecting the occupation detection to
a home automation system and timer in order to activate ambient lighting if the person is getting up in the night,
presumably to find the way to the restroom. Accordingly, in a single person household the lights in unoccupied
rooms could be turned off in order to conserve energy. In the domain of personal health the Smart Bed is able to
give the user a feedback on sleep quality based on the sleep phase measurement performed in the night. Another
potential application is to use the acquired pressure distribution as indicator for back-friendly lying positions that
may be harmful over a longer period of time [HB10]. The occupation and posture detection relies on a simplified
body model to approximate the pressure distribution and sensor values to a certain posture [BH12].
The different components of the Smart Bed data processing are shown in Figure 4.27. Raw sensor data is
distributed to three different modules, the calibration, which is determining the initial parameters for the sensor
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Figure 4.27.: Data processing components [BH12]
data fusion, the drift compensation that alters those parameters according to long term trends and finally the
sensor data fusion module that processes the data and does feed it to the occupation & position detection. Both
calibration and drift compensation follow the previously presented model [BH12].
Figure 4.28.: Electrodes and sensors hidden below mattress of Smart Bed [BH12]
The system prototype is shown in Figure 4.28. The positions of the electrodes on the slatted frame are indicated
in red. The picture only shows one side of the bed. The same electrode positions are used on the other half of the
bed.
The data processing for the sleep phase recognition is based on detecting the sensor data variations in order to
analyze movement. Discriminating between sleep phases using movement is a common approach that has been
used in the past [SL86]. Using a sparse set of sensors it is possible to detect movement by comparing subsequent
sensor readings and associate it to different sleep phases using different activity profiles. The system is based on
the same prototype as the posture recognition system [DBM14].
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4.3.2.1. Evaluation
Figure 4.29.: Sleep movement data over three hours in one night [DBM14]
The Smart Bed posture recognition is able to successfully distinguish eight typical sitting and lying states.
Using adaptation of the intermediate values it is possible to fit the state to an actual position on the bed, e.g. a
person sitting on the right side of the bed state can be modified to any location on that specific side of the bed.
Regarding the detection of sleep phases there has been an evaluation and benchmarking of three nights
[DBM14]. The Smart Bed was able to achieve a comparable performance to smartphone applications that detect
sleep phases based on accelerometers. Figure 4.29 gives an example of movement recordings using the capacitive
proximity sensors over one night. The activities are grouped into distinct chunks that are later associated to the
sleep phases. Currently, breathing rate detection is added to the Smart Bed that can be used to improve the sleep
phase detection and also can potentially detect anomalies that may be indicative of a certain health risk.
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4.3.3. The Capacitive Chair
Figure 4.30.: Smart office chair sketch - eight electrodes three in backrest, three on seat and two in armrests
The Capacitive Chair is a regular office chair equipped with eight capacitive proximity sensors that can detect
different sitting postures and work-related stress levels by examining movement and breathing rate, developed in
collaboration with Sebastian Frank [BF14]. Seven solid copper electrodes that are placed below the covering are
augmented by a single conductive thread electrode that is placed in a mesh on the backrest. In the past, smart
chairs have used pressure sensors to infer posture and occupation [TSPM01]. Combining presence and proximity
sensing, it is possible to directly infer postures where parts of the body do not touch the surface. Examples
include the body being arched towards the front, or an arm being raised from the armrests. Additionally, higher
area electrodes in the backrest allow detecting the breathing rate by measuring the movement of the chest.
The Capacitive Chair aims at providing different services to typical office workers and office managers. Using
the occupation detection, it is possible to advise for some type of physical activity, if the time spent in front
of the screen was too long. The system can also advise the user to change to a more back-friendly posture, or
regularly switch the stance to achieve a more balanced load on the back. Using the breathing rate detection, we
are able to get some sort of measure of the current stress level associated to a working situation. By adapting
the environment, it is possible to improve the working atmosphere and reduce stress. The Capacitive Chair
uses a multifaceted data processing approach. A machine learning algorithm is associating the sensing data to
one of nine different typical sitting positions, inspired by a recent study of sitting positions for modern device
usage [Ste13]. An adaptive body model that is fitted to the current sensor values allows for fine grained adaptation
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of those postures. Finally, a combination of Fourier and data variation analysis is calculating the current breathing
rate [BF14].
4.3.3.1. Capacitive layout
Figure 4.31.: Capacitive Chair electrode positions
The Capacitive Chair is based on a single OpenCapSense board that supports eight different electrodes. In
order to get suitable posture measurements, the electrodes have to be equally distributed on the different areas of
the seat. The measurement of the breathing rate requires a larger electrode near the chest area. Consequently, the
electrodes are placed as follows:
1. Electrode on the upper part of the backrest (covered by faux leather)
2. Electrode in the central part of the backrest (using conductive thread)
3. Electrode in the lower part of the backrest (covered by faux leather)
4. Electrode below the right armrest
5. Electrode below the left armrest
6. Electrode for the left hip area below the left part of the seat
7. Electrode for the right hip area below the right part of the seat
8. Electrode for detecting both legs below the front part of the seat
The electrode in the central part of the backrest is based on conductive thread that was woven through the mesh
material of the Capacitive Chair. The ends of the thread are connected to each other using conductive copper foil,
in order to avoid negative effects that can occur when a single long electrode is used. A detail view is provided
in Figure 4.32.
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Figure 4.32.: Detail view of conductive thread electrode
4.3.3.2. Processing
The first steps of data processing are filtering using an 8-sample median filter, and a baseline calibration for all
channels. Additionally, there is a dynamic normalization based on updated minimum and maximum values. For
further processing, information is needed about the short-term value variance. This is gathered by calculating
the difference quotient using a sample of ten average filtered measurements. Afterwards, a FFT is performed
every 40ms and discretized into 512 values. A binning operation is performed to look for significant signals in
a reasonable frequency interval (0.1Hz-3Hz) to detect the most significant frequency associated to the breathing
rate.
The method to calculate poses has been described in detail in Section 4.2.2. The processed values of all
sensors are compared to previously trained sitting positions of a user. The result of this process in the created
demonstration software is shown in Figure 4.33. The fine skeleton model output is shown on the left, the static
gesture classification probabilities on the top right and a visualization of the resulting posture on the bottom right.
Figure 4.34 shows a screenshot of the demonstration software currently performing the breathing rate de-
tection. On the right side are the results of the FFT detection, showing the part of the signal relevant and the
translation of the frequency to respirations per minute. On the left, there is the curve of sensor values showing
the sinusoidal characteristics of the response to chest movement.
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Figure 4.33.: Screenshot of the Capacitive Chair application showing the fitted 3D model on the left and detected
posture on the right
Distinguish work activity levels
An additional feature of the software developed for an EIT ICT Labs project, called Cognitive Endurance during
2013, is a recognition module for working activities throughout a day. The method works similar to the sleep
phase recognition described in Section 4.2.5. Aggregated sensor values are grouped into three potential activities,
based on their variance over a certain amount of time.
• Active work as indicated by a certain level of movement while on the chair, e.g. gesturing while doing a
phone call or performing small exercises
• Passive work as being present on the chair while not moving a lot, e.g. reading a web page or writing a
document
• Not present at desk, whereas no one is currently sitting on the chair.
This results in an activity graph as shown in Figure 4.35 that creates an activity profile over the working
day and can augment other activity tracking systems or act as self-standing system that gives employers and
employees feedback on the type and quality of work.
4.3.3.3. Evaluation
The Capacitive Chair was evaluated in two distinct studies. The first aimed at testing the aggregated recognition
of working activities with several persons over various days. The second study was testing the posture recognition
with various users that were additionally queried about their general impression of the system. In this section we
are presenting results of both studies.
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Figure 4.34.: Screenshot of the Capacitive Chair application showing the sensor values on the left and FFT anal-
ysis of various sensors on the right
Working situation recognition
The sensing chair supports distinguishing two different working situations that are determined using the method
described in the previous section. The system also supports sending to the Cognitive Endurance server.
Figure 4.36 shows an example of this generated activity log. We have performed a test over three days between
December 4th 2013 and December 6th 2013 on a typical work day in the office. The resulting activity logs were
used to generate a chart as shown in the previous section.
The phases of not at chair can be seen clearly. Usually, they are attributed to lunch break or some meetings.
The work is distributed between active work, such as writing and typing and longer phases of inactivity (such as
reading). More results can be found in Appendix A.1.
Posture recognition
In a second evaluation the posture recognition of the chair was tested in a short study with 10 participants. Our
system was tuned to distinguish three poses and a non-pose:
• Sitting upright
• Sitting hunched
• “Slouching on chair”
• Close to chair - disturber
The persons were given a short introduction, the different postures were displayed, and finally the persons were
asked to perform the postures in order. When testing “close-to-chair” the subjects were asked to rattle at the chair,
stand close, move it around and thus disturb the potential sensor readings. Each class was tested for 10 seconds,
collecting 200 samples. Overall the results were very convincing. Of the 40 different measurements series only
two were not achieving 100% accuracy. The Upright and Disturbance positions were classified correctly for all
candidates. A single candidate had an 86% rating on the hunched posture. A different candidate had a 55% rating
on the slouching position. The average of correctly classified postures is 98.5%. Detailed results can be found in
Appendix A.1.
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Figure 4.35.: Work Activity aggregation over a single work day (mock-up)
Figure 4.36.: Example chart of work activity data collected
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4.3.4. Active Armrest
Figure 4.37.: Active armrest sketch - six electrodes for finger gesture detection in front, two for arm detection in
back
Touch screens are by now also a trend in vehicles, with touch screens and touch pads becoming more com-
mon. The Tesla Model S provides a large area touch screen that completely replaces conventional button-based
interfaces. However, touchscreens have been identified as potentially distracting for the driver [RB13]. My idea
was to create a gesture input device based on capacitive proximity sensors, and unobtrusively integrate it into
the car interior [BNS∗14]. A suitable area for creating an interactive zone is the armrest, as it is the intended
resting position in the first place. However, this creates an additional challenge. As the majority of interactions
between arm and armrest are not intended to control aspects of the car system, we need concepts to infer the
intention of the driver to interact with the car. The method has been described previously in Section 4.2.3. A
sketch of this concept is shown in Figure 4.37. To test the validity of the invisible interactive areas and the two
interaction concepts, we have created the Active Armrest, a prototype comprised of an aftermarket armrest with
an integrated heterogeneous array of eight capacitive proximity sensors - two using large electrodes for detecting
arm proximity and orientation and six using small electrodes to create an interaction area in front of the armrest.
The system uses the classification method described in Section 4.2.3.
Figure 4.38.: Active Armrest prototype, left - outside view, right - detail view of electronics [BNS∗14].
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In order to evaluate the Active Armrest we have built the prototype shown in Figure 4.38. An aftermarket
armrest was equipped with an OpenCapSense toolkit. The kit had to be modified due to the constrained interior
and uses fixed wiring instead of USB connections. The demonstration application is based on the SenseKit
debug software supplied with the toolkit. As of now there is a simple USB connection to a nearby PC. The
gesture recognition framework was implemented in Java using the WEKA machine learning framework for
SVM classification. A car interior demonstration application was created using Java and the Swing framework
and mimics typical menu systems found on a touch screen.
Figure 4.39.: Postures of limbs on armrest - resting position (left), arm raised position (middle), hand raised
position (right) [BNS∗14].
In Figure 4.39 we can see the three different positions arm and hand can have on the armrest. On the left,
arm and hand are in resting position with both close to the surface. The middle image shows the arm raised
position and fingers touching the front of the armrest. The right picture shows the arm resting on the back and the
hand in proximity of the front area. The system is able to distinguish between the three different positions using
the methods presented in Section 4.2.3. A set of four different gestures has been defined for both interaction
methods. The number is sufficient to control the user interface that was developed and supports both navigation
and selection. The type of gestures has been defined after looking at previous research into touch and hand
gestures [BNLH11, WKSE11]. For the touch interaction, left and right swipes performed with either one or
multiple fingers are supported. Regarding the free-air interaction we are using left and right swipes, as well as
planar circles either clockwise or counter-clockwise.
Figure 4.40.: Active Armrest demo software, left - finger tracker, right - OSM based navigation application
[BNS∗14]
Figure 4.40 shows two screenshots of the created demonstration application. It allows to control radio stations,
selecting different audio files and looking at images. It is controlled using the gesture sets explained above. The
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applications use a Next/Previous pattern for navigation within a UI level and Select/Back gestures to switch
between the different levels of the UI.
4.3.4.1. Evaluation
Figure 4.41.: Confusion matrices of recognized gestures for touch interaction (left) and free-air interaction (right)
We performed a study with 11 participants investigating three different aspects - the detection rate of the
gesture recognition system, differences in interaction speed between the two methods and getting a general
feedback on the usability of our system. After a short introduction, the participants were asked to perform
each gesture 4 times for both sets in alternating starting order. The results are shown in Figure 4.41. The
touch interaction performed reasonably with a detection rate between 79.5% and 90.9% for each gesture. The
detection rates of the free-air interaction were considerably lower, ranging from 45.5% for counter-clockwise
circles to 81.8% for swipes to the right. The main issue is distinguishing between single and multi-touches. A
personalized threshold that is calibrated to the user might alleviate this issue in future iterations. The interaction
zone above the finger area is limited to a range of about 15scm. While performing the circular gestures the
participants often left this area, leading to misattribution to swipe gestures.
In the second part of the evaluation the participants had to perform a task in the presented demonstration
application - selecting and playing back a certain music file. We calculated the time required to perform the task.
The average time for free-air gestures (µ = 125.67s,σ = 95.12s) was considerably higher than the average task
completion time for touch gestures (µ= 34.26s,σ= 28.61s). It is noticeable that there is a very high deviation of
the different runs, while the touch gestures fare better in general. While many users were able to quickly perform
the task, others had a high number of errors and required several minutes. We can assume that a certain amount
of training can reduce the required time. A trained user not participating in the study required 11s for the touch
gestures and 18 s for the free air gestures.
Finally, we asked the participants to fill a general questionnaire on their experience with the Active Armrest
comprised of a number of Likert-scale (1-10) questions. There was a strong preference for the touch gestures, in
line with the results of the interaction time and gesture recognition study (1=touch gestures, µ = 1.72,σ= 0.84).
Most participants could imagine using the system for a longer period of time in their cars (10=strong agree,
µ = 8.00,σ = 2.00) and considered the device intuitive to use (10=strong agree, µ = 8.36,σ = 1.67) and is an
interesting interaction device (10=strong agree, µ= 8.63,σ= 1.26). The touch interaction pattern was considered
easier to use (10=very easy, µ = 8.00,σ= 2.45) than the free-air interaction (10=very easy, µ = 3.64,σ= 2.68).
The opinions on the device precision were mixed (10=very precise µ = 7.27,σ= 2.43).
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4.3.5. Magic Box
Figure 4.42.: MagicBox sketch - six electrodes uniformly distributed below surface
The so-called MagicBox was my first attempt to create an interaction device based on capacitive proximity
sensing. For this prototype I collaborated with colleagues Pascal Hamisu, Tim Dutz and Felix Kamieth, as well
as student Sebastian Jeckel. It is using an array of six individual wireless capacitive sensors that communicate to
a central station [BH11]. The system was later extended to support Machine Learning based gesture recognition
adapted from mouse gestures [BDK13]. The electrodes are using a large surface area and are made of aluminum
foil. A sketch is shown in Figure 4.42. The system is able to track the position of a single hand in three dimensions
up to a distance of approximately 20cm. It uses different methods to infer gestures from the hand movement. It
is designed to be a generic interaction device that can potentially be hidden below non-conductive surfaces. As it
can be used without touching, it is also applicable in sterile environments. A suite of demonstration applications
has been created that showcase typical scenarios for the MagicBox. This includes multimedia applications,
like image viewer and media player but also a 3D object viewer intended as demonstrator for potential medical
applications, allowing a surgeon to check MRT or CT images in a sterile environment without touching any
surface.
4.3.5.1. Evaluation
Figure 4.43.: MagicBox conceptual rendering (left) and detail view of electronics (right) [BH11]
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The MagicBox prototype is based on the Cypress First Touch starter kit [CC13] and combines six capaci-
tive sensors communicating wirelessly to a single base station. They are put into a casing together with an
USB-rechargeable power supply. A conceptual rendering showing the interaction area and a detail view of the
prototype electronics are shown in Figure 4.43.
Figure 4.44.: MagicBox demonstration application - 3D object viewer (left) and image viewer (right) [BH11]
The different iterations of the MagicBox have been evaluated in conjunction with various demonstration appli-
cations. A usability study with 18 persons led to general approval of the system [BH11]. Two of the applications
used in this study are shown in Figure 4.44. On the left, there is a 3D object viewer that has to be controlled
by a combination of menu and direct manipulation of the screen content. On the right side there is an image
viewer that was controlled by gesture to trigger the next/previous images or perform zooming operations. The
most common positive remarks gathered in this study can be roughly put into three groups:
• The device very intuitive to use
• The idea of interacting this way is novel and interesting
• It is easy to control applications with those gestures
Likewise we identified three main groups for negative comments about the prototype:
• The device is not very precise
• The interaction speed is slow
• It can be tiring for the arm
Later iterations have been trying to improve some of the weaknesses presented above, e.g. by using a more so-
phisticated gesture recognition system and faster sensor refresh rates. Accordingly, there were fewer complaints
about interaction speed and precision [BDK13]. However, the final complaint about the device being tiring for
the arm, requires a different approach, that we are investigating in the next prototype to be presented in this
section.
The overall method is similar to mouse gesture recognition, albeit adapted for three dimensional locations.
The developed system allows defining an arbitrary set of potential gestures and adding training data to each, as
explained in Section 4.2.1. The key aspect of gestures by example – providing examples - is realized in a debug
application. It provides a simple way to record exemplary movements and associate them to gesture sets. The
main screens realizing this functionality are shown in Figure 4.45. On the left side we can see the management
screen that allows adding and deleting gestures, as well as a preview that is an average of the sample data
associated to this gesture. The process of entering data is shown on the right side, where several samples can be
recorded and associated to the selected gesture. The user then can decide, whether the current movement should
be stored or discarded.
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Figure 4.45.: Gesture overview module (left) and gesture recorder (right) [BDK13]
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4.3.6. CapTap
Figure 4.46.: CapTap sketch - 24 electrodes placed under table surface and a single detector for touch events
A general insight of free-air gestural interaction that became apparent even in early works is the physical
demands of prolonged interaction with such systems [BBL93,LBT02] and the difficulty to adapt selection events
to gestural input - the latter typically being realized by time- or position-based gestures [BBL93, KOR∗02].
There is no trivial solution to this challenge and any approach has to take into account the specific application
scenario covered. Some systems attempt to provide specifically adapted graphical interfaces, while others include
additional input devices assisting the interaction [WB03,ZLB∗86]. A major point is decreasing the required time
for interaction, e.g. by adding a tactile feedback to the interaction system, preventing time-based selection
gestures. CapTap is a regular living room table that includes a capacitive proximity sensor array for tracking the
position of one or more arms. As it is difficult for this sensor category to detect touch, if the interaction surface
is at a distance from the electrodes, a hidden acoustic system is added that allows recognizing different touch
events. CapTap tracks hand and arm position using the image-based object recognition previously presented
and fuses this data with different touch events generated by a single contact microphone that analyzes the audio
signals in frequency space. This allows to significantly reduce interaction time, as opposed to systems relying
on time-based dwell gestures. The system was created in 2013 and 2014 with collaboration of several students,
most notably Sebastian Zander-Walz and Stefan Frank [BZWK∗14]. It is used and further developed within the
European research project POSEIDON that aims at providing technical solutions to help persons with Down’s
syndrome on planning their day. The idea is to have an input device that allows interaction regardless of motoric
skill level.
4.3.6.1. Capacitive layout
The goal of CapTap is to enable tracking of hands and arms that move above a table. Therefore, the electrodes
are placed in a uniform array that provides similar sensing properties for the whole surface. It is realized as a
prototype installed in a regular living room table. It is comprised of an array of capacitive proximity sensors, a
contact microphone for touch event detection and a miniature PC. All devices can be integrated into the table in
a way that it is not distinguishable from the not-augmented piece of furniture. Figure 4.47 shows some detail
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Figure 4.47.: Detail views of the prototype system: left - electrodes and sensors, right - audio interface and
contact microphone
views of the disassembled prototype. The left image shows the back of the wooden tabletop. The electrodes
are arranged in a 6x4 array and each one is attached to a single sensor. The right picture shows the touch
detection microphone. It is attached in the center of the surface, as to avoid non-uniform sound distribution over
the surface area that would be more difficult to train. Placing the microphone below the surface has no strong
influence. However, a specific training phase is required for any novel surface that is equipped with the touch
detection devices.
Figure 4.48.: Abstract view below the surface of the prototype including capacitive sensing electrodes and touch
detection microphone
The setup is visualized in Figure 4.48. The system is comprised of 24 electrode & sensor pairs that are
connected to three different measurement boards. The microphone is attached to a USB Audio Interface. Overall
there are four different boards connected via USB to a PC that executes and merges the different types of data
processing and links it to the software suite. The prototype is based on OpenCapSense, an advanced prototyping
system presented by Grosse-Puppendahl et al. [GPBB∗13]. The boards are performing some prefiltering, whereas
the image-based hand tracking is realized on an attached PC. The microphone is attached to an USB audio
interface (M-Audio M-Track Quad) that transfers data acquired by up to four microphones and provides various
pre-sampling functions. All four devices are attached to a Mini-PC that is performing subsequent data processing
and is running the demonstration and testing applications.
The final table prototype can be seen in Figure 4.49. On the left side the table is seen without any additional
markers - on the right side we see the table equipped for the evaluation using a set of markers for different touch
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Figure 4.49.: Views of final prototype, complete view (left), top view with markers for touch evaluation (right)
and swipe events. The debug software was developed with C# using the .NET 4.5 framework. We are using the
Emgu CV library based on OpenCV for image processing and application of the Kalman filter to the determined
palm locations. The sound processing is implemented in C++ and Java using a modified version of ChucK for
audio sampling and the WEKA framework to apply the machine learning on top. We are using sockets to transfer
data between the different modules. The debug application allows a fine control of the various processing steps
in both image and audio signal processing.
4.3.6.2. Applications
Figure 4.50.: Multiple interaction layers
The tracking capabilities of CapTap enable a variety of different interactions. In this section we present three
demonstrations that are organized based on the following novel aspects:
• Depth sensing and layer based interaction
• Using arm orientation and position as input
• Impact and swipe touch events
Depth sensing and layer-based interaction There are several limitations of free-air gesture interaction sys-
tems, related to user fatigue [BBL93, LBT02]. Additionally, the achievable resolution above the surface is con-
siderably lower than on the plane. If these two aspects are combined, an interaction pattern that includes a tactile
sensation for improving selection events in graphical user interfaces and a sparse quantization of the interaction
space above the surface seems viable. Thus we are proposing a layer-based interaction for capacitive proximity
sensor devices that is comprised of a touch layer that can be used to register several different types of touch events
and three different distance layers based on the proximity of the hand [BZWK∗14]. This is inspired by similar
multi-layer patterns introduced by Subramanian et al. for pen-supporting tabletop interaction systems [SAL06].
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The different layers in Figure 4.50 are intended for touch and free-air interaction. The touch layer at the bottom
of the Figure represents the interaction on the surface of the table. The layers on top are formed by dividing the
area above the table in three parts – the near layer, the middle layer and the far layer, realized using the elevation
calculation presented in the sparsely distributed algorithm section. Inside each layer a set of different gestures
can be executed and recognized while inter-layer changes may trigger additional events. Different interaction
types are used for the touch and the free-air gesture layers. Swiping and dwelling gestures are suited for the
free-air gesture layers while at the touch layer tapping, double tapping and different swiping patterns can be
used. These interaction types may have a different functionality at each layer.
One potential application is the rapid access to large data sets, e.g. images. We developed an image viewer that
enables access to large collections of pictures. In the far layer, it is possible to quickly scroll through hundreds
of thumbnails. If the hand enters the middle layer a more detailed scrollable view showing fewer thumbnails is
triggered. In the near layer the user can select an image using a cursor. If the table is touched the selected image
will be shown in full screen. The different sizes of far layer and middle layer are shown in Figure 4.51 on the
top.
Figure 4.51.: Top: Progression from far layer to middle layer image thumbnail sizes. Bottom: Different zoom
levels controlled by arm orientation.
Input from arm orientation and position The knowledge of arm position and orientation can be used to enrich
the interaction. A first example is the differentiation of users on the Medusa tabletop [AGWF11]. Knowing the
arm position and orientation, we can identify from which direction the arm is approaching the table.
In a single-user environment we can disallow interaction from arms entering from a side that is not associated
to the primary user. In multi-user environments personalized content can be delivered. An example is shown
in Figure 4.52 on the left. Additionally, the orientation can be used directly as additional input parameter. In a
demonstration application we adjust the zooming factor of the screen lens, as shown in Figure 4.51 on the bottom.
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If the arm is held straight the factor is low and increases with the rotation angle. This requires the person leaning
closer to the screen and thus mimics the natural reaction when something is difficult to read. This is shown in
Figure 4.52 on the right.
Figure 4.52.: Left: Recognized disturbing arm. Right: Arm orientation when leaning in.
Impact and swipe touch events The different categories of touch events can be used to enable a variety of
different interactions. Another simple demonstration application is the painter application. The touch layer is
used for drawing. Using taps the user can cycle through different colors. With knocks the brush width can be
adjusted (single increase, double decrease). Additionally, with a full hand swipe the whole canvas can be erased.
4.3.6.3. Evaluation
To evaluate CapTap we have performed a variety of different tests. The first is a test of the hand tracking,
followed by two user studies. There was a combined number of 23 participants. In both studies we included
questionnaires to capture the experiences of the participants. All non-open questions used a Likert scale from
1 to 10 that we will refer to with average and standard deviation. The first study included 13 participants that
were invited to test the accuracy of the touch detection. This group had a high experience with touch devices
(µ = 9.00,σ = 1.96). The second study with 10 users was intended to benchmark the interaction speed and get
a feedback on the usability of the different demonstration applications. This second group predominantly had
plenty of experience with touch devices (µ = 9.40,σ= 1.90). Experience with gesture interaction systems, such
as Kinect or Leap Motion, was less prevalent and had a higher variation (µ = 6.00,σ= 2.71).
Hand tracking Tracking the accuracy of capacitive free-air systems can be challenging, as the electrical prop-
erties may vary over time and according to object shape. Thus, typically only static conductive objects are
evaluated instead of hands [GPBB∗13, WKBS07]. The paths a hand performs is the most relevant measure,
if any subsequent gesture recognition should be performed. A visualization module was added that shows the
tracks followed by one or more hands and is added to an overlay of the image by the registered camera. Figure
4.531 shows several of the paths that were generated this way using tracking of a single hand that moves in the
middle interaction layer. The system can create smooth trajectories that can be analyzed further. However, as
the demonstration applications do not use classified gestures, but only palm position, it is not connected to any
gesture recognition module.
Touch detection accuracy The main interesting aspect of this evaluation is to test if the classification method
performs well, if the system is used by persons that did not participate in the training. Six different types of
touch events are tested by the different users - finger tap (SFT), double finger tap (DFT), knuckle knock (SKK),
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Figure 4.53.: Tracks generated by Kalman filtered palm position, a sine wave (A), a rectangle (B), a circle (C),
and a diagonal swipe (D)
double knuckle knock (DKK), finger swipe (FS) and hand swipe (HS). In addition it is necessary to evaluate if
outside influences can disturb the signal, thus the users stomp (STO) at three different locations. Overall there
are 15 different areas on and around the table that have to be touched in different ways by the users. These
are executed three times each, leading to 54 touch samples and 9 stomp samples per user. The locations shown
in Figure 4.54 are (double) finger taps (1,2,3), (double) knuckle knocks (4,5,6), finger swipes (7,8,9), hand
swipes (10,11,12) and stomps (13,14,15). The system was pre-trained and does not use training data from the
participants. The subjects were shown all different supported touch gestures just once in a live example. The
results of the evaluation are shown in Table 4.4. A very good classification for finger taps, knocks and finger
swipes was achieved, ranging between 94% and 100%. Hand swipe detection was less precise, with a detection
rate of just 84%. The environmental influence, as tested by the stomps around CapTap led to false-positive
classifications in about 9% of all instances.
Table 4.4.: Results of touch detection for single and double taps (SFT, DFT), knocks (SKK, DKK), finger swipe
(FS), hand swipe (HS) and stomp (STO). Noted are the overall samples, errors, no event errors, wrong
classification errors and the percentage of correct classification.
SFT DFT SKK DKK FS HS STO
Samples 117 117 117 117 117 117 117
Errors 7 1 1 1 0 19 10
No event 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Wrong Class 7 0 1 1 0 19 10
Percentage correct 94.01 99.15 99.15 99.15 100.00 83.76 91.45
Two trends concerning the errors of the touch detection were observed. They are personal, as in attributed to
just a small subset of the participants and related to direction for swipes. Six of the seven finger tap errors were
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Figure 4.54.: Finger tap (blue), knuckle knock (green), finger swipe (purple), hand swipe (orange) and stomping
(red) spots relative to tabletop.
produced by a single person. Similarly, for one person there was no successful registration of hand swipes, and
two others had three or more errors. These participants accounted for about 84% of all hand swipe classification
errors. Similarly, two persons produced 70% of all stomp misclassifications. This can be attributed to personal
preference and variety in touch interaction. While the system worked well for most users (8 of 13 participants
had an overall error rate of less than 5%), there should be some calibration routine that adapts the algorithm to the
different users. The second observation was the directional dependency of swipe classification errors. Regarding
the hand swipes, the diagonal swipes at positions 10 and 12 resulted in six errors each, while the horizontal swipe
only resulted in three. The reason for this behavior is not entirely clear. It is assumed that the highly complex
shape of the hand is causing different mechanical waves, depending on the swiping direction. This is not expected
for finger swipes, as only the tip is involved and can be considered fairly uniform. This should be investigated
further by considering classifying different swiping directions of the hand from audio alone. After the study the
preferences of the participants were inquired. They preferred (µ = 3.62,σ = 2.36) finger taps (Likert score 1)
to knocks (score 10). There was also a clear preference for finger swipes (score 1) or hand swipes (score 10)
(µ = 2.69,σ = 2.25). This can be taken into consideration when designing interfaces with a constrained input
set.
Interaction speed study A major point of interest for us was to check if users could successfully use the layer
interaction pattern introduced before and if the option for adding unobtrusive touch detection would have any
influence on the interaction speed. For this a small game was used, whereas the participants had to put a cursor
into a box and perform either a dwell (approximately 300ms) or touch activity for selection. The cursor reflected
the current interaction layer by color coding. There was a count of the time it took to complete a run of 15 boxes.
Some example boxes are shown in Figure 4.55. There were six different types referring to dwelling in the
three different layers, knock, tap and disturber. Each participant performed four runs. First a training run, then a
run with all interaction layers and the two touch events, then a run with dwelling boxes only (without layers), and
finally a run with tap boxes only. The dwell and tap runs also included some disturber boxes to slightly increase
the challenge. The order of the runs were switched equally between the different participants. Regarding the
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Figure 4.55.: Interaction speed evaluation. Different types of boxes for near layer (N), knock (K), far layer (F),
and disturber (X).
full interaction run it is important to know if the user understands the different layers and can achieve a good
interaction speed. The main hypothesis was that tapping improves the interaction speed as opposed to dwelling
and may reduce the overall interaction times, thus reducing potential fatigue. It was expected that the tap run is
shorter than the dwell run, as selection events can be performed faster. All runs had the same overall distance
and the last two had inverse order to account for Fitts’ law.
Table 4.5.: Results for interaction time in the different runs of the interaction speed test
Full run Dwell run Tap run
Average Time 40.12 37.97 33.42
Shortest Run 27.28 32.20 24.29
Longest Run 51.38 48.11 47.72
Standard Deviation 7.22 5.27 7.93
The results are shown in Table 4.5. Running a paired t-test on dwell and tap run the resulting p value is 0.0071,
indicating a high statistical significance that the interaction using taps is faster than the interaction using dwelling.
This fits expectations from literature [LBT02]. While this can be countered by reducing the dwell time, the risk
of wrongful selection of nearby objects increases significantly.
Experience questionnaire Finally, all participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire with Likert-style ques-
tions in the style mentioned at the beginning of this section. Most users considered the device to be easy and
precise enough to use (µ = 8.1,σ = 1.52) and considered it highly intuitive (µ = 8.9,σ = 0.74). Regarding the
layer model they had no problem using it in the full test run (µ = 8.6,σ= 0.97) but were critical to adding more
layers (µ= 3.9,σ= 2.08). They clearly preferred (µ= 2.6,σ= 2.72) finger taps (Likert score 1) to knocks (Likert
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score 10). There was no clear preference for finger swipes (score 1) or hand swipes (score 10) (µ= 4.6,σ= 3.06).
The participants considered CapTap to be an interesting interaction device (µ = 9.1,σ = 1.20) and could even
imagine using it for longer periods (µ = 6.9,σ = 1.97). Asking for particular points that they liked about the
current version of CapTap the comments mentioned the ease of use and the high variety of different input com-
mands that are supported. Points that were disliked are the usage of knocks that were considered unpleasant after
a short while, even during the 10 minute study that only included few knocks. The hand tracking at this point is
sometimes disturbed by the user’s knees that enter the generated electric field around the table.
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4.4. Other capacitive prototypes
In collaboration with other partners from industry and different students some additional prototypes have been
created that are discussed briefly in this section.
Figure 4.56.: CapDisp sketch - TV on a stand equipped with capacitive sensors hidden below a plastic cover
CapDisp is a presentation display augmented with capacitive sensors to enable touch-free control of several
applications. It was created as a prototype for Hessen IT GmbH in 2010. The system is comprised of six Cypress
CY3271 capacitive sensors that are powered via USB and interfaced to a Mini-PC that is attached behind a 42"
display on a presentation stand, as shown in a sketch in Figure 4.56. The display is set in an additional case that
hides the six electrodes that are made of copper foil. As shown in Figure 4.56, they are placed on the bottom
and right part of the screen, allowing to detect four different swiping gestures, left and right on the bottom of the
screen, up and down on the left side of the screen. The gestures can be performed at a distance of up to 20cm in
front of the electrodes. Since the primary purpose of this device is showing presentations, some additional dwell
gestures were added, that allow jumping to the first or to the last slide by holding the hand in front of a specific
sensor for a certain time. Additionally, two other applications were included, a gesture-controlled image viewer
and a video player.
The smart couch was created by then-student Tobias Grosse-Puppendahl in scope of a practical course in
2010/11, supervised by Alexander Marinc and me. The results were later published at the AmI 2011 conference
[GPMB11]. Using an array of eight capacitive proximity sensors that are unobtrusively placed inside a couch it
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Figure 4.57.: Top left: Person lying on the couch. Top right: Resulting sensor value visualization. Bottom left:
Rendering of recongized posture. Bottom right: Position of electrodes within the couch.
is possible to determine the posture of one or more persons that are currently occupying the system. The sensor
readings are calibrated and normalized and fed into the WEKA machine learning framework for classification.
Three different classifiers have been tested, decision trees, Naïve Bayes and RBF networks, whereas the latter
provided the best results. The system was evaluated with 18 users and 8 resulting postures (6 with one person, 2
with two persons), such as sitting left or right, or lying in a specific direction. The resulting measurements was
distinguished in a training set from 9 persons and a test set from 9 persons. The resulting precision was 97.5%,
the recall 97.2%. The system is still working as a demonstrator in our living lab, implicitly controlling different
networked systems based on the detected postures, e.g. activating ambient lighting as soon as the person is lying
down.
Honeyfish is a gesture interaction device based on capacitive proximity sensors operated in shunt mode. It
was created by Tobias Grosse-Puppendahl in scope of his Master’s thesis that I supervised in 2012. It led to
two different publications focusing on the provided contributions in multiplexing and object detection [GPB12]
[GPBKK13]. The system is using eight different transmitters and two receivers, leading to a set of 16 virtual
sensors that are set in the middle of each receiver-transmitter combination. As shown in Figure 4.58 on the top
left, the receivers are in the center and the transmitters are placed on the outside. Using a frequency division
multiplex it is possible to generate 50 samples from each virtual sensor. The system is using a method of object
tracking that extends on a proposal by Smith, dubbed Swiss-cheese, which is based on the premise that each
sensor not recognizing an object or a distant object is cutting a (ellipsoid) hole in the object presence probability
space, thus leading to a probability distribution visually resembling a Swiss cheese [Smi96]. The remaining
probability space can be analyzed to fit hand shaped objects, thus enabling gesture detection. A particle filter
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Figure 4.58.: Top left: Rendering of Honeyfish device and hands. Top right: Image of developed GUI and
pointer. Bottom left: Swiss cheese algorithm predicting objects in interaction space. Bottom right:
Evaluation of Honeyfish at a student fair.
is used to track the position of the hands. The system is able to track multiple hands and was used to control
applications ranging from an image viewer, the GNU TuxRacer game to a remote-controlled vehicle.
GestDisp is the final prototype discussed in this work. It was created by Yannick Berghöfer in 2013 as part of
his Master’s thesis that was supervised by me and Tobias Grosse-Puppendahl. The basic idea is to enable gestures
performed in front of a screen by applying capacitive proximity sensors on the screen surface. Consequently
a different type of electrode material has to be used, that combines conductivity and transparency. Different
materials have been evaluated, including ITO (indium-tin oxide) and PEDOT:PSS (a conductive polymer) in
order to find a suitable electrode candidate. ITO was chosen and attached to the screen including shielding
electrodes, reducing the effect of the electric components used to create this display. Nonetheless, the complex
and highly disturbing environment drastically limits the distance in which gestures may be performed. The
gestures are recognized using a Hidden-Markov-Model classifier that was trained by the developers. Using this,
it was possible to distinguish swipe gestures in four directions, selection gestures as indicated by dwelling at
a certain position and combined swipe-and-hold gestures, whereas the hand is resting in the interaction area
after performing a swipe, e.g. used for continuous scrolling or increasing the volume. The gesture recognition
includes a specific garbage-gesture that allows to distinguish arbitrary movements in the interaction area from
deliberate gestures and has to be trained separately. This approach allows a precision and recall of about 95%
on a collected training set. A demonstration application was created that mimics a multimedia system in a car,
allowing to control different radio stations or select music of choice.
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Figure 4.59.: Top left: Concept image of GestDisp in a car with outlined electrodes. Top right: GestDisp pro-
totype installed in front of a monitor. Bottom left: Screenshot of demonstration application music
player. Bottom right: Association of gestures to functions in the demonstration application.
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4.5. Capacitive prototypes from related work
While I already have presented capacitive systems in the related work section, they are briefly revisited here,
to classify them given the specified application domains. Similar to the created prototypes I will give some
additional detail regarding their measuring layout and data processing. The prototypes are shortly listed in Table
4.6. This additional information will be used to give a more informed discussion of benefits and limitations of
capacitive proximity sensing technology in smart environments and will contribute to the set of guidelines for
developers of capacitive sensing applications.
Table 4.6.: Measuring layout and data processing of different prototypes from related works
Name Description Application
Areas
Measuring Layout Data Processing
SensFloor
[LS09]
System for indoor localization
and fall detection as floor un-
derlay
Indoor Local-
ization
Loading mode, variable num-
ber of sensors based on area
size
Individual coding of zones on
floor - analysis of activity
based on trajectories
TileTrack
[VMV09]
Indoor localization using trans-
mitters below floor and re-
ceiver electrodes in wall or fur-
niture
Indoor Local-
ization
Transmit mode, large transmit-
ter electrodes below floor, dif-
ferent receiving electrodes
Location by calculating center-
of-gravity on most active tiles
Touché
[SPH12]
Swept-frequency sensing to de-
tect different types of touches
on a conductive material
Smart Appli-
ances
Swept-frequency sensing, sin-
gle electrode
SVM classification using fea-
tures in different frequency
ranges
Botanicus
Interac-
tus [PSLS12]
Using plant tissue as conduc-
tive material as application for
swept-frequency sensing
Smart Appli-
ances
Swept-frequency sensing, elec-
trode coupled to plant tissue
SVM classification of touches
that are transferred to input
events
HandSense
[WB09]
Using capacitive sensors to de-
tect grasp style
Smart Appli-
ances
Four loading mode sensors on
CapToolKit
Classification of holding styles
based on threshold levels
Active
capaci-
tive sens-
ing [CAL10]
Conductive textile electrodes
to sense different parameters of
the human body, based on loca-
tion
Physiological
Sensing
Loading mode, single electrode
attached to body part
Different filtering methods,
based on electrode position,
activity classification using
LDA
Spread spec-
trum sensor
[Mac04]
Single electrodes using a
spread spectrum technique for
improved sensitivity
Physiological
Sensing
Loading mode, single electrode
placed remotely
Spread spectrum technique to
improve SNR, amplitude mea-
surement for respiratory rate
School of
Fish [Smi99]
Array of shunt mode sensors
that can track 3D position and
orientation of two hands
Gesture Inter-
action
Shunt mode, flexible array of
sensors
Modeling hands as collection
of spheres and fit into area
based on sensor values and po-
sition
Thracker
[WHKS06]
Four electrodes placed around
display that can sense spatial
position of hand in front of dis-
play and certain gestures
Gesture Inter-
action
Loading mode, four electrodes
placed spatially around display
Position based on distance to
electrodes or gesture based on
nearest object to electrode
Transparent
electric
field sen-
sor [LTI∗14]
Transparent shunt mode array
enabling near distance gesture
interaction above mobile de-
vices
Gesture Inter-
action
Shunt mode, four receiver elec-
trodes
Positioning based on single
proximity values and random
decision forest learning
4.5.1. Indoor localization
One example system based on capacitive sensing is the previously presented TileTrack that uses a combination of
transmit mode and center-of-gravity calculation between different floor tiles to calculate the position of multiple
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persons [VMV09]. They are using special floor tiles comprised of chipboard and a steel layer. The steel layer
acts as transmitting electrode that is coupled to persons moving above it. The initial system used wire and plate
electrodes that were integrated into a wall and running to a height of 1.90m, thus ensuring receiving the field
transmitted by tall persons. In order to properly localize a person the readings of multiple tiles relative to a single
receiving electrode are combined. Similar to CapFloor (4.3.1) only passive materials are used below the floor
level and the measurement systems can be hidden on the sides, however it requires large tile electrodes, thus it is
mostly suited for hidden floor systems.
A second, already commercialized system is SensFloor that uses an integrated solution of capacitive sensors
and wireless communication hidden below a floor covering that is able to detect the position of several users and
other parameters such as falls, based on analyzing activity above single sensor areas or the movement trajectories
over time [LS09]. The sensors work in loading mode and track activity in specific areas that are bordered by
a sensing wire circle. Eight areas are attached to a single sensor, comprising a rectangular tile. The system is
designed as a floor underlay, with power supplies being attached on the side and the single sensors communicating
wireless to a base station. While this setup allows a high resolution, it is fairly expensive to build and potentially
difficult to maintain.
4.5.2. Smart Appliances
Sato et al. have presented Touché, a swept-frequency capacitive sensor that allows distinguishing different types
of touches on any suitable surface and medium [SPH12]. Some examples include recognizing different hand
postures in liquids and touching different body parts to control mobile devices. Their system is based on analyz-
ing a broader range of frequencies that have a different effect on the resulting capacitance. Using a classification
method they are able to distinguish different categories of events. It supports an arbitrary number of electrode
categories, yet only one single sensor attached to the measurement circuit. One additional feature is placing
the electrode next to a conductive medium, such as water. Another example of this technology is touching dif-
ferent parts of a plant to control an interactive art installation [PSLS12], showing the versatility of this sensing
technology.
HandSense by Wimmer and Boring uses four loading mode electrodes placed around a box mimicking a
mobile phone to detect different grasping styles. The electrodes are made of tin sheet and sized 30mm x 15mm
and placed on both small sides of the plastic box. Using different thresholds for "No proximity", "Near", "On
hand", "Gripped" and "Held" they are able to classify six different types of holding the phone with varying
accuracy. The basic idea is to use the grasping style as additional input device, e.g. by switching thumb-based
interface items, when it is held in different hands.
4.5.3. Physiological sensing
Capacitive proximity sensors can be used to measure various physiological parameters that are related to move-
ment of different body parts, including internal organs, most notably the heart. Cheng et al. have presented a
system that allows measuring motions and shape changes of body parts using capacitive sensors embedded in
garment [CAL10]. They combined four sensors based on loading mode that were exposed to electrodes made
from conductive thread. They were attached to different body parts, including chest, wrist, upper legs and neck.
According to position different forms of activities can be recognized, such as locomotion for the leg electrodes
or swallowing for the neck electrodes. Additionally, the neck system could be used to detect the respiratory rate
for some individuals.
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Figure 4.60.: Left: Spread spectrum capacitive sensor detecting respiration 30cm (green) and 90cm (blue) from
chest. Right: Same sensor detecting person walking by at 100cm (left), 70cm (middle) and 35cm
(right) [Mac04].
MacLachlan presented a system that detects the respiratory rate of a person lying on a bed from a distance
of 30cm using a single electrode and a highly sensitive sensing method based on spread spectrum methods that
are commonly used in wireless communication [Mac04]. Using a single electrode of 14mm x 56mm and the
coding method he is able to detect very small capacitance changes. Figure 4.60 shows on the left the changes
in capacitance caused by chest movement at a distance of 30cm, respectively 90cm from the moving chest. The
response of three different sensors to a person passing at a distance of 100cm, 70cm and 35cm can be seen
in Figure 4.60 on the right. The system requires coding hardware next to the electrode, thus making it more
complicated to manufacture, as opposed to the previous systems.
4.5.4. Gestural interaction
The School of Fish by Smith, is a shunt mode system that he developed in the scope of his PhD thesis and the
basis for most of the capacitive sensor research at MIT in the 1990s [Smi99]. Comprised of a collection of
hexagonal copper electrodes distinguished into senders and receivers. Larger arrays are able to detect position
and orientation of two hands moving at a distance above it. Though it was not used for the school of fish the
system could be easily placed below non-conductive materials, e.g. to integrate it into a table. The hands are
modeled using a collection of spheres, enabling a calculation of the orientation.
Thracker by Wimmer et al. uses four electrodes placed around a display to detect the movement of a hand in
proximity [WKBS07]. The electrodes are angled away from the screen to improve the resolution at a distance.
Two different modes were evaluated. One tracked the position of the hand in front of the screen, while the second
one investigated pick and drop gestures.
A recent work by Le Goc et al. is based on the dedicated GestIC capacitive gesture tracking microchip
[LTI∗14]. Using transparent electrodes in shunt mode they are able to precisely track the 3D position of fingers
moving in the electric field. The electrodes are based on an ITO layer on acrylic glass placed above a mobile
phone. A second ITO layer is used to shield from interference generated by the capacitive touch screen of the
phone. They use a random decision forest method to detect the position of a finger.
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4.6. Discussion
In this chapter I have identified several distinct use cases for capacitive proximity sensors in smart environments
and several associated challenges. To overcome those challenges new methods have been developed that can
be grouped into five categories. These areas are sparsely distributed sensor system, model-based approaches,
heterogeneous sensor systems, image-based processing and physiological sensing. The methods have been im-
plemented and evaluated using a set of six prototypes that are associated to one or more application areas.
Additionally, I briefly described three additional prototypes that I created in collaborative projects and collected
capacitive proximity sensors systems from literature. Within the prototype descriptions, the rationale for design-
ing the sensor layout and the different processing methods are detailed. The combined knowledge gathered in
the design process, allows me to evaluate the applicability of capacitive proximity sensors in smart environments.
The next chapter will describe this evaluation that includes a comparison to other sensor technologies and the
specific benefits and limitations of capacitive proximity sensors.
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In the previous chapters I have introduced capacitive proximity sensors and their potential applications in the
domain of smart environments. I have created a number of prototypes and analyzed existing systems from
literature. With this as a basis, I am now able to perform a meta-analysis to identify common patterns and identify
benefits and limitations of the technology when applied in smart environments. This chapter is distinguished
into four different parts. First, I will compare capacitive proximity sensing to other sensing technologies that
are commonly used in smart environments. Afterwards, I will discuss the major benefits of the technology
before outlining several limitations. Based on the collected knowledge, I will conclude this chapter with a set of
guidelines that may help other researchers when designing smart environment applications based on capacitive
proximity sensors. This discussion is extended from a paper currently in press [BWKF15].
5.1. Comparison to other sensing technologies
In order to properly place capacitive proximity sensing in the domain of smart environments, it is necessary to
include a comparison to other sensing technologies. I have given an overview of common technologies in Section
2.3. The results are briefly recapitulated, in order to keep this section self-contained.
5.1.1. Overview of sensing technologies in smart environments
Capacitive touch sensing, as opposed to capacitive proximity sensing, relies on an surface being touched instead
of an object being in proximity. It is ubiquitous in touch screen applications. The technology is actually very
similar to capacitive proximity sensing, using the same measurement principle and similar electrode layouts. The
electrodes are typically below a protective layer of non-conductive layer. However, they are tuned to detect very
close proximity only. This restriction greatly increases the potential resolution in close distances.
RGB cameras are a class of image sensors operating in the same frequency domain as the human eye. They
are capable of easily distinguishing different colors. Nowadays, the most common technologies are CMOS and
CCD sensors that use specific filters to distinguish different wavelengths. They vary strongly in resolution and
achievable frames per second. The major disadvantage is that they rely on external light sources and are therefore
not well suited in dark environments.
Infrared cameras operate in near light frequencies that are invisible to the human eye. This allows for ap-
plication in dark environments, as it is possible to project infrared light into the scene without disturbing the
user. This is primarily used for illumination, but may also use particular patterns, the reflections of which can
be analyzed. It uses the same type of sensors as RGB camera, while having different filters, resulting in a single
channel image.
Ultrasound sensing uses low frequency range mechanical waves just above the audible limit of human hearing.
The waves propagate similar to sound signals and one can perform reflection measurements or time-of-flight
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Table 5.1.: Qualitative comparison between capacitive proximity sensors and other senor technologies
Name Application Domains Environmental
Influences
Detection
Range
Processing
Complexity
Unobtrusiveness
Capacitive
proximity
sensing
indoor localization, smart appli-
ances, physiological sensing, gestu-
ral interaction
electric fields,
conductive
objects
near distance (<
100cm)
Few high dy-
namic range
data sources
invisible inte-
gration possible
Capacitive
touch sensing
smart appliances, physiological
sensing, gestural interaction
electric fields,
conductive
objects
touch Few binary sen-
sors
thin cover above
electrodes
RGB cameras indoor localization, smart appli-
ances, physiological sensing, gestu-
ral interaction
occlusion,
external lights
far distance (>
10m)
Complex im-
age processing
based on resolu-
tion
pinhole lenses
Infrared cam-
eras
indoor localization, physiological
sensing, gestural interaction
occlusion, ex-
ternal infrared
light
medium dis-
tance (< 5m)
Complex im-
age processing
based on resolu-
tion
infrared source
and camera
Ultrasound
sensing
indoor localization, smart appli-
ances, gestural interaction
acoustic occlu-
sion, absorbing
materials
medium dis-
tance (< 5m)
Few low dy-
namic range
data sources
emitter and
senders with
exposed pin-
hole speaker,
microphone
Microphone
arrays
indoor localization, smart appli-
ances, physiological sensing
environmental
noise, absorbing
materials
medium dis-
tance (< 5m)
Very high dy-
namic range
data sources
exposed pinhole
microphones
Radiofrequency
sensing
indoor localization, smart appli-
ances, gestural interaction
other RF de-
vices
far distance (>
10m)
Few low dy-
namic range
data sources
hidden emitters
and senders pos-
sible
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methods. The emitters and receivers can be easily modified to use different frequencies, thus enabling to use a
number of sensors in a single setup or reduce the amount of required receivers. The systems detect most materials
unless they have a strong dampening effect on mechanical waves in that frequency range.
Microphone arrays detect signals in the range of human hearing, and thus work with audible signals, such as
human speech. They are typically based on piezoelectric sensors that transfer the vibration of a crystal to an
electric current. The frequency ranges are associated to human hearing, thus covering at least the range between
10Hz and 20kHz, but often also exceeding this. Common sampling rates include 48kHz or 96kHz.
Radiofrequency (RF) sensing uses signals in a range between several hundred kHz up to 5GHz, typically
used for wireless communication. Commonly the signal strength or time of flight is used to gather information
about the environment. This technology is very popular due to the prevalence of WiFi equipment in most mod-
ern environments, allowing to create applications based on existing hardware that can be additionally used for
communication between different nodes. Other popular radio-technologies include ZigBee and Bluetooth.
A short overview can be found in Table 5.1. Going back to the benchmarking model, I have included a
comparison of suitable application domains, environmental influences, detection range, processing complexity
and unobtrusiveness of the technology. This subset of features is a selection of the set presented in Chapter
3 that were aggregated in Table 3.8. It includes more details on the particular aspects of the different sensing
technologies related to the given feature.
5.1.2. Classification of capacitive proximity sensors
Most technologies are capable of supporting multiple application domains. Some non-intuitive examples include
WiSee that enables whole-body gestural interaction, using WiFi signals [PGGP13], or TapSense that uses a single
microphone to enable gesture interaction on various surfaces [HSH11].
Capacitive sensors are disturbed by conductive objects and electric fields, whereas cameras struggle with oc-
clusion and external light sources. A line of sight is required, even though some materials, such as glass have
different opacity properties for the different wavelengths, in this case blocking infrared light. Some plastics how-
ever will block visible light, while infrared passes through. Acoustic sensors are prone to dampening materials
and environmental noise interfering with the signal. Similar to cameras a multitude of sensors can be used to filter
out environmental noise or locate the source of a specific signal. Radiofrequency signals usually propagate well
through most materials. There is a dampening effect, particularly for high-frequency ranges and weak signals.
This results in a reduced reception of signals when indoors. Additionally, conductive objects may create a shield
that significantly reduces the measurable effect of outside external fields. In the common WiFi frequency bands
of 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, a multitude of devices are communicating, leading to a limitation of the bandwidth and
potential interference. This has to be considered when designing applications for this sensor category.
Regarding the detection range, mostly applications in buildings are considered. Here it is not usually necessary
to measure properties of objects that are very far away, e.g. more than 10m. In this criterion, deteriorating sensor
readings at a certain distance also have to be considered. One example is radiofrequency sensing that has the best
range, but considerable limitations when being applied over short distances. The fast signal propagation makes
it difficult to measure the time-of-flight without specialized hardware. Visible light cameras have to consider
the required distance in design of the optics. However, it is possible to use adaptive optics to enable a higher
range in suitable distances. Infrared cameras have deteriorating quality, particularly when using static pattern
projection, limiting their range to a fairly short interval. Some additions include using stereo infrared cameras,
or adaptive projection patterns. Ultrasound also gets less precise when exceeding a certain distance, due to the
wave properties and single measurements. However, the slower propagation makes it suitable for applications
at close distances. Capacitive proximity sensors struggle to measure objects that are far away from the sensing
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electrode, as their influence on the electric field might be below the achievable resolution. Specific layouts of
electrodes allow very precise measurements at small distances.
It is not trivial to find a good measure for the processing complexity associated to different sensing tech-
nologies. An approach is to take the dynamic range of a sensor and the number of sensors typically required.
Dynamic range is the difference between the smallest detectable value and the largest detectable value. Micro-
phones have a high dynamic range measuring over a large frequency scale, whereas touch sensors only have
two different states. Ultrasound usually measures simple amplitudes in time-of-flight systems and thus does not
require complex processing. Image processing in both visible and infrared domains requires complex operations
on large data arrays and is therefore difficult to integrate in simple embedded systems. This discrepancy has a
distinct influence on the number of sensor systems required in a system. A single touch sensor is required on
each position that is supposed to be interactive. Using a single camera can account for watching a larger area,
identifying numerous activities, or detecting fine activity information at a short distance. Capacitive proximity
sensors have a high dynamic range for single sensors. However, as the electrodes need a certain size to enable
detection at a higher distance, the number of sensors in a single setup is limited. Thus, unless complex processing
methods are used the complexity can be considered low.
Regarding unobtrusiveness, capacitive sensors and RF sensors can be applied completely invisible, below
any non-conductive material. Cameras, microphones and ultrasound need a direct line-of-sight or mechanical
connection to the measured property and are thus more difficult to hide. As previously mentioned, certain plastics
are transparent for infrared light and glass can be designed to provide varying transparency levels for different
directions. Microphones can pick up any environmental noise and can be hidden below a surface that transmits
mechanical waves well. One example is the CapTap prototype (4.3.6) that uses a microphone to detect acoustic
events on a surface. Of the presented technologies, capacitive proximity sensing is the least obtrusive. The layer
between the detectable object and electrode can be very thick, as shown in the Smart Bed system (4.3.2) that has
a thick mattress layer.
The actual performance of a specific sensor is difficult to assess from this limited selection of criteria and
often is highly depending on the selected application. Having worked with a number of different prototypes and
analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of the different technologies it is possible to build a set of benefits
and limitations of capacitive proximity sensing that will be presented in the following two sections.
5.2. Benefits
Given the information collected in the previous section I can now discuss the specific benefits of capacitive
proximity sensing. I am using three different groups for categorization, namely versatility, unobtrusiveness and
processing complexity. Some examples within these groups are shown in Table 5.2. In the following section I
will discuss those groups in detail.
5.2.1. Versatility
A main benefit of capacitive proximity sensors is the versatility in which they can be applied. With flexible choice
of electrode materials, size and geometry it is possible to create highly individual applications. Some example
electrodes include transparent metal oxide layers, woven conductive thread, copper wires, PCB boards, or simple
aluminum foil. In the different prototypes I have used a large variety of materials, including aluminum foil in
the MagicBox (4.3.5), long copper wire electrodes in the CapFloor (4.3.5), conductive thread in the Capacitive
Chair (4.3.5), and transparent ITO in GestDisp (4.4). Other materials in the literature include plant tissue for
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Table 5.2.: Overview of capacitive proximity sensing benefits
Name Examples
Versatility Flexible electrode design, scalability, dif-
ferent sensing methods
Unobtrusiveness Invisible application, non-disturbing fre-
quency range
Processing Complexity Small number of sensors, variable dynamic
range
Botanicus Interactus [PSLS12] and water in Touché [SPH12]. The size and shape of the electrodes is varying
accordingly. The finger tracking array in the Active Armrest (4.3.4) consists of 2 cm x 3 cm copper PCB, while
the Capacitive Chair (4.3.3) has some electrodes of 15 cm x 20 cm. The largest electrodes of the related works can
be found in the TileTrack prototype using 60 cm x 60 cm tiles [VRV10]. The electrode design can be modified
freely according to the specific application scenario. Given the large variety of different sensing methods most
scenarios can be covered.
Additionally, the sensor systems are also highly scalable. By choosing appropriate voltages and frequen-
cies it is possible to add a high number of sensors to a single object. Rekimoto’s SmartSkin uses shunt mode,
with nine emitters and eight receivers leading to 72 sensing points [Rek02]. The CapTap prototype uses three
OpenCapSense boards, interfacing 24 sensors, relying on time multiplexing to prevent interference between the
different sensors (4.3.6). The CapFloor prototype as used in the EvAAL competition connected 26 sensors to
a single PC system, controlled by two different communication interfaces (4.3.1). Further iterations developed
by Tobias Grosse-Puppendahl support more than one hundred sensors in setups covering multiple rooms. Us-
ing smart measurement windows and different multiplexing methods, sensors can be placed close together and
electrodes may act as both sender and receiver, e.g. the frequency multiplexing method used in the Honeyfish
system [GPB12] (4.4). The different sensing methods presented - loading mode, shunt mode and transmit mode,
enable a variety of different sensing patterns. The human body can be used as both sender and receiver and smart
electrode layouts allow using low-powered processors.
In conclusion, it is possible to add capacitive sensing to most everyday objects to enable different forms of
interaction, create natural interfaces and smart objects. The developed prototypes are using different electrode
materials, flexible or solid electrodes, conductive thread, wires, shielded or non-shielded layouts.
5.2.2. Unobtrusiveness
Electric fields are not usually perceived by persons, unless they are of exceptional strength. Capacitive proximity
sensors usually operate with low voltages (OpenCapSense operates at 3.3V or 5V) and with frequencies that are
not considered biologically active (OpenCapSense uses a 100kHz sampling rate). Furthermore, they propagate
through many materials that are typically present in our environment, including most plastics, wood or tile. This
allows to invisibly apply capacitive proximity sensors without a strong effect on the measurement. Regarding
the Smart Bed, (4.3.2) the signal propagates through a thick layer of mattress, consisting of polyurethane foam.
The CapFloor system is designed to work below wood, PCV, tile, or other non-conductive floor materials (4.3.1).
An application below several centimeters of covering is possible, if the electrodes are designed properly for
large distance sensing. The detection range of the CapTap demonstrator is not disturbed by the laminated wood
tabletop of 5cm thickness (4.3.6). Similar the Capacitive Chair has electrodes attached below a cover comprised
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Figure 5.1.: Sketch of CapTap prototype showing thickness of tabletop
of wood, polyurethane foam and cloth, the materials of the seat area (4.3.3). Other materials that were applied
above capacitive proximity sensors in the scope of the experiments were glass, polycarbonate, carpet, or access
floors that are comprised of a wood, plastic and carpet combination. None of the materials we used showed
unexpected behavior, related to absorption or attenuation of the sensor signal. If the sensors are attached close
to conductive materials the signal can be disturbed if they are grounded or acting as shield towards the object to
be sensed. Shielding in this context describes preventing the electric field created by the sensors to propagate to
the object that is supposed to be detected, e.g. the famous Faraday cage. In some scenarios capacitive proximity
sensors can also be used to detect properties of conductive objects, e.g. detecting the level of water in a glass or
other non-conductive container.
It is possible to equip most conductive objects directly with capacitive proximity sensors, and hide them below
non-conductive objects with minimal spatial requirements. The Active Armrest (4.3.4) prototypes are using
sensor sets that are completely invisible from the outside. The CapTap was specifically designed to combine
several sensing technologies that are invisible from the outside - hidden electrodes and a microphone (4.3.6).
The thickness of the tabletop is shown in Figure 5.1. One disadvantage of this method is the disability to easily
detect touch if there is no contact between object and electrode. Touching the electrode will typically cause
a spike in sensor values that can be very easily discriminated. Therefore, in order to detect touches narrow
thresholds and suitable sensing electrodes have to be used, as shown in SmartSkin [Rek02] or the touch area of
the Active Armrest (4.3.4). Another potential solution is to use indirect effects of touching. The Smart Bed is
using the pressure applied on the mattress to cause a geometric deformation of the electrode (4.3.2). This results
in a clearly measurable spike in sensor values and can be modified for application below other flexible surfaces.
The Smart Bed is additionally designed to communicate wireless to a PC, only using a regular power supply for
operation.
5.2.3. Processing Complexity
An appropriate analogy to capacitive proximity sensors is a single photo diode. As opposed to a light intensity,
capacitance is measured. While the information we can gain from such a measurement is limited, the processing
required to analyze the signal is also low. Performing signal analysis on an array of 24 capacitive sensors, as in
the CapTap prototype (4.3.6) is comparable to processing the image of a 6x4 pixel camera. Therefore, it is easy
to create highly integrated systems with low-power devices for performing any subsequent data analysis. Other
prototypes use even less electrodes, most notably the Magic Box that uses only six sensors and computationally
inexpensive object localization algorithms (4.3.5).
While it is in many cases beneficial to use complex data processing algorithms for object detection, it is often
possible to achieve a similar result with less complex methods. In many applications it is even viable to opt for a
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quantized capacitance measurement. In the case of a touch sensor a single binary measure is sufficient. However,
it is also possible to select various different levels. The Active Armrest processes the two back electrodes in
a quantized fashion, just using a single threshold for each (4.3.4). The sensor dynamic can be reduced to any
suitable range, thus reducing the processing complexity later in the algorithms. The CapFloor system uses a larger
number of sensors and does not require a high dynamic range for calculations (4.3.1) and thus uses shortened 4
Bit values.
With the exception of the Capacitive Chair (4.3.3) and the CapTap (4.3.6) that make extensive use of frequency
domain operations, our prototypes are using simple data processing methods that can be easily applied on em-
bedded systems. One of the presented examples is the weighted average algorithm for object detection, as shown
for the Magic Box (4.3.5). Regarding model-based data processing, even very simple cylindrical models, such as
the one used for the Smart Bed (4.3.2), are capable to reliably predict numerous postures that are relevant in real
world applications. In general, the low requirements for data pre-processing, allows dedicating more resources
to high-level data processing algorithms if the specific application is resource constrained. Thus, it is easily
possibly to fuse the data of multiple heterogeneous sensors in the system or apply more complex classification
methods, such as the SVM classifier used for the Capacitive Chair (4.3.3).
Another option to reduce the processing load is reducing the sample rate of the sensors. If this is done in
hardware, there is an additional benefit to this method. The sensitivity of the sensors can be increased, as loading
and unloading times can be decreased, making it easier to detect changes in the resulting capacitance. However,
this method is not feasible for all electrode sizes, as particularly small electrodes will reach their capacitance
limit early. Another option to increase the sensitivity is increasing the voltage, which influences the propagation
range of the electric field. In this case, it is more difficult to guarantee biological inactivity and a low power
consumption.
The OpenCapSense toolkit that is the base for most of the prototypes has a fairly powerful micro controller that
is able to implement all of the processing steps. This enables highly integrated, low-power capacitive proximity
sensing prototypes that can be used in smart environment applications. It is also viable to use low-powered
PC systems, such as the Raspberry Pi, to interface a large number of capacitive proximity sensors in research
applications.
5.3. Limitations
Despite the potential benefits that have been outlined in the previous section, capacitive proximity sensors have
a number of limitations that may hinder several applications. Similar to the benefits I am putting these into three
different groups that are outlined in Table 5.3. Environmental influences have been briefly mentioned throughout
this work and have to be considered in any setup. The physical range limits the object detection to a low distance
from the sensing electrode. The objection detection similarly suffers from the physical limitations of electric
field sensing. These three groups will be detailed in the following paragraphs.
5.3.1. Environmental Influence
One of the main limitations of capacitive proximity sensors is their sensitivity towards environmental influences.
Any factor that modifies an electric field will also affect the measurement of a capacitive sensor. The current en-
vironmental parameters, like temperature and humidity are having a considerable effect on the medium in which
the electric field propagates. However, those changes are usually over a longer period of time and can be com-
pensated using a factor for drift, as described in the previous sections about noise reduction. While the frequency
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Table 5.3.: Overview of capacitive proximity sensing limitations
Name Examples
Environmental influence Static electric fields, dynamic electric
fields, temperature, humidity, conductive
objects
Physical range Small differences in capacitance, reduction
due to influences, physical limitations
Object detection Small number of data points, a priori
knowledge
range in which the sensors operate is usually not in an interval that disturbs other electronic systems, there are
some electromagnetic sources in the environment. The most common are power supplies (frequency range of
50-60Hz) terrestrial radio (frequency range of 150kHz to 100MHz), mobile phone communication (870-970MHz
and 1700-1900MHz), as well as WiFi (2,4GHz and 5GHz). While in theory there is some potential interference
with the terrestrial radio spectrum, the effect is fairly small and can be covered by choosing intermediate fre-
quency intervals. Thus it is feasible to use capacitive sensing even in environments, where non-disturbance is a
main requirement.
The main source of disturbance occurring in our evaluations, was the influence of very close electromagnetic
sources and disturbing signals within the power grid. One example for a disturbing source was a plasma TV
installed in our Living Lab. When turned on the CapFloor prototype (4.3.1) suffered from severe noise, preventing
any successful tracking of persons. The culprit are high frequency internal power supplies that drive the plasma
cells. Newer TVs are using different internal electronics that significantly reduce the emitted electric field.
Another disturbing factor can be faulty power supplies that are attached to the grid and produce frequency noise.
As this noise typically operates in a limited frequency range, it is possible to use frequency domain filtering that
attenuates these bands. Thus, it should be attempted to apply capacitive proximity sensing in an environment
that adheres to all relevant standards regarding electromagnetic compliance. Additionally, the systems should
be designed in a way that reduces potential external influences, e.g. by using internal power supplies that are
stabilized and applying shielding where necessary.
An additional issue might arise when placing sensors close to each other. The created electric fields may disturb
the measurement if some electrodes are charged and create fields to adjacent electrodes while those are discharged
for measurement. This is particularly challenging, when a larger number of sensors is involved. Here, this is the
case for the CapFloor (4.3.1) and CapTap (4.3.6) prototypes. In the case of CapTap specific charge-discharge
cycles for the electrodes are used that ensure that adjacent sensors are not interfering with each other. Similarly
the CapFloor attempts to control the sensors in a way that prevents interference, taking into account the geometric
layout and the position of the electrodes within the area. Both methods are a form of multiplexing that is based
on time (TDMA). Other options include a variety of different multiplexing methods, such as the previously
mentioned frequency method of Honeyfish (4.4). Code division multiplex is a last class of multiplexing methods
that relies on the modification of the signal. This was employed by the presented capacitive sensor of Rob
MacLachlan [Mac04]. It can result in very precise measurements, but requires specialized hardware. Thus, it
was not used in any of the developed prototypes.
Another major challenge are conductive objects that are permanently placed in the immediate sensing envi-
ronment. It is difficult to distinguish the object we want to detect from a disturbing object, if their influence on
the electric field is similar. Long term data analysis may help in performing a successful detection. The CapTap
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prototype, as a regular living room table, should not fail when disturbing objects are present, such as glasses full
of water (4.3.6). This can be achieved by performing a feature analysis that detects the typical response of the
disturbing object and performs a recalibration that takes the object into account.
The CapFloor prototype is affected by environmental influences the most, given the small size of the electrodes
relative to the interaction area and the changing environment on top of the floor (4.3.1). Strong noise reduction
algorithms and drift compensation are used to create a more stable result that however causes a reduction of the
detection range.
5.3.2. Physical Range
Figure 5.2.: Reduced angular resolution on smaller, distant objects
The physical range of the generated electric field is one of the main limiting factors of capacitive proximity
sensing. In order to detect objects that are further away, the electric field strength has to be increased sufficiently.
This is easier for larger electrodes, as its potential capacitance is higher. However, this also leads to distant objects
having an ever smaller influence on the overall capacitance. In this case we need more precise measurement
circuits and longer measurement times to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Additionally, looking at smaller
objects the angular resolution will decrease as shown in Figure 5.2. This makes it more difficult to get a precise
localization as the immanent noise leads to an angular error. While this can be compensated using more sensors,
the far distance would require us to use large electrodes that have to be placed further apart resulting in a huge
area that would have to be equipped with sensor electrodes. The Capacitive Chair prototype uses large electrodes
that allow us to detect the presence of a person at distances of around 50-60cm (4.3.3). It is designed to detect
whole body parts and thus does not need any fine resolution. The Active Armrest on the other hand has a finger
interaction array comprised of small electrodes that have a detection limit of approximately 15cm (4.3.4). Yet, it
is able to detect fine movements and precise locations of the fingers within this range.
In general, the achievable resolution is not comparable to vision based system and has to be taken into consid-
eration when designing the specific application. A balance between electrode size, physical range and achievable
resolution has to be found. The MagicBox size does not allow an integration of very large electrodes (4.3.5).
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Instead, we are optimizing the available space in order to achieve a detection that lets us detect hands in a distance
of approximately 30cm and allows reliable tracking in distances between 15cm and 20cm. The system with the
lowest detection distance is the CapFloor prototype (4.3.1). The long wire electrodes are not particularly well
suited for achieving a good resolution and are prone to interference. However, they are suitable for this specific
purpose and objects at a proximity of 10cm or less can still be detected.
5.3.3. Object Detection
Figure 5.3.: Same response to differently sized objects (left), different response to varying materials (right)
Object detection using capacitive sensors, can be partially compared to object detection using camera sys-
tems, with a single sensor being equivalent to a single photo sensor. Smith et al. propose that loading mode
measurements resemble light captured by a camera without a lens, as only one part of the electric system is con-
strained [SWD∗98]. The light intensity measure is comparable to field intensity and likewise it is not possible to
distinguish if the measurement is caused by a weak source in close proximity or a strong source at a further dis-
tance. As a practical example the capacitive sensor is not able to decide if one hand is close to the sensor or two
hands are a bit further away. This effect makes it challenging to provide object detection and usually information
from various sensors has to be combined to get a good idea about object shape and size. The CapTap prototype
is able to detect two hands by combining the information of 24 sensors and additionally uses an analysis of the
arm posture in the detection area (4.3.1). Due to the presented challenges in physical range and electrode size,
capacitive proximity sensing systems do not have the same level of scalability as cameras, where millions of
photo sensors can be placed in very small areas. Touch screens show that capacitive sensing technology has a
very high resolution in near ranges. However, this can’t be translated to similar resolution in further distances.
Additionally, the effect of an object on the electric field is not always closely correlated to the object dimen-
sions, but instead based on conductivity, material and other factors. The same response to different objects may
be measured at different distances, if they are differently sized or are made of different materials, as shown in
Figure 5.3. In the presented application scenarios exclusively parts of the human body are tracked. Mostly, there
is also an assumption that no other objects should be used. The CapTap will have to identify potential foreign ob-
jects from the hands of the user (4.3.6). In this case, the specific capacitance profile of objects at close proximity
can be used, similar to the capacitance tags presented by SmartSkin [Rek02]. The Active Armrest has gestures
for one and two fingers that are distinguished using a simple threshold (4.3.4). If another object is entering the
field, or the person is having a strongly different finger size, the system will fail to properly differentiate gestures.
Accordingly, some other compensation methods should be used.
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5.4. Guidelines
Figure 5.4.: Basic system design process for capacitive proximity sensing systems and associated aspects in the
single steps
After discussing the limitations and benefits of capacitive proximity sensors, I am able to use the collected
experiences and knowledge to give some general guidelines that can help parties interested in using this sensing
technology. These guidelines will support the design process from sensor choice, to choice of algorithms. The
process is shown in Figure 5.4. This section is structured following the three design steps sensor choice, hard-
ware design, and algorithms. In each subsection a set of questions are posed that are associated to the specific
challenges. These questions will be answered with references to the different prototypes created in the scope of
this work, and how it influenced the design process.
5.4.1. Sensor choice
The first step of this process is the choice of sensor technology for the given application. There is a variety of
different options, as presented in Section 5.1. All have their different strengths and weaknesses. In order to
decide if capacitive proximity sensing is suitable, three different questions should be posed.
What do I need to measure in my application scenario?
Capacitive proximity sensors can measure the presence and properties of conductive, grounded objects. A
prominent object of this category is the human body, having distinct electrical properties. This includes the
various application scenarios shown in the previous sections. However, if the application requires measuring
properties of unsupported objects that are non-conductive, a different technology should be chosen. In some
specific scenarios non-grounded conductive objects can be measured if they are coupled to the electrode. One
example is measuring the fluid level of a non-conductive glass container placed on an electrode.
What sensing technologies are supporting the required measurements?
It may be the case that multiple technologies support the measurements required in this specific applications.
Cameras often can provide similar recognition as capacitive sensors, e.g. in indoor localization applications. In
this step all potential sensing technologies should be collected. Additionally, the requirements of the application
and constraints towards the environment have to be taken into account. If there are requirements on the visibility
of sensing devices, or potential interference due to the unique limitations of a sensor technology, they can be
discarded in this step.
Are capacitive proximity sensors beneficial for my scenario?
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An evaluation of the different candidates is the final step and should lead to a decision about the most suitable
sensing technologies. If the distance is too high for capacitive proximity sensors or enough processing power is
available and lighting conditions are static, cameras might be more suitable. This should be driven by the different
benefits and limitations of the technologies. The benchmarking model presented in Chapter 3 can support this
decision process. The designer will have to find the respective feature weights for his applications and calculate
the scores for the different sensing systems.
5.4.2. Hardware design
If there has been a decision in favor of capacitive proximity sensors the next step is the design of the hardware.
Similar to technology selection we can use a few basic questions to get an idea of what layout to use.
How many sensors are required to get the measurement?
The number of sensors required is depending on the area to be covered, as well as the specific object parameters
and the resolution that should be achieved. There is some limitation to the maximum size of the electrodes, as a
single sensor can only charge a maximum capacity. However, this theoretical limit is never tested in any of the
prototypes presented in this work. If a large area has to be covered more electrodes and sensors are typically used,
as the technology is cheap and large electrodes will limit the available resolution. If we just want to measure the
presence of a hand a single electrode may suffice. If orientation and position are interesting we need to combine
measurements from various sensors.
We used six electrodes for the MagicBox (4.3.5) as it is only tracking a single hand on a limited surface. Most
prototypes (4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.4) use eight sensors as this turned out to be a good compromise providing sufficient
data that can be collected by a single sen-sor kit. CapTap (4.3.6) uses 24 sensors as we wanted a high resolution
over a larger area and CapFloor 4.3.1 is scaled to room size and may use a high number of sensors.
What should be the size and geometry of the electrodes?
This is closely related to the previous question. If the application is not restricting the available space, the
electrode should be approximately of the same size as the object that is to be detected. This generates the
highest difference in capacitance when the distance is changing. The Active Armrest (4.3.4) uses six very small
electrodes for finger tracking and two larger ones for detecting the arm presence.
CapFloor (4.3.1) uses wire electrodes that are spread throughout the room to maximize coverage. The hand
tracking devices (4.3.4, 4.3.5) are equipped with hand-sized electrodes and the body sensing devices (4.3.2, 4.3.3)
use as much of the available space as possible.
What is the best electrode material to use?
Copper is always a good first choice as electrode material. If elasticity is necessary a thin sheet of copper, tin
or aluminum can be used. For rigid structure solid PCBs are a good choice, as they also include a copper layer
that may be used for shielding. In applications that require transparency, one of the presented materials will have
to be used, such as ITO or PEDOT:PSS. Some touch screens also opt for very thin wires that are not visible in
typical use with sufficient backlighting. For some applications it is beneficial to integrate electrodes into cloth.
In this case there is a variety of conductive threads that may be used. In recent years, printing electronics on
paper as become available for home and research applications [KHC∗13]. Any conductive material will act as an
electrode, thus the application and budget should be the primary driver of this decision.
Active Armrest and CapTap (4.3.4, 4.3.6) are not con-strained and use solid copper electrodes. CapFloor
(4.3.1) uses copper wires. MagicBox (4.3.5) integrates the sensors into a thin casing, thus we used aluminum
foil. As we wanted the electrodes of the Smart Bed (4.3.2) to deform along with the slatted frame we used copper
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foil. The Capacitive Chair (4.3.3) uses a number of solid copper electrodes but also includes a single conductive
thread, as it could be integrated into the mesh structure of the back rest.
Does my application require any shielding?
Shielding allows detecting only objects approaching from a certain direction. If the application requires this
additional hardware, because it is anticipated that other objects might disturb the measurement, shielding should
be used. The only prototype that uses shielding is the CapTap (4.3.6), as various electronic devices are integrated
into the table and we wanted to minimize disturbance. Shielding however, requires hardware support and comes
at additional cost and complexity.
5.4.3. Algorithms
Finally, if the hardware is designed as desired, the different variations of data processing algorithms have to be
chosen and configured according to the application.
What pre-processing algorithms should be used?
Using baseline calibration is beneficial in the vast majority of applications. Having a distinct starting point
simplifies all further steps of high-level data processing, such as normalization and setting different thresholds.
This step may only be omitted in very stable environments and if the system has sufficient prior information to
operate on raw data. Drift compensation should be handled in a similar fashion. The common methods are not
computationally expensive and having a stable baseline over time allows the same algorithms to be applied in
a more robust fashion. The method and configuration of noise reduction are strongly depending on the specific
case. Some form of noise reduction might be required in most applications. Yet, according to the type of noise
different methods can be used. If outliers are an issue a median filter is appropriate; if a smoother signal is desired
an average filter can be used.
In most of the presented prototypes an adaptive baseline calibration is used, together with dynamic normaliza-
tion, capturing on-the-fly maximum and minimum values. Noise reduction relies mostly on an adaptive average
filter that uses a varying sample count based on the extent of changing sensor values, which allows the filtered
signal to react more quickly to events.
What are suitable methods for high-level data processing?
Regarding high-level data processing there are numerous variations of methods presented in this work. Data-
driven machine learning algorithms are a good method, if there is a small set of potential outcomes, e.g. the
different postures that could be recognized on a chair or couch. We partially use these methods in the Smart Bed
(4.3.2), on the posture classification of the Capacitive Chair (4.3.3) and for the gesture recognition of the Active
Armrest (4.3.4). Of the related prototypes most notably Touché uses these classification methods [SPH12].
If the application has many different potential outcomes, e.g. the thousands of potential locations in a hand
tracking system, it is typically beneficial to use a model-driven approach, used in all other prototypes (4.3.1,
4.3.4, 4.3.5, 4.3.6). However, these models may be supported by data-driven algorithms, such as particle filters.
One example is the Swiss-Cheese object tracker by Grosse-Puppendahl et al. [GPBKK13]. The data processing
examples, shown in Section 4.2, give an idea of the decision rationale in various application domains.
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5.5. Discussion
In this chapter I have evaluated capacitive proximity sensors in the domain of smart environments. As a first
step of this evaluation, I provided a comparison to other sensor technologies. These were chosen based on their
frequent use in smart environment applications.
This build the base for discussing the specific benefits of capacitive proximity sensors. They have a high
versatility, based on flexible electrode designs and a number of different sensing modes. They can be applied
unobtrusively, as the electric field propagates through any non-conductive object. They have a low processing
complexity, as the number of sensors is small compared to other technologies. However, there are several lim-
itations of capacitive proximity sensors. They are prone to environmental influence and drift over time. The
physical range is limited to a few meters in best case scenarios. They struggle in detecting certain categories
of objects, as the number of measurements is limited and different materials have a distinct response to electric
fields.
Based on this classification I provided a set of guidelines that support parties developing smart environment ap-
plications throughout the development process, from choosing a sensor technology, over designing the hardware,
to selecting suitable algorithms for processing the data.
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With this work I set out to evaluate the applicability of capacitive proximity sensors in the domain of smart en-
vironments. Technological advances in the last decades have enabled research and industry to create numerous
devices and applications that aim at making our environments more aware and provide a variety of services.
When designing such applications the developers choose from a selection of sensor devices that provide envi-
ronmental measurements or activity data. Capacitive proximity sensors have some unique properties that are
beneficial in scenarios that require unobtrusiveness. To support the sensor selection I provide a tool that allows
to benchmark different sensor technologies against one another given a set of features and potential applications.
I establish a set of application domains that are particularly well suited for capacitive proximity sensors. Each
of those domains has a specific set of challenges regarding the required sensor technology, layout of the sys-
tems, and processing. These can be tackled using a variety of new or improved methods. In order to establish
a classification of capacitive proximity sensors and its competing technologies, it is necessary to provide a set
of implementation guidelines. This should be based on knowledge gathered from designing and evaluating a
comprehensive number of prototypes.
I have developed a benchmarking model for sensor technologies in smart environments that is adapted from
previously presented benchmarks for pervasive systems. This model is modified to include specific metrics for
smart environments. The benchmarking score is calculated, by taking user-specified ratings as a weighting factor
for the sensor characteristics. The method was evaluated by measuring the popularity of four different sensor
technologies, used in three different application domains. For this evaluation I queried two scientific databases.
Additionally, I provide two extensions. The first compensates the preference of some users to prefer average
ratings. The second normalizes the final score if the user ranking result in different overall ratings. Thus, I was
able to identify application domains for capacitive proximity sensors by choosing the four most suitable out of a
set of seven.
Indoor localization, smart appliances, physiological sensing and gesture interaction are use cases that have
been realized using capacitive proximity sensors in the past. However, the data processing still presents a number
of challenges that can be overcome by improved methods. Next, I will list my specific contributions and the
challenges they address. I used gesture by example to improve gestural interaction if the number of sensors
in an interaction device is constrained. I developed an electrode grid layout that detects location and falls in
rooms, with a limited number of sensors attached on the sides. Using abstraction I create analytical models of
the capacitance measurements in different scenarios. A single body model is sufficient to precisely determine
occupation and posture on a bed, while multi-body models on a chair allow a fine-grained calculation of the
posture. Heterogeneous sensor systems can augment the range of applications or alleviate limitations of a single
sensor type. I present a method to detect the intention to interact based on limb postures. Thus I can integrate
capacitive interaction devices in areas where unintentional gestures can occur. A combined capacitive, acoustic
system that detects different types of touch, increases the versatility of invisible capacitive interaction devices by
providing additional input channels and a more reliable detection of selection events. Image-based processing of
capacitive proximity sensor data primarily has been used for shunt mode systems. I present a method for loading
mode systems, which can be applied more flexibly. It tracks the position and orientation of two arms in proximity
of a table, using a selection of typical image processing methods. Finally, there are two methods for physiological
sensing that detect respiratory rate based on chest movement, and sleep-phases based on whole-body movement.
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Operations in frequency space are particularly well suited, because they capture periodic signals generated by
muscle movements of the body.
In order to evaluate those methods and gather sufficient information to classify capacitive proximity sensors,
six different prototypes are presented in detail. Each prototype is associated with one or more of the specified
application domains. I outline the development of the prototypes, including the rationale for the selected electrode
layouts and the processing methods chosen. I describe how specific design challenges are solved in order to build
a knowledge base for specifying and detailing the capabilities of the technology. For all prototypes some form
of functional or qualitative evaluation has been performed, with setup and results described in the respective
sections. All prototypes performed well in their specific application scenarios. However, a limitation of these
evaluations is that it is difficult to directly compare results to other sensing technologies or similar prototypes,
as the data sets and sample users vary across different setups. Three additional prototypes based on capacitive
proximity sensors that have been created in other collaborative projects are briefly introduced.
The knowledge gathered from designing the prototypes and evaluating their functionality allows me to build a
base for classifying the technology and comparing it to other sensor technologies. Capacitive proximity sensors
are uniquely affected by conductive objects and disturbing electric fields in the vicinity. However, they do not
require a line of sight and optical and acoustical properties of the environment do not matter. The detection range
is lower than most other sensing technologies, particularly radio frequency systems. However, the resolution
compares favorable in low distances. The processing complexity is considered low, due to the low number of
sensor values that occur in typical applications, despite the high dynamic range a single sensor can achieve. How-
ever, in some instances more complex processing methods are beneficial. An example is the SVM classification
methods used in the multi-body models. Capacitive proximity sensors can be applied completely invisibly below
non-conductive materials. This is also true for radio frequency sensing, but not true without limitations for the
other sensor systems. In the prototypes a variety of materials including plastics, cloth, leather, and wood, are
applied in a thickness of up to 5 cm.
A major limitation of capacitive proximity sensors is the proneness to certain types of environmental influ-
ences. Induced external and internal electric fields and changing parameters within the environment can cause a
disturbance of the sensor signal. One example is periodic waves on the power supply lines that were resulting
in unusable sensor readings. This problem can usually be mitigated by proper system design. However, in set-
tings that have an expected permanent influence of electric fields some other sensing technology might be better
suited. The physical range of the sensors is fairly low, particularly compared to cameras. As capacitance is an
aggregate value of a local electric field, the information we can gather from a single measurement is limited. This
primarily applies to distinguishing objects at a distance. However, constrained low-distance systems in industrial
applications can be used for material detection, relying on the distinct dielectric properties.
Based on the collected knowledge in identifying suitable application domains, creating novel methods for
data processing and building a variety of different prototypes, I created a set of guidelines that supports the
design process. They support the selection of suitable sensors, choosing a viable hardware layout and reasonable
processing methods. These guidelines are intended to support other researchers in developing systems based on
capacitive proximity sensors that may be new to this technology.
I conclude this section by discussing some potential limitations of the work presented. The developed bench-
marking method is based on a set of user-supplied ratings and therefore is subjective. Given the plethora of
potential sensor variations, algorithms and applications it is difficult or even impossible to find a set of features
and ratings that are universally valid. This benchmarking model is not intended to be used in a very generic fash-
ion, but instead has to be applied to a specific set of applications. In some instances the frequency of keywords
in the technology popularity evaluation is low, making it difficult to estimate the significance of the technology
application combination. So far, the method has only been used on smart environment systems. Therefore, it is
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not obvious how straightforward a transfer to other domains would be. Even in the domain of smart environ-
ments only a limited subset of application domains has been investigated. In order to identify novel use cases the
method would have to be evaluated on a larger scale.
6.1. Future Work
Capacitive proximity sensing has a promising future in smart environments. Further benchmarks performed
using the presented model can identify novel use cases. Unobtrusively detecting the human body to recognize
activities or create interactive surfaces might alter the way in which we interact with our environment. Household
appliances and furniture that reacts to presence, mood and activities can support energy saving services based
on localization, or sleep and wake up support based on real-time detection of the sleep quality. Capacitive
proximity sensors have a broad range of smart home applications and can be applied flexibly, by both designers
and engineers. Increasingly, physiological measurements are used to detect activities and adapt systems. Today,
this sensing relies primarily on wearable devices, such as smart watches. Remote measurement of the breathing
rate has been implemented in the past. With newer hardware and more sophisticated processing, it could be
possible to also measure heart rate, or even create some kind of ECG without physical connection to the person.
This more detailed contextual knowledge about the persons in the environment can be used for a variety of
applications, for example in the domain of personal health.
The scope of smart environments has already been expanded and includes vast public spaces, but also more
constrained spaces. Millions of people are spending hours each day in their vehicles, on their way to work,
or visiting friends and family. I have presented two systems that enable novel forms of interaction for cars.
GestDisp detects touch gestures in front of a screen and the Active Armrest registers arm and hand position
to detect the intention of a user to interact on an armrest. Capacitive proximity sensors can be used to create
a variety of interactive surfaces in a car. It is feasible to reduce the number of buttons currently installed on
many steering wheels by replacing them with interactive surfaces that are invisibly integrated. Sensing the
physiological properties of the driver can reduce the number of accidents caused by unaware drivers. Sensors in
the seat can register the onset of drowsiness or increased stress levels and could suggest a pause for the driver.
Likewise, posture and occupancy sensing, as used in the Capacitive Chair, can verify that a suitable seating
position is set, or adapt climate controls and multimedia systems according to number of occupants and their
preference.
Benefits of capacitive proximity sensors include the flexibility of electrode layouts and designs, as well as
their applicability on large surfaces. The combination of these properties could enable the creation of interactive
surfaces that are irregularly shaped. This kind of interaction system is particularly interesting in collaborative
work environments. The mixed form of free-air and touch interaction supported by systems such as CapTap can
be combined with virtual or augmented reality to create immersive systems for multiple users. It is feasible to
create curved surfaces that are designed to more naturally follow the movements of the human arm.
Finally, the benchmarking model can and should be expanded or adapted to include other domains outside of
smart environments. This may require the omission or addition of features. These areas should support and use
different types of sensor technologies. One candidate area might be robotics.
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A. Evaluation results
This appendix will give an overview of the raw results gathered by the evaluations performed on the different
prototypes.
A.1. Capacitive chair posture recognition
This section provides raw data of the first posture recognition test performed using the capacitive chair.
A.1.1. Evaluation setup
Short study with 10 participants. Three poses and a non-pose:
• Sitting upright
• Sitting hunched
• Slouching on chair
• Close to chair - disturber
The persons were given a short introduction, the different postures were displayed, and finally the persons
were asked to perform the postures in order. When testing “close-to-chair” the subjects were asked to rattle at
the chair, stand close, move it around and thus disturb the potential sensor readings. Each class was tested for 10
seconds, collecting 200 samples.
A.1.2. Raw results
Table A.1.: Percentage of correctly classified postures using manually set classifier
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 Avg
Upright 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Hunched100 100 100 100 86 100 100 100 100 100 98,6
Slouch 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 55 100 95,5
Disturber100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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A.1.3. Postures
Figure A.1.: Top left: Upright posture. Top right: Hunched posture. Bottom left: Slouched posture. Bottom
right: D1isturber posture
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A.2. Capacitive Chair - working situation recognition
Figure A.2.: Work activity day 1
Figure A.3.: Work activity day 2
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Figure A.4.: Work activity day 3
A.3. CapTap evaluation
A.3.1. Questionnaire
• G1 Experience with touch screen systems (none = 1, daily usage = 10)
• G2 Experience with gesture recognition systems (none = 1, daily usage = 10)
• Q1 Do you agree that the required tasks were easy and precise to perform? (Not agree = 1, Strong agree =
10)
• Q2 Was the CapTap to be intuitive in its usage? (Not agree = 1, Strong agree = 10)
• Q3 I could control the different layers in the painter application? (Not agree = 1, Strong agree = 10)
• Q4 I could control the different interactions in the test run? (Not agree = 1, Strong agree = 10)
• Q5 Do you prefer finger swipes or hand swipes? (Finger swipe = 1, Hand swipe = 10)
• Q6Do you prefer finger taps or knuckle knocks? (Finger taps = 1, Knuckle knocks = 10)
• Q7 The CapTap should support more than three interaction layers? (Not agree = 1, Strong agree = 10)
• Q8 Do you agree that CapTap is an interesting form of interaction device? (Not agree = 1, Strong agree =
10)
• Q9 Would you consider using an input device like CapTap for a longer period of time? (Not at all = 1, I
would like to use it = 10)
• Q10 What did you particularly like about the CapTap?
• Q11 What did you particularly dislike about the CapTap?
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A.3.2. Raw results
The table denotes the results of the different touch points as explained in the descriptive section. The T’s refer to
the times of the three different interaction speed runs.
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Table A.2.: CapTap evaluation raw results
Subject 1 1D 2 2D 3 3D 4 4D 5 5D 6 6D 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 T1 T2 T3
S1 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 0 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 45,38 41,57 33,94
S2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 43,12 41,83 36,94
S3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 0 3 3 3 1 3 3 51,38 34,42 31,33
S4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 27,28 34,17 24,29
S5 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 34,66 48,11 45,35
S6 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 39,28 42,62 47,72
S7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 0 1 3 1 3 3 1 3 1 40,87 33,56 25,95
S8 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 0 1 1 3 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 47,14 37,43 32,72
S9 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 1 0 2 2 0 3 0 3 3 3 1 3 2 39,71 33,78 26,63
S10 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 0 3 0 2 0 3 3 1 3 3 3 2 1 1 32,35 32,2 29,31
Ergebnis 30 28 29 30 30 29 25 21 24 16 24 17 22 28 22 28 30 30 20 28 20 40,117 37,969 33,418
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Table A.3.: CapTap questionnaire results
Subject G1 G2 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11
S1 10 5 6 9 9 8 8 1 6 10 9
unsichtbare Sensorik im vertrauten Mö-
belstück, Gesten über Tisch Präzision nicht gut genug
S2 10 9 6 8 6 8 7 3 3 7 6
Nice idea of embedding interaction into
everyday furniture
area is too large, interaction is exhaust-
ing, demonstrator table not suitable
S3 10 4 10 10 5 10 10 1 1 10 7 tactility, intuitive and invisible
some areas hard to reach when sitting in
front
S4 10 8 8 9 8 9 2 1 4 10 8 some errors in interaction
S5 10 3 10 8 8 8 2 1 6 9 8 touchpad like control on table knocking, interaction disturbed by knee
S6 10 8 8 9 7 8 3 3 3 9 8
unobtrusive integration in furniture, in-
tuitive interaction delay in recognition
S7 10 10 10 10 5 10 3 2 5 10 8
Eingaben mit und ohne Kontakt,
Auswahl über Tap intuitiv, Schnelle
Eingewöhnung in Layer mit Farben
Beine werden erkannt, große Interak-
tionsarea, Verzerrungen im Zeichenpro-
gramm
S8 10 3 7 8 7 9 2 2 1 7 4
ease of use, low learning curve, big va-
riety of input modalities interaction less precise in some areas
S9 10 3 8 9 4 7 7 10 3 9 3 knockin on heaven’s door
tap didn’t work - required more than one
tap to recognize
S10 4 7 8 9 7 9 2 2 7 10 8 different interaction possibilities
detection of knees, difficulty to stay in
layer
Ergebnis 9,4 6 8,1 8,9 6,6 8,6 4,6 2,6 3,9 9,1 6,9
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A.4. Active Armrest evaluation results
A.4.1. Questionnaire
• G1 Experience with touch screen systems (none = 1, daily usage = 10)
• G2 Experience with gesture recognition systems (none = 1, daily usage = 10)
• Q1 Do you agree that the required tasks were easy and precise to perform? (Not agree = 1, Strong agree =
10)
• Q2 Was the Interactive Armrest to be intuitive in its usage? (Not agree = 1, Strong agree = 10)
• Q3 Do you prefer multi-touch or basic gestures? (Multi-touch = 1, Basic gesture = 10)
• Q4 Is the Interactive Armrest with Multi-touch easy to use? (Not Agree = 1, Strong Agree = 10)
• Q5 Is the Interactive Armrest with basic gestures easy to use? (Not Agree = 1, Strong Agree = 10)
• Q6 Do you agree that the Interactive Armrest is an interesting form of interaction device? (Not agree = 1,
Strong agree = 10)
• Q7 Would you consider using an input device like the Interactive Armrest for a longer period of time? (Not
at all = 1, I would like to use it = 10)
• Q8 What did you particularly like about the Interactive Armrest?
• Q9 What did you particularly dislike about the Interactive Armrest?
Figure A.5.: Mean values and standard deviations for the Likert items of Active Armrest questionnaire
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A.5. CapFloor @ EvAAL 2011
Figure A.6.: Recognition rate of CapFloor on selected areas of interest
Table A.4.: Best case scores of CapFloor @ EvAAL 2011
Availability
Run 1 Run 2
Number of wrong samples 210 258
Number of total received samples 328 437
T 0.3597561 0.40961098
Accuracy Score 3.59756098 4.09610984
Accuracy
Available samples 358 437
Expected samples 452 452
Availability 0.7920354 0.96681416
Availability score 7.92035398 9.66814159
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A.6. Smart Bed sleep phase recognition results
Figure A.7.: Recognition of sleep phases over three nights
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